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In Remembrance of
FARE W ELLL FR. FALANGA Our Founder's Death
Since the erection of the Adminis-
tration Building in eighteen hundred
and fifty, I have majestically surveyed
the seminary grounds from my lofty
belfry over the Administration Build-
ing. For some scores of years now I
have awakened the community and
called it to different exercises. This
year I have been replaced by chimes
donated to the seminary. I have re-
tired. However, I am not alone in my
retirement for another seminary land-
mark has also retired from the scene.
Yes, I have been replaced by chimes
and Father Anthony Falanga has been
replaced as Director of Scholastics by
Father William Ryan.
Father Falanga and I have been
companions for many years. I have
watched him for a long time, and I
have noted his priestly career here at
the Barrens with joy and pride. I can
recall one Spring morning in nineteen
hundred and forty-five when I rang
out with gusto calling the community
to witness Father's ordination to the
sacred priesthood. After his ordina-
tion I thought I would lose track of
him, but after two short years spent
in Washington acquiring a doctorate in
theology, he returned to the Barrens
to be awakened by me for the next
twelve years.
FATHER'S ACTIVITIES.
These twelve years were jam-packed
with priestly activity for Father Fa-
langa. I can vividly remember him
hurrying to his country parish in High-
land where he was pastor for eight
years. I can also recall when he was
Director of Brothers for the length of
four years. And most especially I can
remember when he would drive over to
Saint Vincent's High School where he
would teach religion to the senior
girls and serve as their counselor. Dur-
ing these five years as counselor, so I
hear, he was instrumental in fostering
a great number of vocations to the
sisterhood, particularly to the Daugh-
ters of Charity. At the same time, I
can still almost see the many young
couples who came to him in order to
obtain his blessing for their marriages.
Only time will tell the great good that
will come to the Church from these
Father Falanga
marriages. It has always been one of
his greatest satisfactions to receive
letters from some of his "crazy turkeys"
who are now either married or serving
God in the Religious States.
FATHER AND THE SEMINARY!
Although Father Falanga spent a
great deal of time fulfilling the various
assignments given to him by his su-
periors, I can truly say that he spent
the greater part of his time and energy
here in the seminary. The seminary
was the hub of all of his activities.
It was here, under my eyes, that he
gave himself wholeheartedly doing
whatever he could to maintain the
Community Spirit of the Mother House.
For twelve years Father devoted him-
self with all his characteristic zeal
and vitality to the offices of teacher
and spiritual director.
Countless are the times when I have
heard his students claim that "Father
Tony" was one of the best professors
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"and through all the nations
the children of St. Vincent De Paul
wail his loss; But the glory that
crowns him in heaven illumines
the gloom of their cross."
On September 27, 1960 it will be
three hundred years since St. Vincent
de Paul died. The tercentenary next
fall will climax a year of celebrations
commemorating St. Vincent's death.
But celebrating a death sounds so
morbid. Death often seems tragic or
anticlimatic in the life of a great man;
in sketching such a life we recount
its highlights and then add regretfully
(apologetically were it not so inevit-
able), "And then he died." And yet,
in the spirit of faith, we joyfully re-
call the death of St. Vincent-not in
itself but as the climax, the fulfillment
of his life through direct union with
God. Saints live in order to die in
order to live. We celebrate September
27 not as the end of St. Vincent's
time on earth but as the beginning of
his eternity in heaven.
The tercentenary celebration will open
at Perryville on September 27 of this
year with a Solemn High Mass offered
by Father John Zimmerman, Assistant
to the Superior General. It will be at-
tended by members of St. Vincent's
double family. This is as it should be,
this is as St. Vincent would like it,
for in a very true sense he lives on
in his family-his sons animated by
his zeal and his daughters formed
from the simplicity of his own heart.
Moreover, the cycle of life within his
spiritual family will be manifest among
those present-priests and sisters grate-
ful for many faithful years carrying
on their father's labors, and the stu-
dents from Cape eager to embrace
his works and perpetuate his spirit.
But in any celebration of St. Vin-
cent there should be place for his most
cherished works-works of charity and
training of the clergy. For this reason
on May 1, 1960 Archbishop Joseph E.
Ritter will celebrate a Pontifical High
Mass on behalf of all lay charitable
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If I were to begin this article by say-
ing, "I can remember back in the old
days when I was a first philosopher,
when camp was really different," you
might get the mistaken idea that the
writer is a venerable silver jubilarian or
you might be led to believe that some
drastic changes have taken place at
camp in recent years. In the first place,
it was only six years ago that I was a
first philosopher and in the second
place camp has not changed radically
at all. Any confrere going back there
even after being away for many years
would still find the same camp he
knew as a student. Students today still
do the same things, take the same old
hikes, play the same old card games,
have their daily softball games, swim
and fish, and sleep, and just relax
even as in days of old. But even more
you would find the same old spirit of
camaraderie you once knew, the fun-
loving pranks, the joy and laughter,
the abiding and all-pervading spirit of
fraternal charity which actually char-
acterizes camp for all students.
Yet, the visitor coming back would
see that quite a few physical improve-
ments have been made. These are the
changes I have seen in the last six
years. Perhaps you might find them
interesting.
I think it was back in the summer
of '53 that we got our first two alumi-
num canoes. These replaced those
heavy wood-canvas ones which were so
ancient and badly battered. Each year
for the next three years we purchased
one more. These have added not a little
to the fun on the river.
You would find another big change
at the river-a very imposing cement
pier with two levels for landing boats,
a patio, and wide ambling cement
steps leading to the river. This truly
great improvement will probably out-
last the camp itself. It began as a
grand dream in the minds of two con-
fereres about four years back. But
because it was such a bold and gigantic
project few of us ever expected to see
it completed in our student days. But
actually the last bit of cement was
poured the day before we left camp
this year.
Back in '55, I guess it was, we added
a 15 foot extension onto the refectory.
This screened porch runs the entire
length of the refectory on the river
side and serves as a T. V. room, a place
to play cards or read or gab. It also
catches the overflow for meals on days
like the novice trip.
The next year we discovered that
the chapel just wouldn't hold all the
students comfortably and so a 15
foot extension was built.
During these years too, a few modern
conveniences were installed in the kit-
chen. The old wood stove gave way to
a Magic Chef gas range in the sum-
mer of '53. A few years later a large
used refrigerator was given us and this
was added to the kitchen and two years
ago we put in a gas hot water heater.
Remember the old juke box? I don't
know how far back it goes but it was
one of my fond memories of camp in
my first few years. But like all good
things, it got so old and decrepit
that it could no longer be fixed and
'had to be replaced. In its place Father
Fredrick Coupal donated a Zenith
transoceanic portable radio which is
kept in its water-proof box in the
little grove of trees between the refec-
tory and the ball field. For our records,
we bought a small portable 45 rpm
changer which is kept in the Crusade
hut.
A few years ago a couple of ener-
getic students constructed and set up
a miniature golf range on the level
(Please Turn To Page
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CAMP'S IMPROVEMENTS
of Saint Vincent who have made Saint
Mary's of the Barrens what it is today.
Among these memories are those of
Father Anthony Falanga.
Farewell (Cont.)
(From Page 1)
on the faculty. I have heard it said
that he had the knack of holding the
interest and attention of the student
in all types of weather; that he had
the ability of making the most abstract
concepts of theology clear and practi-
cal for the average student. Many
were the times that I heard him tell
his students: "Gentlemen, let's get
down to meat and potato talk!"
The other task to which Father de-
voted himself without reserve was that
of spiritual direction. I can recall
to mind the many instances when the
light in his office burned until the
wee hours of the morning. Father was
always prepared to speak to anyone
who neded his help. He was never too
busy to hear anyone's troubles. He
could always be counted on to say
the correct thing and to give the cor-
rect solution. This is why even as a
very young priest he was very busy
as confessor and spiritual director. It
seems as if it were only yesterday but
in reality it was four years ago, that
he was designated Spiritual Director
ex officio for the scholastics when he
received his appointment as Director
of Scholatics. During these four years
I saw him plan, scheme, and pray in
order to mold his students into the
type of priests who would be a credit
to the Church and to the Community.
He accomplished this not only by his
prayers and exhortations, but most es-
pecially by his own priestly example.
Undoubtedly these are the reasons
why he won the deep-seated respect,
admiration, and gratitude of those
who were privileged to be his charges.
CONCLUSION.
From my little green roof tower I
have heard the many compliments
paid to Father Falanga for the many
improvements which he introduced into
the scholasticate during his tenure of
office. But I know very well that he is
too solid a man and too good a theolo-
gian to attribute these improvements to
his own foresight or to his own per-
sonal merits. On the contrary he has
constantly given credit for the good
that exists on the scholasticate to
those who have gone before him. "So
then neither he who plants is any-
thing nor he who waters, but God
who gives the growth." This was the
theme of his farewell conference to his
students.
I am still up here in my little tower
above the Administration Building with
-the hope that someday I will once more
clear my voice and ring out again,
should something happen to the
chimes. I am now silent, but I am
not alone for I have many pleasant
memories of the many faithful sons
THE NEW GROTTO
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-IT'S VACATION TIME AT CAMP-
Standing: Messrs. P. O'Donnell, Spitzka, Canal, Walsh, Hinni, King, Fergus, Franszczak, Rohrich, Donahue, Overcamp,
Melito, Agnew, Jordon, Persich, Seghers, Hurley, Grace, Roppel, J. Golden, Hartenbach, Lopez, Grindel, Kotnour,Christensen, O'Brien, P. Golden, Lapuente, Ruhl, Sauerhage, Cantore, Gagnepain, Weisner, Madden, Martin,Croak, Fortenberry, H. O'Donnell.
2nd Row: Messrs. Valencia, Floresh, Lottes, Moore, Berkbigler, DcLaGoza, Fr. Falanga, Scherer, Miller, Balsquez,Gomez, Lamela, Byrne.
1st Row: Messrs. Stockman (Moro behind Stockman), Garcia, Shine, DeCesare, Dosado, Neophitos, Koncewicz, Law-baugh, Lukefahr, White, Arceneaux, Harden, Leaumont.
The bell which has so often beckoned
the Community to morning prayers,
meals, scoffs and K. P. has just signal-
ed the exodus back to Perryville. The
huts have been closed. Mr. Croak has
taken his last long hike past "kiddy-
land" to Blue Hole and Mr. Hurley
with the assistance of 43 other students
has shored the raft. Camp has ended
for another season-stillness nestles
down on the camp site as the gate is
locked for the year.
Softball-An Everyday Happening
Now the camp bell will be quiet but
during the season it was not so. Mr.
Lukefahr was there tugging frantically
at it and screaching "Softball," even
during the rainy season when we
thought the Monsoons had come. But
then there's the old adage, "the show
must go on" or perhaps the motto
of the postman would be more appro-
priate, "Thru rain and sleet and hail
etc." Occasionally double headers were
had, depending on whether or not
the older set, that is the Theologians,
felt they had the stamina to pace
through another nine innings. Two
highlights of the season were the
Philosopher-Theologian duel, the
Philosophers thrusting to a graceful
victory while the Theologians parried
to an ignominious defeat, and the
student-novice game which the stu-
dents snatched from the lads in the
closing innings.
Other Activities At Camp
Hunting, golf and field days offered
much diversion and relaxation to the
confreres so much so that Mr. Stock-
man had more sleep when out stalking
.game than back at the hut. With
squirrels frolicking from tree to tree,
nuts falling like rain drops, on snored
our youthful hunter, deaf to the
sounds about him. Golf was in vogue
this season with the miniature golf
course being used almost constantly
and with weekly trips to Fredericktown
for a day on the links. Many of the
Confreres ranked high with three
digit scores for nine holes while Mr.
J. Shine managed to gather a meagre
83 for eighteen. In the annual field day
Mr. Persich took the water events, Mr.
Kotnour the field events and Leau-
mont the batting title. A side show
attraction was the Miller-Valencia
"snailathon" in which Mr. Valencia
proved his speed afoot by covering the
50 yards in a blistering 22.6, to nose
out Mr. Miller who was a few hundred
strides behind.
At scoff time camp comes to life.
Out from under their nets roll many
of the students-there's a moment's
pause to secure footing-then off to the
refectory where quite a few in four-
somes are playing cards. Smoke clouds
the room (burning brownies). Inter-
spersed here and there among the
masses are some doing casual read-
ing. For instance over there is Mr.
White madly trying to finish War and
Peace in less than 400 hours and next
to him Mr. Lamela with his 17th paper-
back. In the kitchen Mr. Gagnepain's
baking more bread while Mr. Wiesner,
like a witch from Macbeth, brews the
garlic filling. Down at the fire there's
soft music; a suffusion of warmth from
the glowing embers; the quiet hiss of
the logs-and Mr. Jordon lecturing
on the fundamentals of golf.
Messrs. Melito and Cawley may have
ushered in the hiking season but a
wreath of laurels should be hung
on Mr. Sauerhage in recognition of his
marathon hike to Faro Tower. Tri-
umphing over the gigantic impediments
of nature and nature he led his cor-
tege of tenderfoots up to the tower.
Truly a "borne hiker." Even Mr. King's
annual hike to Bald Spot (something
up there keeps calling him back) is a
mere evening's amble compared with
this. The big event though was the hike
to Dowagiac, a "Shangra la" in the
midst of the Ozarks where according
to the organizer there was a wonder-
ful eatin' place, a beautiful lake to
swim in, speed boats and what not.
This hike was exclusively for the first
year-the organizer even forbade him-
self. The would-be hikers were de-
lirious with joy, but one by one, for
some unknown reason, they declined
and so another season has ended and
no trip to Dowagiac. No doubt the
organizer will try again with next
year's philosophers. Two trips of note
by way of the St. Francis where the
fording expedition to the Silver Mines
and the canoe trip downstream to
Jewette. "With an emphasis on the lat-
ter" we had an expedition which
closely resembled one of St. Paul's
sea journeys-hunger, thirst and even
shipwreck when Mr. Grace's canoe
was overturned by a log.
The summer is over and mentally
we all tell ourselves we had an en-
joyable camp. Why? Not simply because
camp is a place where there are huts,
canoes, hikes and the many other
things related to the out-of-doors; a
place where the students could have
diversion for five weeks to brace them
for the months of study ahead; a
place to enjoy themselves. Camp is
all of these things yet still more. We
enjoyed ourselves because at camp
we have Community living, a place
where friendliness, willingness to help
out, affability reign high. For us these
are the things that make up camp.
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In Perryville
At first glance the faculty for sum-
mer school here looked like the be-
ginnings of a reunion of the class of
'39. Dean of studies, Fr. Oscar Miller,
C.M., was joined by Fr. Robert Rice,
C.M., and Fr. William Ready, C.M.,-
the three are classmates. A further co-
incidence, another professor was Mr.
Max Hamilton, who as a Cape student
had pitched against and beaten the
scholastic baseball team in the days
of the class of 39. The remaining mem-
bers of the faculty, Fr. James Fischer,
C.M. and Fr. George Eirich, C.M., both
of the regular motherhouse staff, were
excluded from the reunion plans.
Fr. Ready, professor at St. John's
College, San Ferando, California, con-
ducted "A Survey of English Litera-
Ature." He and his class surveyed a good
deal of ground-from his beloved Beo-
wulf up to (and exclusive of) Colin
Wilson and the current trend on the
British scene, the Angry Young Men.
Fr. Ready used audio and visual aids
fairly frequently, e. g., Caedmon rec-
ords of the Anglo-Saxon tongue in
its pre-Caucerian state, which to the
uniniated sounds like recordings of a
pep rally at Orangutan U.
Fr. Rice, the commuter-professor of
San Antonio-half the day in major
seminary, half the day in the minor
seminary across the city-was in-
structor in college algebra and trig-
onometry. If one didn't know Fr. Rice
better, he might suspect ulterior mo-
tives from his visit: to start some re-
inforcements on their way in the
short-handed math field. If his pupils
this summer are to be the first of the
relief troops, Fr. Rice has a fair
amount of commuting ahead of him.
He had the second year novices and
first year philosophers for college al-
gebra and for trig Philosophy I again.
Mr. Hamilton, a Notre Dame grad-
uate, taught a course on "Education in
the Secondary School." From his years
in secondary schooling on the faculty
of St. Vincent's High School in Per-
ryville, he had the practical experience
from which he could draw examples
to get his point across. And in his own
MVissouri way he got his points, and
the course, across.
\ "Intermediate New Testam e nt
Greek" was Fr. Fischer's course, with
the first year novices his pupils. Fr.
Fischer is an audio-visual man too,
with slides and informal lectures on
places of Biblical importance.
Fr. Eirich, more of a tutor than a
professor this summer, had only two
students for his "Elementary Latin
Grammar and Composition." As far as
can be ascertained, he had no tape
recordings of Cicero's Orations nor
Two holidays afforded breaks in
the school term-the fourth and the
twentieth of July. On Wednesday July
fifteenth, the novices made a trip to
Cape for the day; the philosophers did
the same on the twentieth, enjoying
the hospitality of the Cape faculty, who
as usual added more than their share
to our recreation.
After that it was back to school for
the final sprint to the closing date,
July thirty-first. In any summer school
there is always the pressure of the
shorter term and invariably it weighs
heavier in the last weeks. Everyone
survived the last lap, however, and af-
ter the final exams, made their visits to
chapel to thank Our Lord and His
Blessed Mother for the help they re-
ceived in making one more step to-
ward God's holy priesthood.
In Chicago
For the fourth consecutive summer
the theologians of St. Mary's Semi-
nary have pursued their scholastic
studies in secular fields at De Paul
University. Again the faculty of our
minor seminary at Lemont graciously
opened their doors to us in order to
provide living quarters and recreational
facilities.
This summer, as were the others, was
typified by hard and diligent study.
This latter point was verified by the
success attained by the students in
their respective studies.
The summer offered the usual-
nothing extraordinary, rather the same
insignificant events that go to make
up daily routine. For us, classes, recrea-
tion, study, train or bus rides to and
from the city again composed the
events of the summer. As customary
we had the pleasure to act as host to
some four hundred visitors who toured
the seminary on July 19th. This day
commenced with Holy Mass at 11:00
for the visitors and was then followed
by the students mingling with the
people, showing them the various and
sundry facilities offered by this semi-
nary, and explaining to some the var-
ious aspects of minor and major sem-
inary life. We all felt privileged that
once again we had the opportunity of
furthering the work of vocations.
Naturally we are indebted to Father
Schulte and his faculty for allowing
us the use of their seminary, but, from
an utilitarian point of view, our deep
thanks goes out to the procurator of
DePaul, Father Barrett, for allowing us
the facilities of his house's refectory
during the twenty minute break be-
tween classes. Many a student was once
again restored to life before the next
two hour class by a cup of hot coffee
and the other refreshments that Father
Barrett conscientiously provided.
slides on the murder of Caesar.
Remember Bro.
Walter, C.M.
On July 11, 1959 the body of
Brother Walter Eckery was laid to rest
in the Community plot of Calvary
Cemetery, St. Louis. For fifty-four
years Brother served his Creator as a
Vincentian. In these long and fruitful
years Bro. Walter was stationed at the
Motherhouse, in Dallas, St. Louis,
Cape Girardeau, La Salle, Chicago,
New Orleans and, his final assignment,
St. Vincent's Parish, St. Louis.
Our provincial Fr. James W. Stake-
lum, C.M.V. was celebrant of the
Solemn High Mass of Requiem and
Frs. W. Dunker, C.M. and J. Hahn,
C.M. were the minor ministers. Fr.
George Eirich, C.M. the Director of
the Brothers, preached the funeral
sermon. Many of the Brothers from
Perryville and quite a few priest con-
freres were in attendance at Brother
Walter's last rites.
Brother Walter was born in Grant,
Nebraska on August 8, 1888, one of ten
children of John and Mary Glassinger
Eckery. He began his postulancy in
Feb. 1905, was received into the No-
vitiate on Dec. 7, 1905 and pronounced
his Vows on Christmas Day, 1907.
On Nov. 30, 1955, the community
joined with Brother Walter in com-
memorating his golden jubilee in the
Congregation at a Solemn Mass cele-
brated by our provincial at St. Vin-
cent's in St. Louis.
Brother Walter, himself the subject
of many legends, served as a link be-
tween the venerable old Brothers of
yesteryear and the brothers of today,
who go about their tasks so quietly
and with so much fidelity. We recom-
mend the soul of our departed con-
frere to your prayers and we ask him
to be mindful of us who still remain
behind.
SUMMER ACTIVITIES
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Perryville
The old tower bell is no more.
Its passing is symbolic, in a way,
of the modernization of the Barrens.
Now the house rises at five to the
tones of an electric carillon, a gift
of Mrs. Joseph Goodbar, of Portland, M.
Something else that's new - a col
lection of English masterpieces, all
expertly bound in leather, willed by Mrs
Doheny, will replace the Americana Collec-
tion of first editions on display ih the
Doheny Museum. The Americana 01llection
will be housed in the library's rare
book room.
The scholastics here number 72 - 56
in both Theology and Philosophy. On the
Novitiate there is another sizeable group
this year - clerical novices and 5
novice brothers. There are three young
postulants for the Brotherhood, one at
Perryville and two at Lemont.
The Minor Seminaries
4thl rod 2nd .1 s year Total
-.. ~..40
Cape
Lemont
Montebello
Total
10
17
55
15
8
10
31
24
11
8
40
22
85
New superiors at Cape seem to have a
.charm for drawing vocations. Six years
a ' Fr William Ryan had 110 his first
year there. Now Fr. Virgets breaks in as
s perior with 87. Fr. Nouws is the new
second prefect, with Fr. Crowley moving
to 'irst prefect.
The whole student body, three busloads
of- th•em. went to the Barrens for the
tercentennial celebrations on the 27th.
With the. Cape students present, theeere were
over 250.. there in cassock and surplice, an
impressive sight.
Montebel lo
The 19th of July was celebrated with
Solemn Mass for the seminarians and their
parents, with dinner at the seminary
afterwards. The festivities served as a
farewell for Fr. Edward Sullivan, who is
now on the Novena Band.
A Solemn Mass and an address by Fr.
Ja••es Richardson marked the beginning of
the schQdastic year on September 19.
There was Solemn Mass again on the 27th,
sung by the students and attended by their
parents. Th.e chapel was more than usually
filled, as there is a noteable increase in
enrollment this year.
_ '7iL"-) ^_
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MAJOR SEM~INARIES San Antonio - Assmpotion
De nvr
St. Thomas ..commenced its school year
,ith 240 seminarians from twenty-seven
dioceses and .two religious orders. The
first morning Archbishop Vehr of Denver
celebrated a dialogue .Mass for the students.
Shortly-before opening day, on September 15,
The Seminary Auxiliary, assisted by the sem-
inarians, conducted an eminently successful
Lawn Party, serving over .200 beef dinners,
besides holding the regular bazaar events.
Among the activities of the confreres
Fr. Vawter taught Sacred Scripture at
Catholic University during its summier
session, while Fr. Yallaly conducted courses
in Latin at DePaul University. Fr. Gaydos
paced seminarians through a'four week inten-
sive refresher-review course in Latin at
St. Thomas, The newly founded Co lumbine
Serra Club, a vocational promotion group
in subuurban Denver, heard an address by
Fr. Oahill on September 15.
Fr. Kenneally, rector of-St. John's,
Camarillo, has been invited by Arch-..
bishop Vehr to represent the Catholic
Church in ceremonies commemorating The
centennial year of the Colorado Territory.
He will give a speech on Novenber 25 at
a civic program presented by the religious
groups -- Catholic, Protestant, and Jewish-
in the Denver Coliseum.
Camaril lo
There are a number of changes in the
seminary administration. Fr. Patrick.:OBrien
is the new vice-rector, while Fr. Charles
Miller takes over as both Dean of Discipline
and Dean of Studies; Fr. Eberhardt is the
spiritual director. The only new man on the
personnel list is Fr. John LaVanway,:who
will teach philosophy and Spanish. :I: :
His Eminence, Cardinal .Me ltyre.-.-:. .
witnessed the Oath against Modernism .T.oon
the first day of the new semester, a.nd-a 1hen
addressed the 170 major seminarians from
his archdiocese and three dioceses,
intc
The new lanr~gua laboratcry is going
Saction with this ne; year . The
Assumption faculty have- hopes that it will
be a source of great help to the seminar-
ians. The details on this project will
:appear within the next few months,
.During the: stmmer Fr. Gieselmann
worked on the Motor Missions in and around
Denver. Other summer activities: Fr. Lee
Zimmerman and Fr. James McOwen both ad-
dressed the local unit of the Serra Club.
St. Louis - Cardinal Glennon 0ollege
Cardinal Glennon Colege, St. Louis'
new seminary, is comprised of the two
years of college, formerly taken at the
Prep, and two years of philosopl.hy, from
Kenrick. .It opens: its second.year of
operation and its first year with accredita--
tion with -2 students. Fr. Stafford Poole,
the new student director, replaces Fr.
Melito, who is going to :study for his
doctorate in English.-
M INOR SMINARIES
San Fernando - Queen of the Ange ls
The seminary enrollment here, as in
our other two seminaries in the L.A. area,
has jumped noteably; 2 students arrived
September 15 -- an awesome task facing
the new spiritual director, Fr. Wood.
S to. Louis Prep
The Prep, with
in. its four years,
within the house.
-ant ,prefect, with ]
and Fr. G-illespie
504 students enrolled
.has had so:rme changes
Fr. Keely is the assist-
Fr. Mull.in as librarýian
as spiritual director,
Tus.on .- Regina Cleri
..They have _10 students here, and two
new -rprofessors to go with them, Fr.
McOarthy .and dFr. Rdin.
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Tuscon - Regina Oleri cont
On the first Sunday of each month ':-
a faculty member gives a talk to the ::
-sisters at Sto Mary.s Hospital, Tuscon
Fro Housey was the speaker on Septo. 6•
San Antonio St.o' John.s
Among the summer activities of the..
confreress Fr, Leonard gave weekly con-
ferences to some 450 nuns attending sum-
mer school at Incarnate Word College,
while Frb Robert Rice was "vacationing"
at Perryville with a twenty hour- a rweek
teaching. schedule. Fro Lamy braced
himself for his new post as second
prefect
Kansas Oity -. :St••Johng s "
The Seminary Guild held. a reception
for parents, students and graduates on
September 15, with informal tours given
in the afternoon by new and old members
of the Seminary staff The new track and
softball field, completed during the sum-
mer, and the refurnished library were
points of interest 0  The new faces. on
the faculty were the two prefeots-
Fr. R. Ross and Mr. Philip LeFevre.
DE PAUL
Introducing another first into
Chicago education, DePaul s College of
Commerce has initiated a program leading
to a certificate in foreign business.,
The program, recognizing the need of
Chicago. s expanding overseas commerce,
contains such courses as international
trade, foreign business law, inter-
national finance, and foreign marketing.
Six per cent higher enrollment was
expected at DePaul; that 8s more that 9,000
students this year compared to last year"s
8,70. Among the faculty appointments
.Were those establishing Fr. J. Lehane as
chairman of the department of English
and Fr P. Mullins as campus librarian.
T : he DPaul house is having its share
offestiviies this fall On September
10,. iner, strictly a Community affair,
S wasgiven in: honor of Fro Zimmerman
T h.en nNovember .11, .Fr.. Coerfor•~d- Jo
M. allWeywill be honored by a testimonial
Sdin. r at the onrad Hi ton .Hotel, com
.eryting two jubilees his 25th year at
DePaul a.:nd his 15th as University pres-
ident.-i At- another dinner Fro Kammer. spoke
to the rra: Club of Chicago On Chicago higher
edu.euationi• nd Pius' XIs encyclical .on Christ-
.ian ducation -of Youtho
* .. ;-ToEi :H 
' .
• 
* .
.
*A um.ber of. our larger parishes are
"u'der. newmanagement.o Fr 0 Ruiz is now
Spasto.r.:of: St Leso as'Parish.. in Sa Antonio
Fr. Huber :moves from there to Holy Trinity
in :a ll. The Dallas pastor, Fro CO
annon :replaces Fr. Flannery at -St -.Vin-
.oent as. :in: Chicago and Fr. Flannery goes to
St.. Vincent s. in Kansas City as pastor there.
SAn important news item of the parishes
is from San Antonio, where the mission
church: of Our Lady of Mount Oarmel has.
been raised to parish status. FroR.o
O 3rien, pastor of the new parish after
years as resident priest of the mission,
has a parish plant of a church, rectory, hall,
convent, and clinic, with four catechetical
.centers .situated' in the area-
SS:'t .Vincent dePaul Parish in Phoenix
is growing rapidlyo Next month they hope
to move into the new school building and
afgter the first .of the, year should be in
the new: church now under construction.
Fr, 0 OMalley has been appointed the 0CY
.director .of grammar school football for the
Phoenix area ,
SMany of our parishes had a Solemn Mass
to mark the beginning of the tercentenary
.ye.ar. of Sto Vincent s death0  Among them were
S Joseps .St. Sthens. and St. -Kather-"
ineh e is in New- Orleans, and. St Vincentgs in
Los ..Angeltes, where Fro Kenneally, rector of
COamarillo ::was the preachero
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CONGRATULATIONS
Deacons October 7
Rev. Messrs.
Miguel Valencia
Ronald King
John Golden
Donald 8pitzka
Donald Berkbigler
Roy Persich
Theodore Wiesner
Oharles Persil
Francis Agnew
Vows
July 19
Messrs.
Jules Leaumont
James Walsh
James Lawbaugh
July 51
George Christensen
September
Richard Miller
Thomas. Hinni
John Shine
Los Angelea
New. Orleans
SanFrancis co
Dallas
Cape Girardeau
New Orleans
Kansas City
Chicago
Perryville
New Orleans
Chicago
St. Mary'sMo.
Chicago
27
Chicago:
Perryville-
KaInsaoI : ity
Good Purposes
July 19
Messrs.
Gail Doll
George Gerharz
Michael Walsh
Salvatore Sansone
September
Jerome Thurman
Henry Slabo szewski
Robert Palasz
John Sheehan
Gerhard Goesmann
September
Joseph C. LeFevre
St. Mary's, Mo.
Lemont, Ill
St. Louis
Chicago
25
St. Mary's Mo.
Lemont, Ill.
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
27
Fort Recovery, Ohio
Good Purposes
July 9,
Brother Richard Hermann Weingarten, Mo.
September 17
Brother David Goodman McCallsburg, la.
Brother Louis Hiebl Kansas City
Reception
Messrs.
James Scally
Daniel :Kearns
Frederic .Youngs
Kenneth- Loew
John Rybolt
Edward Schurz.
Anthony Consent ino.
Dennisi Harrison
Thomas Gatliffe
July 19
St. Louis
St. Louis
September 16
Houston
Torrence:, Calif.
Los Angeles
Chicago
C1hicago
Ohicago "
Kansas City'~Pc~gy
New Students
IV TheIl.gy-
Messrs.
Julius Harjanto
SiLvester Soenarjo
I Theology
Messrs.s
Enrique Lopez
Arturo Garc ia
Bernabe Gomez
Felipe Lapuente
I Philosophy
Messrs.
Jesse Dosado
Roland -De LaGoza
'Indnesia
Indonesia
Spain
Spain
Spain
Spain
Philippines
Philippines
Postulants
Brother Gerard Cullen Oheyenne,. Wyo
Brother Justin Gibson Chicago
Brother Francis DiGiovanni :'Ohicago
The DeAndrein
DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY
Marillac College, St. Louis, with the
splendid new facilities now in operation,
is working hard for accreditation, which
seems to lie in the not too distant future.
34 postulants entered on September 15, the
second largest group in the province's
history. The year's total, however,-
56 -- was a little,on the lean side.
The; Daughters.:.have broken new soilf, imder-
.taking ,works in the states of Arizona and
Washington. Houston has a new catechetical
center, staffed by the Daughters.
Among; the appointments: DePaul Hosp ital, ew
Oreba , for the care of neuropsychia tric
disbrders, has received a new administrator,
Sister Mary Alice, D. C.
The complete list of appointments for the Daughters will appear in this space next month.
APPOINTMENTS 1959
MOTHER PROVINOCE
Saint Louiss
Cass Avenue
Rev. W. Cook, C. M., Novena Band
Rev. H. Sullivan, C. M. Novena Band
Rev, P. J. LeFevre, 0. M., Secretary
and Assistant to the Econome
St. Vincent's Parish
Rev. V. Winn, C. M.
Bro. Clarence Seyer, 0.KM.
St. Catherine Laboure Parish
Rev. M. Barr, C. M.
Cape Girardeau
St. Vincent's College
Very Rev. E. Virgets, C. M*, Superior
Rev. J. Nouws, 0. M.
St. Vincent's Parish
Very Rev. J. Flannery, C. M., Pastor
and Superior
St. John's Seminary
Rev. R. Ross, C. M.
Mr. P. LeFevre, C. M.
Perrrville
St. Mary s Seminary
Rev.. W- Ryan, OC:...• Dir. of Students
Rev. E- Coello, C.M.
Rev. J. Falanga, C. M*
Assumption-St. Boniface Parish
Revi W. Winkelmann, C. M.
Rev. H. Glynn, C. M,
Rev, J. Schlade, C. M., Admin. of Lithium
Chicago
St. Vincent's Parish
Very Rev. .. Cannon, , ., Pastor
DePau'.
Rev: J. Kearney, C. MH
- Rev., Norbert Miller, C. M.
. :..*Bro. George Graham, O.M,
M :.' RI 0 'Brien, C. M.
-t ing-t o n
House of Studies
Very Rev. E, Vohs, 0. M., Superior
Rev, . Shine, G. M.
Re v. J. Burger, C. M.
Fo rmorsa -
Rev. W. Stein, C.M.
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LOS ANGELES VICE-PROVINCE
Los Angeles
Vice Provincialate (649 W. Adams Blvd.
L.A. 7, Calif.)
Very Rev. J. Richardson, C. M.
Rev. V. Walsh, C. M.
Rev. G. Winne, C0 M.
St. Vincent's Parish
Rev. C. Norman, C. M.
Camarillo
Rev. J. LaVanway, C. M.
Montebello
M.M. Parish
Rev. John Roche, C. M.A
St. Vincent's Seminary
Rev. W. Horan, 0. M.
Rev. M. Boyle, C. M.
Rev. N. Herrero, C. M.
San Fernando
Rev. Fred Martinez, C. M.
SSan Franc isco
Very Rev. J. Connors, C. M., Superior
Patterson
Rev. H. Beutler, C. M.
Rev. V. Aherne, C. M.
Tuscon
Regina
Rev.
Rev,
Rev.
Phoenix
Rev.
NEW ORLE~NS VICE-PROVINOE
Dallas
Holy Trinity Parish
Very Rev. C. Huber, C. M. Pastor
Sand Superior
Rev. R. Olker, C. M.
Pampa
Rev. R. Ramson, C. M.
Houston
St. Mary's Seminary
Rev. A. Falanga, C. M.
Rev, R. Gordon, C. M.
San Antonio
St. John's 3eminary
Rev. P. Villarroya, G. M.
Assumaption Seminary
Rev. J. McHardy, C. M,
Rev. L. Havas, C. M.
St. Leo's Parish
Very Rev. R. Ruiz, C. M., Pastor
and Superior
Rev. H. Vandenberg, C. M.
New rleans
St. Stephen's Parish
Rev. V. Smith, .0, .
*
Cleri Seminary
V. Rodin, O. M.
R. McCarthy, C. M.
V. Hoyos, 0. M.
E, Danagher, C. M
* *
Jubilee Notes:
A curious item on Fr. Zimmerman s
jubilee: he celebrated it at the Barrens on
the very day on which he had left here twenty
five years a~:go And it was on that same day,
September 25, thirty-three years ago that he
had first come to Perryville.
Fr. Cyril LeFevre celebrated his jubilee
for the confreres at Oass Avenue on Oct. 8.
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WHAT THE FUTURE
HOLDS FOR YOU
SEMINARY GROTTO
The Grotto at the Barrens in honor of our Immaculate Mother has been
built now for almost forty years. Thousands and thousands of people have
visited it and prayed there. But with the passage of time the many sacrifices
that made the Grotto a reality are forgotten. The hours, days, even years of
planning, building and praying that went into the constructions of the Grotto
are not remembered. We see the stones, but not the faith, the courage, the
devotion to our Lady that put them where they are. It is for this reason that
the DeAndrein will have in coming issues a series of articles which will retell for
you the story of the building of the Grotto at the Barrens. They will be based on
sources preserved in the archives-diaries, short accounts by men who worked on
the Grotto, picture albums, etc. We believe you will find these articles of in-
terest.
EDITORIAL
With the first issue of the DeAndrein we want to con-
gratulate last year's staff for their splendid editions of
our community paper. They set a standard of achievement
which, we believe, met with the general approval of our
readers. We hope to continue their policy as far as possible.
Whether we do or not will depend to a large extent on our
subscribers not only for their financial support but for
what we might call their journalistic support as well. We
will try to make the DeAndrein as informative as we
can of activities which are of interest to the members of
the Congregation of the Mission, to the Daughters of
Charity, and to others who are readers of the DeAndrein.
We are grateful to those who have sent in news items or
have given helpful suggestions. We welcome such sug-
gestions from our readers for the betterment of the De-
Andrein.
Congratulations
Sr. Catherine
Sister Catherine Sullivan, visitatrix
of the Daughters of Charity's vast
Western Province, was newly elected
the national chairman of the Sister
Formation Conference. She succeeds
Mother M. Philothea of the Sisters of
Charity of Providence, Seattle, who is
dean of the College of Sister Forma-
tion at Seattle University.
What is the Sister Formation Con-
ference? This movement stems from
the request of the late Pope Pius XII
to Superiors of major religious com-
munities in which he emphasized the
need of the best possible intellectual
and spiritual training for future Sis-
ters. Knowing the growing need for
more nuns in the various branches of
education and hospital work, the Pope
realized that these needs will best
be filled by Sisters who have been
trained according to the highest possi-
ble standards in the professional field
while they continue their spiritual
formation.
One very good example of Sister
Catherine's effort to carry out the re-
quest of Pius XII is the Daughters of
Charity's Marillac College in St. Louis.
There, nuns from many different com-
munities are receiving a better college
education than was previously possi-
ble since they have as their professors,
nuns who have already obtained their
doctorate. In Sister's view, the Sister
Formation movement is "the providen-
tially-supplied instrument which en-
ables us to carry out our obligation of
obedience to the Holy Father."
Perhaps, being visitatrix, Sister Cath-
erine has a much better idea of the
pressing need for sisters with the best
possible intellectual and spiritual
training. Everyday she receives requests
for nuns to fill positions ranging from
conducting catechism classes to nursing
patients in a leprosarium.
While stressing the intellectual
training of a nun, there must not be
overlooked that most important as-
pect-her spiritual formation. It is
only grounded in a deep love of God
and manifesting this love by working
for her neighbor, that a nun will reap
abundant fruit both in this life and in
the next.
Mother M. Rose Elizabeth, C.S.C.,
.of Dunbarton college, Washington, D.
C., was re-elected vice chairman of the
conference during the organization's
annual meeting in Chicago. Member-
ship in the conference is composed of
representatives from virtually all com-
munities and orders of Sisters and
nuns in the United States.
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WEL COM E FR. R YAN
Early in June of this past summer
news was received at Perryville that
there would be a new student director
and that Father William Ryan would
succeed Father Anthony Falanga in
that post. Father Ryan was certainly no
stranger to the students, since many
had various contacts with him at
DePaul Academy in Chicago or at St.
Vincent's College at Cape Girardeau,
Father Ryan's two preceding appoint-
ments.
Father Ryan was ordained here at
the Barrens on June 15, 1941 by the
Most Rev. Christian Winkelman. His
first assignment was at our minor semi-
nary at Cape Girardeau where he serv-
ed as a professor and second Prefect
for four years. In 1945, Father was
transferred to DePaul Academy spend-
ing the next two years as Athletic
Director of the Academy.
In 1947, after having received his
'M. A. in Education from DePaul Uni-
versity the previous year, Father Ryan
was named principal of the Academy.
During a long span of seven years as
principal of the high school Father
was most renowned for his firm ad-
ministration and school discipline.
Another accomplishment of Father
Ryan's tenure of office was the physi-
cal repair of the school building. As a
sidelight, it seems that the only Greek
class in the history of DePaul
Academy was conducted by Father
Ryan.
Father was appointed superior of St.
Vincent's College at Cape in the sum-
mer of 1954, holding the dual position
of President and Dean of Studies of
the College until his present assign-
ment. At Cape he showed a similar in-
terest in the material condition of the
building and in 1955 the renovation of
the entire student section of the in-
stitution was begun. One complete sec-
tion of the building was torn out, the
dormitories and study hall were re-
modeled and enlarged. But even more
than his interest in their material and
scholastic needs, the students appre-
ciated Father's interest in them as fu-
ture Vincentians.
After spending the past summer
getting ready to leave his former po-
sition and take up his new task, Father
Ryan arrived at the Barrens late in
August. Since the Students were out at
Camp St. Vincent, Father wasn't able
to join them until' August 25th. The
first glance that many had of Father
in his new official capacity was one
of him demurely paddling a canoe up
and down the St. Francis River as
the annual field-day water events were
being held.
The job of Student Director is a
difficult one, envied by none. He is
immediately responsible for the train-
ing of the future Vincentian priests.
But those who know Father Ryan rea-
lize how qualified he is for the assign-
ment and what a fine job, he will do.
So the Students offer their sincere
congratulations, Father-as well as
their prayers and cooperation in your
new venture.
Celebrations
(Continued From Page 1)
societies organized under St. Vincent's
patronage and on September 27, 1960,
the tercentenary itself, Bishop Leo C.
Byrne will offer a Pontifical High Mass
for the priests of the St. Louis Arch-
diocese.
It is with enthusiasm and solemnity
that we commemorate St. Vincent's
:death. But commemorating his death
is more than rejoicing over his attain-
ment of eternal life; our celebrating is
a protestation of belief in his ideals,
an expression of our desire to be im-
bued with his spirit, a pledge of our
loyalty to the service of God and the
neighbor. If we rejoice over St. Vin-
cent, we must rejoice over that for
which he stood, and that, we hope,
forms the head and heart of his family.
Improvements
(Continued from Page Two)
stretch of ground between the refectory
and the river. To this were added
horseshoe pits, a volley ball court, a
croquet course, and just this year a
badminton court. This little "play-
ground" serves to get many a sedentary
confrere off his bunk.
Under the watchful eye of our former
director, Father Anthony Falanga,
sycamore saplings were planted on
both sides of the road leading from
the gate to the refectory and pier. In
15 years or so these will serve to
beautify the camp a great deal.
One of the most notable additions
to the camp site was the grotto to our
Lady. This will serve for later genera-
tions of students as a memorial of
former students' love for our Lady and
their desire to honor her even in the
foothills .of the Ozarks. To build a
grotto at camp was a plan that dates
back far past my time but in those
days the necessary things for camp
had to be built. Only last year did the
idea again receive serious consideration
and under the enthusiastic im-
petus of Mr. Robert Scherer we man-
aged to have the foundation laid before
we left camp. It was finally completed
on the final day of camp this year. It
was constructed of stones which were
gathered from around the camp site
and along the road and it measures
about 10 feet in height. It is situated on
the highest spot on the camp grounds,
in the open field to the left of the
priests' house.
These are some of the more promi-
nent things which have been done over
the years to make camp a more pleas-
ant and enjoyable place to spend our
long-awaited summer vacation. I am
told that even more elaborate plans are
being made to renovate camp. But I
will leave it up to some predecessor of
mine to tell of this.
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-GOD GRANTS SUCCESS U-a
The oblong Administration Building is in the foreground; parallel with it are the dormitories; perpendicular on the left
is the chapel and study hall, to the right the storage building; in the background, the gym and handball courts; to
the extreme left, the tennis courts and to the right the future convent.
Six years ago ninety-nine per cent of us had never heard
of Lemont, Illinois, and Fournier Institute. Now, by the
seminary's fifth birthday, ninety-nine per cent of us have.
And in those five years, Lemont has transformed itself from
an engineering school into a seminary, and taken its
place, together with Montebello, alongside the Cape.
The adventures of the name of the Lemont Seminary
gives an insight into its history. In 1954, it was Fournier
Institute, a technical school for outstanding Catholic stu-
dents. The generous and apostolic aim of its founder, Mr.
Arthur J. Schmitt, was to help young, talented Catholics
into the largely non-Catholic engineering field.
Then came St. Vincent's Seminary of Fournier In-
stitute, on July 1, 1954. The title, though perhaps not in-
tended that way, points out a transition period, a transition
into a seminary. The chapel was enlarged and very taste-
fully redone.
A year ago last June, the second major reconstruction,
that in the dormitory building, was completed. The two
story, three hundred foot long building formerly housed
the classrooms and laboratories of Fournier Institute. It
dates back only to 1947, so that the heating, lighting, and
water facilities were already more than adequate. In the
present dormitory area, there were various laboratories
separated by metal partitions. Today this ground provides
each student with a single bed and roomy dressing space.
,At the head of his bed, he has a combination closet-shelf
dresser. These large dressers are so arranged that they
divide each of the two dormitories into ten separate blocks
of five beds each. The egg-shell or butterscotch yellow of
the dressers blends well with the ivory glazed tiles of the
dormitory walls and helps create a clean, airy atmosphere.
Each student has his private wash basin, mirror and flush-
mounted medicine cabinet in the adjoining room at one
end of the dormitory. Also adjoining are the showers and
toilet facilities.
The prefects' rooms at the opposite end command a good
view of the whole dormitory. It seems that when the re-
modeling took place, it simply worked out that way.
Just this fall the crowning work was finished. Before,
something was missing. The buildings were all there, but
that one essential of a seminary wasn't-handball! What's
a seminary without handball, the priests' game. Now with
the new four alley court it is really a full-fledged seminary.
With this maturity and its fifth birthday, the seminary's
title has changed again. It is now officially St. Vincent
De Paul Seminary. This final selection was not a sounds-
as-good-as-anything affair. Firstly, the name identifies the
seminary with our Holy Founder; secondly, and of con-
siderable importance, it makes it clear to Chicagoans that
De Paul, University and Academy, and St. Vincent De Paul
Seminary have a relationship and a common origin.
With only a five years' history and one graduating class,
ex-Lemont students already constitute a little over twenty-
five per cent of the novices at Perryville. But this is just
the start. The real Lemont story is the future. This year
there are seventeen seniors. Add to this number the ten at
Cape and the eight at Montebello. The Novitiate is built to
hold forty-eight and we will have about thirty-five first
year men from the minor seminaries alone. That will
create a housing problem for someone, but it's a happy
problem for the Community and one that we probably
would not mind facing more often.
You might say that that is the vocation of St. Vincent
De Paul Seminary, Lemont,-to create problems like that for
the Community. And in its short five year history, it is
already doing a substantial job of filing that vocation.
O welcome headaches!
ndrein
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SA DREAM COME TRUE+
.A passer-by may regard Marillac as
a type of Odyssey. In and out of build-
ings pop white coroneted sisters-
Iozens at a time; thru the glass walls
of the ultra-modern library can be seen
more sisters winding between book
shelves, and from the chapel, the
sounds of prayers and singing-again
of sisters.
Marillac is unique and different in
so far as it is exclusive to sisters. But
our passer-by asks "why the need
for such exclusiveness, for such a place
as Marillac? What's wrong with out-
side colleges?" Perhaps a backward
glance will answer these and similar
questions.
History
Since 1916 the Daughters of Charity
had been attending outside colleges,
but the educational outcomes in its
degreed members were not satisfying.
The sisters met credit and certification
requiiements, true; they did receive
baccalaureate degrees and had gone
on for advanced work-but the "whole
man" was not being educated. Only the
intellect was being developed while the
ideals, responsibility and other ob-
jectives sought in the students were
not being achieved. Besides, many
minor difficulties which are so annoy-
ing and pesty "cried for vengeance."
-For instance, courses had to be taken
when they were offered, with the re-
sult that sequence and correlation were
very often lost. At 65, Sister Mary
might still be hobbling off to summer
school for two hours of graduate
work. Again, classes in "after-duty
hours" for teaching and nursing sisters
had imposed on the sister-students the
double-interest and half-time burden.
And finally there was always the
stress of "catching the street car" as
soon as the dismissal bell had rung. A
college of its own seemed to be the
panacea, so like the old men in Scrip-
ture the Daughters too, began to
"dream dreams."
In 1937 Marillac was established as
an extension of De Paul U. of Chicago.
The late Reverend Michael O'Connell,
C.M. then president of De Paul was un-
tiring in his efforts to make Marillac
College an outstanding extension cen-
ter. He personally tested the effective-
iess of instruction; studied the library
and gave constructive criticism, such as
insisting that reference works be not a
mere collection of anthologies, but a
serviceable tool in the student's hands.
When, in 1949 North Central advised
that De Paul discontinue its out of
state extension centers, the sisters
again attended outside colleges-back
to "catching that street car" again. In
1955 St. Louis U. received Marillac as
a corporate Junior College, but since
many were entering the community
with one to three years of college back-
ground and not a few with degrees, af-
ter only two years this plan was also
found wanting. What could a junior
college offer such students? Marillac
was forced to continue as a corporate
college for lower division work until
accreditation from North Central as
a four year college could be sought.
This accreditation is important not
only for the prestige that it brings, but
also for the help and inspiration that
comes from a sponsoring agency. Mean-
while, the daughters continued to
dream-and to work.
By this time the expansion program
was well launched; the enrollment had
practically tripled and June of '57
saw the college moving briskly into its
first summer session of upper division
work. This year on the feast of the
Assumption, 1959, Marillac graduated
its first class. A dream had come true!
Physical Plant
Big-Beautiful-Comfortable! Each
word aptly describes the college. Big-
The administration building (4) entire-
ly air-conditioned, contains offices for
the Dean, Registrar and their secre-
tarial staff; two small conference par-
lours; a Board room and a faculty
conference room; 15 classrooms; an
art room with workshops; a music room
and a large assembly room which can
be converted into three additional
classrooms by utilizing folding doors.
There are two laboratories each
equipped for biology, physics and chem-
istry. The building also includes space
for science stockrooms; work rooms
for the duplicating machine; and stor-
age space for filmstrips, phonographs,
tape recorders and movie projectors.
Spacious windows, which cover an en-
tire length of the rooms and extend
to the ceiling, along with special sky-
(Continued next page, column 1)
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lights on the second floor permit the
building to be illuminated by sun-
light rather than artificial lighting.
The gymnasium-auditorium located in
this building is equipped for basket-
ball, volleyball and other indoor sports;
assemblies and smaller programs are
also staged here.
Beautiful-The library (2) a struc-
ture of steel and glass, harmonizes
beauty with efficiency. Its glass walls
besides effecting that streamline beau-
ty of 20th century architecture, also
provides the best in lighting. While
the present inventory of books is 40,000
the library has a maximum capacity
of 140,000 volumes. In addition to
this, there are approximately three
hundred magazines and journals, edu-
cational filmstrips, records and a rare
book section. Typing rooms, conference
rooms, p, faculty reading room, facili-
ties fcr teachers' and students' car-
rels and an audio-visual room are more
of the fine features of the building.
The Theater seats 300 persons. Utiliz-
ing the slope of the land, it is so
designed that its stage, by means of
folding walls, can be opened for out-
door concerts or dramatic presenta-
tions under the open sky. It is much
like a Grecian theatre of old, except
now when it rains, instead of getting
their togas wet, the audience merely
moves indoors! The outdoor amphi-
theatre space, well landscaped, offers
unlimited seating capacity for these
open air performances.
Comfortable-Three residence halls
accommodate the student clientele
and the faculty. The postulants, those
just beginning religious life, live in
the Villa St. Louis; the novices, in
the seminary wing; and the faculty
and young sister-students occupy the
new St. Catherine's Hall (1). This
last structure is built on a curve so
that the "gunbarrel" effect so common
in structures of this type is eliminated.
It contains sleeping room for 200 stu-
dents and 25 faculty members in addi-
tion to visitors' parlors, guest rooms,
student lounges and recreation rooms.
An ecclesiastical sorority in the true
etymological sense of the word!
Chapels, of course, are important to
Marillac's objectives-the formation
of holy and effective religious. Besides
the stately central chapel built in
1916, whose services are attended by
postulants and seminary sisters, a new
college chapel is located adjacent to
the major residence hall (5). Here
such events as the Baccalaureate and
the opening Mass are held, and the
daily morning Mass for faculty and
students.
(To be continued in the next issue).
"Whatsoever you do to the least
of these, you do to me."
For seventy-eight years now the more than 210 people are needed to
Daughters of Charity have been re- carry on the work. Of these, fifteen
ceiving the little ones of Christ in are Daughters of Charity, seven of
St. Vincent's Infant Asylum in Chicago whom are registered nurses. The
and by so doing have been carrying on Asylum has a staff of thirty-one active
one of the works that was dearest to and consultant physicians who direct
the heart of our Holy Founder, St. the medical program. Along with the
Vincent. The work of caring for infant regular employees of St. Vincent's,
children in Chicago was begun by the there is also a group of 360 trained
Daughters of Charity in 1881. Their volunteers who aid in the work. Dur-
work began in a small frame building ing 1958 these volunteers gave more
on Orleans Street where it continued than 40,000 hours in aiding the staff.
until 1897. At that time improved facil- Sister Celestine is the Administrator
ities were acquired at 721 La Salle of St. Vincent's and Sister Mary Alice
Street and on this site the building serves as the Director of Social Serv-
presently used was opened in 1930. ice. For her work at St. Vincent's dur-
The purpose of St. Vincent's is to ing the past thirty-one years, Sister
receive, care for and provide tem- Mary Alice has gained national recog-
porary homes for foundlings, orphans nition and recently was named "Chi-
or dependent children from newborn cagos' Sweetest Woman of the Year,"
to three years of age. It also provides a title given annually to a woman in
room, board, rehabilitation services, Chicago active in civic, social, and
prenatal and postnatal care for un- welfare work.
wed mothers. It is Chicago's only The Catholic Charities in Chicago
haven for abandoned, destitute, and conducts an annual series of'open
neglected children, regardless of race houses at local charitable agencies and
or creed, up to three years of age. on September 20th St. Vincent's was
St. Vincent's is licensed by the various toured by almost 1300 visitors. Besides
public health and welfare boards of the annual open house, the Community
Chicago and of the state of Illinois. Fund sponsors daily visits to St. Vin-
The following statistics will give the cent's and in this way about forty
reader an idea of the tremendous people a day gain a first-hand ac-
volume of work carried on at St. Vin- quaintance with the Asylum and its
cent's. During the year 1958, 77,031 days' works.
care was given to 1,075 children. The No doubt Our Lord is most pleased
sacrament of Baptism was adminis- to see that His "little ones" are being
tered to 417 infants and 331 babies so well cared for in Chicago and St.
were given in adoption. During the Vincent too must be pleased to see
course of the same year 9,120 days' that the work which he began over
care was given to in-resident mothers three hundred years ago is flourishing in
along with the prenatal and postnatal so great a way at the Infant asylum
care given in St. Vincent's clinic. For named in his honor. Referring to the
more than fifty years, a school of abandoned infants of Paris in 1647 he
child-nursing has been conducted at said, "They shall live, if in your
St. Vincent's to train young women to charity you will continue to care for
serve effectively in hospitals and in them." Surely they are being cared for
other fields of child care. A staff of at St. Vincent's Infant Asylum.
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VINCENTIAN EXPANSION
Sprawling over sixteen acres the new classroom building is in the foreground, the two-story
rectory in the background, and the convent in be tween.
The many years of hard labor, sacri-
fice, and prayer by the Vincentian
Fathers in Pampa, Texas, resulted in
the dedication of the St. Vincent de
Paul Church and School plant on Sep-
tember 27th of this year. Pampa is
56 miles east of Amarillo, Texas.
The honor of having offered the
first sacrifice of the Mass in this place
belongs to the Rev. John Krukkert.
This first Mass occurred in the sum-
mer of 1926, and was succeeded by
many others, offered in private homes
and public buildings. Inr 1929, Thanks-
giving Day, Holy Souls Church was
blessed, and the following year a rec-
tory was operating in conjunction with
the Church. The school building was
completed in 1937.
It was the summer of 1940, that the
then-Bishop of Amarillo, the present
Archbishop Lucey of San Antonio, in-
vited the Very Reverend Visitor to
take over the Parish in the name of
the Vincentian Fathers. '.nis was ac-
complished on Sunday, September 1,
1940, with Father William Stack be-
ing appointed the first Vincentian Pas-
tor.
After laboring in the Parish for
many years, it was readily seen that
the present accommodations had be-
come inadequate. A movement for a
new school and Church was begun dur-
ing the Pastorate of Father Myles
Moynihan, and continued under Father
Otto Meyer. Father Meyer retired a
year ago because of ill health. Father
Edmund Cashman came from Monte-
bello, California, to replace him and
saw these plans realized.
Ground was broken on October 12,
1958, by Father Cashman and construc-
tion began about two weeks later. The
new plant was accepted formally by
the Building Committee on July 24,
1959.
Built on sixteen acres ,the plant con-
sists of a combination air-conditioned
Church and auditorium that will seat
more than 600 persons; combination
cafeteria and parish meeting room
seating 225; 10 classrooms with facili-
ties; a kitchen for serving the cafe-
teria and auditorium; a convent with
accommodations for eight Sisters, a
Chapel, kitchen, dining room, recrea-
tion room ,and parlor; a rectory for
housing three Priests, a Chapel, kit-
chen, dining room, recreation room-
parlor, housekeeper's quarters, and a
garage. The buildings are constructed
of light-face brick exterior trimmed
in light cream stone. Wood and ex-
terior metal portions are painted red-
dish-brown to harmonize with the
brick.
St. Vincent de Paul school was open-
ed to kindergarten and elementary-
grade students of all denominations.
The first Catholic kindergarten classes
in the Parish opened this fall. In all,
240 students enrolled, as compared to
last year's enrollment of 196. At pres-
ent, six Sisters of Charity of the In-
carnate Word teach at the school, as-
sisted by three lay teachers.
On Sunday, August 2, 1959, the
official title of Saint Vincent de Paul
Parish was adopted, after being called
Holy Souls Parish for thirty years.
First Masses at this new location were
celebrated by Fathers Cashman and
Ramson on this day. Open House was
held three weeks later for the mem-
bers of the Parish and of the town.
It is estimated that there are three
hundred Catholic families in the town.
Over the years, God has been very
good to the Vincentian Community
by granting us these great material
blessings. Let us always pray that the
spirituality of this Parish may grow
accordingly.
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VINCENTIAN SEMINARIES
PerryTyille Kenrick - St. Louis
Accreditation by North Central may lie in
the foreseeable future for the, Barrens. A
number of the priests of the house--Fr. Fischper
Fr, Miller, Fr, Falanga and Fr. Kwakman--went
to Chicago in mid-October for a meeting with
the Commission for Accreditation of Colleges
and Universities to seek further guidance as'
to the secondary steps toward accreditation.
Mr. Sullivan, with whom they dealt principally,
expressed satisfaction with the work of self-
evaluation already done and encouraged its
icontinuation, with a report to be sent to
the North Central by July 1.
Fr. Robert Coerver, of the
faculty, is teaching a course
to the Newman Club members at
Washington University.
Kenrick
in philosophy
Saint Louis '
When Bishop Buswell was consecrated at
Oklahoma City on September 30, Fr. Nicholas
Persich, superior at Kenrick, and Fr.
Leonard4 of St. 'Johnls, San Antonio, were
among the clergy present. Fr, James Graham,
superior of Our Lady of the Angels, San
Fernando, was in Pueblo for the bishop's
installation there a week later.
Lemont
On October 11, the Vincentian Auxiliary
held its fall open house at the seminary.
About 250 attended the Mass, celebrated by
Fr. Schulte. Afterwards coffee and rolls
were served to the guests. During the
afternoon three or four hundred visited
the grounds.
Among the confreres8 activities: Fr.
Derbes preached the Forty Hours Devotion at
St. Alphonsus, one of the Lemont parishes.
tt Mount Assisi High School, Fr. Arthur Trapp
presided at the blessing of the rings ceremony.
The two postulant brothers who began
tkeir postulancy at Lemont, Brother Justin
and Brother Francis, are now at Perryville
completing it.
Fr. Gerald Vann, 0O.P., well-known
theologian, addressed the faculty and stu-
dent body on the necessity of reading the
Old Testament as poetry. Another speaker,
head of the Newman Clubs of the Austin,
Texas, diocese, explained the workings
of a Newman Club for the students on
October 9.
On September 27, Bishop Nold of Galves-
ton ordained ten men to the' diaconate and
five to II Minors. The total enrollmbnt is
138,· about 40 of whom are new students. Fr.
Anthony, Falanga is the new student director
and professor of moral theology and liturgy;
Fr. Gordon, another newcomer, teadhes phil-
osophy and science,
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Denver - St. Thomas Semia-ry
At the National Canon Law Society meeting
in Los Angeles during the weekýof October 19,
Fr. John Danagher led a panel discussion on
"The Seminary and Teaching Problems".
Approximately 100 priests ordained from
St. Thomas returned to the, alma mater for
Alumni Day, October 15. Some hailed from
such distant places as California, New
York and Guam.
The annual retreat for. the seminarians-.
was conducted the last% four days of October
by Fr. Oscar Huber, pastor of Holy Trinity,
Dallas.
MINOR SEMINARIES
St. Johns - San Antonio
The English professors are working on
a developmental reading program based on
visual aids. For the project they have
acquired two Science Research Laboratories,
designed, to increase speed, comprehension,
and word power,
Among the extra-seminary activities:
Fr. Grass gave the sermon at the closing of
Forty Hours at St. Benedict's Church.
Fr. Leonard spoke at the St. John's Alumni
Meeting in Dallas,
Tuscon - Re lna Cleri
Before Fr. Burer left for Catholic U.,
the students gave a farewell banquet and
entertainment1 in appreciation of his work
here, His replacement, Fr, McOarthy, is-
the new athletic director and field
coordinator.
Marys.Hour, Tuson s annual public
celebration in honor of Our Lady, was held
in the University of Arizona Stadium on Oct-
ober 4. The Regina Cleri students walked in
procession from the cathedral to the stadium,
th'ere Fr, Mahoney, the superior, was -deacon
at the Solemn Benediction,
.San Fernando - Our Lady of the Angels
Fr, Zimmerman, on his tour of the prov-
mince, addressed the student body. here on
Oct. 5 and gave them a holiday'. Ten days
later h& visited St. John's in San Antonio,
where 25 confreres had gathered for a ban-
quet in his honor. In New Orleans 22 con-
freres were present at a similar gathering.
THE PARISHES "
St. Vincent"s - Chicag9o
$8,000,000 has been appropriated by
state and federal authorities for an urban
renewal program in the Lincoln Park area.
This is an activity of perman'ent and primary
importance for St. Vincent's Parish and for
DePaul U. and Academy, all .. located in the
Lincoln Park area. Fr. Wangler of the Uni-
versity and Fr. McjKinley of the parish are
board members of the Lincoln Park Conserva-
tion Association, which will have a rather
loud voice in the disposition of the alloc-
ated funds.
St. Vincent's has started a parish branch
of the Y.C.W,, the Young Catholic Workers,
This aposto.late of young lay men and women
should be a source of vocations from the
parish,
Sacred Heart - Patterson Calif.,
A school is the first item on the list
of future parish activities here. The
recent heavy rains, however, spoiled the
crops in this predominantly agricultural
area and put temporary dampers on any fund
drive,
St. Patrick s - LaSalle
Fr, Degah's new school is getting help
from all sides, Men of the parish, donating;
their labor to landscape the grounds, ha.ve
planted over thirty evergreens around the
building. They're also painting the recently
erected backstops and the fence around the
Pa e Bix
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St. Patrick's - cont'd
parish parking lot. Then the St. Ann's
Sodality sponsored a card party in the parish
hall to furnish the school's cleaning equip-
ment. Even the city is getting in the act by
installing new curbing and drains in front of,
the school.
Fr. Vidal, spiritual director of the
Holy Name Society, and two parish delegates,
attended the National Convention of the
Society in New Orleans October 14 to 19.
St. Vincent's - St. Louis
The parish Forty Hours Devotion in mid-.
October was closed with a sermon by Fr.
Gillespie from the Prep, and Benediction,
Fr. Bereswill gave a novena at St. Peter's
in Keokuk, Iowa, where the Daughters have a
grammar school and a high school.
St. Joseoph's - New Orleans
Fr. Hug, who was recently appointed
spiritual director of the Louisiana State
Court of the Catholic Order of Foresters by
Archbishop Rummel, has been a busy man of
late. He has conducted the Forty Hours Devo-
tion in St. Stephen's and Sacred Heart parish-
es, and has given a Day of Recollection to
the nurses in Marreo. La. Among his sermons
was the September 27 eulogy on St. Vincent.
The feast of Bd. John Gabriel Perboyre was
solemnly celebrated as a part of the ter-
centennial,
St. Vinoent's - Pampa, Texas
Fr, Hymel, Vice-Provincial of the
South, was at the Pampa parish both for the
dedication of the new St. Vincent 's Church
and for the feast of St. Vincent; on both
occasions he delivered the sermon.
DE PAUL
Two quite dissimilar personalities, Sister
Mary Madeleva, O.S.C., author and talented
io.et, and Paul H. Douglas, veteran Illinois
Senator, lectured before DePaul audiences
within four days of each other.
Enrollment was lower than anticipated--
82?3--, a very slight drop from last year,
The Graduate School showed the greatest
increase, Evening Commerce the greatest
loss. Statistics on the new students in
Liberal Arts and Sciences show that of a
total of 454, 55 6 -- 81%--were in the top
half of their class last year. 251 had
been in the top fourth; that!s just a hair
under .50 of the total.
EASTERN PROVIN'CE
At St. Joseph's College, Princeton, the
college division of the Eastern Province's
major seminary, two new buildings are under
construction. In late July, Fr. Sylvester
Taggart, the Visitor, broke ground for
college and faculty residence buildings.
Th1e college building will contain three
laboratories, two classrooms, two study
hallse two dormitories, each with facilities
for 40 students, and two refectories, one to
seat 200, the other to seat 20.
The faculty building is to have 14 bed-
rooms with bath facilities for each two
rooms, and a number of suites. Other fea-
tures will be a reading room, two conference
rooms, procurator's office, lounge, televi-
sion room and the faculty chapel and
sacristy. Both buildings are being done
in English Collegiate Gothic architecture
to match the existing buildings.
Jubilee notes :
For the October 8th gathering at Cass
Avenue to congratulate Fr. Cyril LeFevre
on his twenty-fifth jubilee, confreres
came from Kenrick, the Prep, Cardinal
Glennon College, the parish and from as
far away as Perryville,
Later in the month the Webster College
Alumnae honored Fr. Gilmore Guyot at a
luncheon held to mark his 25th jubilee.
CONGRATULAT IONS
. . . to Mr. Frederick Locasha on his
taking of temporary vows October 25.
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San Francisco, Mobile
Sr.o
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Marie Hultman St. Vincent de Paul
Brigid Donaghue -A St. Vincent's High
Maura Barry t St. Patrickt s
Raphael McDermott «. Mary's Help Hospital
Alberta Levy L St. Vincent~. High
Martha Dunmeyer 'St. Vincent de Paul
Martha Kramarz St. Patrickws
Leopold Peck 1 Mary's Help Hospital
Montebello
Sr, Paula Sullivan Marian School
Sr. Lucia Mazzochini Marian School
Los Angeles
Sri Leo Marie Sibille Maryvale
Sr. Helena O'Shea Our Lady of Talpa
Srt Therese Noble Our Lady of Talpa
Ephrata
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Rose Brown - St. Rose of Lima
Rose Marie Crooe St. Rose of Lima
Agnes Davey St. Rose of Lima
Mary Ruth Maher - St. Rose of Lima
Dallas
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Maria Lannen ' St. Ann's School
Rita Connolly Holy Trinity School
Stanislaus Wilmore • St Ann' s School
Sharon Tenbarge . St. Ann's School
San Antonio
Sr. Agnes Power - El Carmen Mission
Waoo
Sr. Mary Thomas Carney - Providence Hospital
Sr. Agatha Marie Mimsa Providence Hospital
Sr. Adrian Chutzs Providence Hospital
Carson Oit
Sr. Catherine Junkin - St. Theresals
El Paso
Sr. Mary John Code Providence
Sr. Mary Louise Bailey -- St. Maryas
Birmjinham
Sr. Duane LaBranche . St. Vincent's
Sr. Denise Meloy .- St. Vincentts
Donaldsonville
Sr. Mary Helen Sullivan - St. Vincent
Sr. Maathilda Conroy St. Vincent
Sr. Mary Ursula Bertschy -<w St. Vincent
Naehville
Sr. Henrietta Neuhoff - St. Thomas
Sr. Martha Ohauvin - St. Thomas
Sr. Imelda Lewis -- St. Thomas
Natchez
Sr. Gatherine Maher - Cathedral School
Sr. Frances Reith - athedral School
Sr. Josephine Oldani Notre Dame
Sr. Evelyn Ward - Notre Dame
Phoenix
Sr,.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Helen LeDu - St. Vincent t s
Ellenn Van Zandt St. Vincent's
Georgiana Gilsdorf - St. Vincent's
Anne Heintz -- St. Vincent's
Milvaukea
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Cyril Le Fevre - St. Rose's
Dorothea Sommer __ St. MaryI s
Patricia Ann Dietzen - St. Mary's
Ethel Hummel - St. Mary's
Naomi Libiak (L St. Rose's
Mayagues
Srs Juliana Bertschy - Mt. Carmel
Sr. Virginia Baehr . Ao I*. C.
Sr. Imelda Walther - A. I. C.
Sr. Aloysius Williams - Hotel Dieu
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Chicago
Sro Raymond Yellig «- De Paul Hospital
Sr. Zoe Bossle < St Ann's Infirmary
Sr. Angela Neuhoff - Laboure High School
Sr. Lawrence Grimsley- Laboure High School'
Sr. Jeanette Walters -- St. Catherine's
Sr. Agnes McPhee - St. Ann's Home
Sr. Carmela Molini ~ St. Gatherine's
Sr. Veronica OlNeill - St. Catherine's.
Sr. Agnes Savoie -- St. Louise
Sr. Elizabeth Mancha -- St. Ann's Home
Sr. Paula Ansel - De Paul Hospital
Sr. Mary Clare Mulloy -- Ste Catherine's
Sr. Diane Berry -- St. Louise
Sr. Mary Jude Carron . St. Patrickgs
Sr. Mildred Cheramie -De Paul Hospital
Sr. Leon Douville -- De Paul Hospital
Sr. Mary Michael Heenan - St. Louise
Sr. Lois Marie Lapeyre L- Daboure High School
Sr. Gabriel Moore -L St. Ann's Home
Sr. Damian Wetzel - De Paul Hospital
Sr.
Sr,
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sro
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.,
Regina Mooney St. Patrick School
Mary Bernard Geile '- St. Patrick
Anna Marie Angelesco - St. Joseph's
Bonita Eitzman l St, Vincent1 s
Gervase Simoneaux - St. Vincent's
Trinitas Hernandez - Marillac House
Hermana Hoelscher - Marillac House
Louis Mulvehill - Marillac House
Josita Parrino Marillac House
Kenneth Quinn M- arillac House
Keokuk
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Rose Mary Collins - St. Vincent's
Rose Bravo S- t. Vincent's
Deborah Giannbne - St. Vincent's
Celine McGeein St. Vincent's
Norbert Tippett - St. Vincent t s
Evansville
oErnand -
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Basil Thyken - Central House
Demetria Huber -- Marillac.College
Philemon Richardet -- Marillac College
Antonia Gentile -- Marillac College
Consuela Gonzales - Marillac College
Jerome Maher - Marillac College
Georgia Springberg - Marillac College
Eleanor Larson - Marillac College Faculty
Sr. Ellen Clare Measner- St. Mary's
Sr. Jane Frances Byrne - St. Mary's
Sr. Loyola Lasca - St. Mary's
Indianapolis
. ..S Loretto Donohoe «- St. Vincent's
Fulltime Study
Sr,
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.Sr.
St Josenph
Sr. Doris Brancato J Sto oseph Hospital
La Salle
Sr. Marcellus Lowe St. Patrick School
Mary James Gallagher St. Louis U.
Zoe Glenski - Fordham U.
Constantia Windham - De Paul U,
Margaret Mary Oallahan COatholic Uo
Florentia Boyce - Marquette Ue
Frances Aloysius Ryan -. Loyola Us
Mary Josita Swift -- Fordham U.
Damian Wolcott - De Paul u.
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With A Little Help... A GIFT
(The following is a first hand report
by the Chicagoland Vincentian Voca-
tional Director, Rev. Joseph Haley,
C.M.)
Due to a predominant Catholic pop-
ulation, and a long tradition of fine
Catholic families, Chicago has been
long considered a most fertile field
for vocations to the priesthood, broth-
erhood and sisterhood. Last year over
400 young men entered the freshman
class at the diocesan seminary. 260
grammar school graduates entered
religious seminaries or prep schools.
And 150 went directly from high schools
to diocesan or prep seminaries. Mindful
of this great harvest, the archdiocese
has its share of Vocation Directors or
Vocation Recruitors. Some work the
area fulltime, others are here for only
three months of the school year.
The Chicago Vocation Recruitors
Organization is made up of some 67
Vocation Directors who work in this
immediate area. Of these men those
whose communities have houses in the
archdiocese are fortunate enough to
receive a list comprising thirty-some
schools. Those who are representa-
tives of communities not having houses
in Chicago, are given a third of these
lists. The entire Chicago archdiocese
is divided into thirteen sections. This
clever plan was begun some years
ago to avoid the overcrowding of
certain "fertile parishes" in the area.
And it is known throughout the
states as the Chicago plan. Many or-
ders have two or three men working on
this work. As part of the overall plan,
you are also assigned a specific time
when to go in and visit the various
parish schools.
During the past year I spoke in 52
schools around the area. Speaking in
a school is usually an all day job. Best
results seem to be gained from visiting
each classroom individually. When one
begins in the fifth grade and with the
double classroom setup, it usually takes
until three before things are conclud-
ed.
Our total enrollment at Lemont this
coming year is 58. Of the 24 new re-
cruits, 9 come from the city of Chicago,
9 from the suburbs, 2 from downstate
and 2 from out of state. We have high
hopes of doing better next year.
One of the projects begun this year
is a mailing list of some 1400 "possi-
bilities." Notice the wording . . . pos-
sibilities, not necessarily probabili-
ties. They will receive a letter a month
from the vocation director and also
the Lemont Vincentian. This type of
letter writing and contact has proved
very effective for many orders in the
area. We will also run an announce-
ment each month in the New World,
explaining some phase of the work of
the Vincentian Fathers. Vocation Days
of Recollection and a City Vocation
Club are top priority projects for the
immediate future.
In working with the Vocation pro-
gram for this past year, I have come
to a few conclusions. I think that
priests can be most effective with
altar boys after Mass and around the
Church, especially if they are in
parishes small enough to see the same
altar boys more often.
The Vincentian Seminary Auxiliary
in Chicago has been responsible for a
number of vocations each year. I
would encourage the confreres and
Sisters and friends of the community
to be ever on the lookout for pros-
pects. "Tips" on boys from priests,
sisters and lay people are an im-
portant source of vocations in Chicago.
When young men are looking for a
place to go, a word in the right way
can do wonders. And then the voca-
tion director moves in! I believe that
the potential of all our auxiliary or-
ganizations is tremendous.
Our Open House in the summer and
fall has been an effective means of
creating interest in the seminary. But
as was mentioned in an article last
spring, the follow-up work of con-
tacting families and visiting boys in
their homes is what really interests
them in the Community.
Howvever, I think it would be a
mistake for all of us to feel that one
man here or there can take care of
the vocation program. Vocations are
everyone's job. It is foolish to attempt
to leave it to one person. Personal con-
tact of the priests can do wonders in
promoting and encouraging vocations.
The local vocation directors will have
to work on their flock during the year
for it is this constant contact that will
win the boy for the Community in
the end.
The sisters are a tremendous help
too. If you have a sister in religious
life or some good friend, ask her to
remember us. Last year I spoke at
a school where Dominican sisters
teach. In the fifth grade, nine boys
signed up as being interested in the
Dominican Fathers. These little ones
are on the way to something. Our own
good sisters have been wonderful in
promoting young Vincentian vocations.
Gradually we hope to spread out into
neighboring districts. Prospects look
fairly good, but it is a question of
getting there first. With your help and
prayers, I'm sure our vocations will
be on the upgrade.
The church of the Assumption of
Saint Mary's of the Barrens has come
into the possession of a new Sacred
Heart altar. The Very Reverend Comer-
ford O'Malley, and his two brothers
Paul and George, also Vincentians,
have placed this altar at the Mother-
house in honor of their parents. It was
Father Comerford's desire to place
this altar here since the seminary
is both the heart of a beloved com-
munity and the place of memories, for
he was the Director of Students at
one time.
The Sacred Heart altar was designed
in the studios of Cyril Deleiden and
Sons of Chicago at the request of
Father Comerford. The artisans who
developed this altar also developed
and carved the exquisite Shrine of the
Miraculous Medal in the chapel of
the down town school of De Paul Uni-
versity.
The altar itself, six feet wide, was
designed in Romanesque style and was
made entirely of white Carrara marble,
including the mensa, pedestal, and the
predella. The "IHS" monogram on the
frontal is Italian bronze as is also the
twelve inch crucifix and the inscrip-
tion donor plate. The reliquary is of
silver.
The statue five feet in height is of
white Carrara marble also and repre-
sents the Sacred Heart of Jesus ex-
tending His arms in benediction. It
.was carved by a master sculptor using
select white marble from the world
famous marble quarries from which
so many artistic devotional works of
art have been produced.
The total weight of the entire altar
and statue was approximately 3500
pounds.
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÷MARY LIGHTS THE WAY.:
1 the amount of work
ruction of the grotto these
the same physical point of
of the grotto.
One evening, at the close of an entertainment given in
honor of our Immaculate Mother, Fr. William H. Musson,
our superior, told us of the visible evidences of Mary's pro-
tection and power which he had seen during his travels in
Europe. Then he said: "It seems strange that in this coun-
try we have not been honored by Mary's physical presence
as the people in France and other European countries. True
we have been faithfully protected by Mary, but I believe
if we honored Mary by the erection of shrines she would
honor us by her physical presence. We should have shrines
erected in her honor throughout the country and especially
should we have one here at the seminary where she has
been so vigilant." And so the idea for a grotto was proposed.
The year was 1914.
Nothing was done toward the realization of this idea
until June of the following year. The Rev. Visitor, Fr.
Thomas Finney, and our superior proposed that the novices
should build a grotto on the Novitiate grounds. There was an
immediate show of enthusiasm-suggestions for a location,
suggestions for a design, suggestions on who would do the
stone work. Before anything tangible was accomplished,
however, the summer was over, the regular order resumed,
and the winter was at hand.
The long winter months somewhat cooled the original
enthusiasm and by the spring of 1916 prospects for a
grotto at the Barrens looked dismal indeed. Though the
idea persevered, everything remained at a standstill. The
summer was passing away rapidly and nothing was being
done.
Meanwhile the students were becoming more and more
interested. The members of a league for beautifying the
seminary grounds began working around the statue at the
end of the students walk. The mound was covered with
myrtle, the hedges trimmed, the walks symetrically laid out,
and a prie-dieu was built. Nothing more could be done.
The students then considered the possibility of starting
the grotto themselves. Before the matter could be presented
to the superor a location had to be chosen. Many places were
suggested-the front lawn, either side of the students'
walk-but none seemed suitable. Finally someone suggested
the old quarry back of the statue of OurrLLady of the
Fields. The place was carefully examined. Advantages and
disadvantages were discussed. At last the site was judged
apt for the grotto.
The students then laid the matter before the superior,
He was pleased with the project, but said that he would
have to give the matter careful consideration. There were
many obstacles and objections. They all soon vanished-
except one. A considerable sum of money would be needed
to build the grotto and put the grounds in shape. The house
had no money. So the second summer passed, the second
anniversary of Fr. Musson's address passed, and still no
work had begun.
The spring of 1917 arrived and the members of the
league thought it time to clean up the grounds around our
Blessed Mother's statue. In about a week the work was fin-
ished. The students put in a terrace, planted some bushes
and sodded the lawn. Old Father Byrne was very pleased
with our work but wanted to know why we couldn't build
a grotto. The lack of funds was indicated. For a while he
debated with himself and finally said he would see what he
could do.
A few days later Father Byrne, our "Grand Old Man,"
promised the students that he would donate $100 toward the
erection of a grotto. In making this donation Father Byrne
made a great sacrifice. He wished to make it known that
he was not rich. In fact, he said the present was the only
time in his life that he had such an amount at one time. He
had planned to take a little vacation with his relatives
in the East during the summer. To honor Our Mother he
was willing to forgo this.
He wished that others would contribute something too
"so that the grotto of the Immaculate Conception may be
made as beautiful as possible and something to be pointed
out with pride to the many visitors who came to St. Mary's
every year."
The superior was informed and plans were drawn up.
Mr. Dillon was skilled in landscape gardening. It was he who
from the beginning was considered the leader of the
"Grotto Construction Company." The building of the
grotto; the planting of trees; the grading of lawns; the
building of fences; the construction of walks; in a word,
everything in connection with the building of the grotto and
the beautifying of the surrounding grounds was under his
general superintendance. Helping him were Messrs. P. B.
Misner, D. McNeil, Wm. Ward, Claude Thorpe, Leo Moore,
Ferdinand Ward, and Thomas Gaughan.There were, of
course, many other students, novices, and brothers, who
helped. Had it not been for all these men another grotto
may have been built and perhaps a better one, but certainly
not the same one.
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MARILLAC TODAY
Now it must be asked, is Marillac
fulfilling its purpose-its "raison
d'etre?" Is it succeeding in its peculiar
purpose? Is it producing those "Per-
fect Religious" and those "effective
instruments" for God to use?
When Saint Vincent along with
Louise De Marillac founded the Com-
munity, he intended that a sister
should attain personal sanctification
by caring for her fellow men, i. e. by
teaching, nursing, instructing and
feeding. Her convent was not a cloister,
nor was she to be garbed as a religious.
Rather, "The streets shall be your,
cloister, holy modesty your veil. . ."
And in our own day, in the 48 schools,
28 social agencies, and 24 hospitals of
the St. Louis Province alone, the
Daughters have continued this pris-
tine service to the neighbor.
But what can an ill-equipped teach-
er impart to her pupils and how much
can an incompetent nurse do for her
patients? To avoid these inadequacies
Marillac has tried to produce teachers
as well trained as those of any secular
college, and nurses as competent and
fit for their work as their lay counter
part-and it has succeeded.
By providing daily. Mass and com-
munion, a period for meditation,
weekly conferences, spiritual guidance,
and an annual eight day' retreat, the
Community has done its part in de-
veloping "Perfect Religious." The rest;
is up to each individual sister; an-1
through .the course of studies Marillac
has tried to fashion instruments, fit
and usable in God's hands. Marillac
certainly has fulfilled the wish of
our late Holy Father, Pius XII, that
sisters receive an education superior
or at least comparable to that of lay
women performing the same task in
today's society.
THE A4DMINISTRATIORN
The policies of Marillac are strict
and far-sighted as befits any institu-
tion of higher learning. The school
year consists of two full length semes-
ters and two summer sessions, one of
eight weeks and one of six weeks,
for those who seek further studies or
who cannot attend classes during the
regular semester. Grades are officially
given at the middle and again at the
close of the semester-usually during
a personal interview. This conference
gives the student an opportunity to
discuss study problems with the dean,
who is always ready to give helpful
suggestions.
A "C" average is required of all
students and failure in this incurs tem-
porary probation, while on the other
hand, official recognition by means of
the dean's honor list is given to all
who have shown superior academic
achievement during the semester.
One may note that the curriculuui
is very restricted and confined since
it offers less choice than the plan of
studies in a lay college. It must be
remembered, however, that by entering
the religious life, the student has
already eliminated many fields of
study. The studies of the College are
geared to train the student for Com-
munity work and that alone. Free-
dom is nevertheless had to choose one's
field of concentration and certain
elective courses in other fields.
Most of the stiudents who form the
clientele are Daughters of Charity, but
as a means of breaking down the
"isolationalism" between religious
communities, Marillac has welcomed
and even invited sisters of other re-
ligious communities to enroll. No one,
whether she be a Daughter of Charity
or a religious of another Community,
is burdened by tuition as are so many
students in outside colleges.
VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS
The. Theology Department embraces
Liturgical Theology, Sacred Scripture,
and Moral and Dogmatic and Ascetical
Theology. While it is true that these
courses cannot be treated as deeply
as in an ecclesiastical seminary, still
each is approached on a high college
level. For the religious dedicated to the
love of God, it is of the utmost im-
portance that she know theology-and
this with a greater comprehensiveness
and extension than that of the average
layman.
The philosopher's mode of knowing
is distinct from that of the theologian.
The philosopher arrives at ultimate
causes by the use of reason alone.
Logic, the philosophy of man, meta-
physics, ethics and the history of Phi-
losophy are just a few of the courses
to form the sister-philosopher.
The Division of Humanities studies
man' and all that relates to man--
his 'history, his literature, his art,
music and languages. There are
nineteen separate courses in History
taught at Marillac. Their ambit veers.
from the study of prehistoric man to
that of Modern Russia and U. S.
Foreign Policy. This knowledge not
only acquaints -the student with the
past, but also provides a wealth of
vicarious experience.
The Department of English trains
the student to write correctly, to read
critically, to interpret and evaluate
ideas, to recognize good literature not
on the authority of some long dead
critic but according to one's own
criteria, to develop an aesthetic aware-
ness and appreciation for beauty, and
to give adequate background for those
who will someday be teachers of Eng-
lish. Courses such as "Art History and
Appreciation" and "History, Art and
Theory for Gregorian Chant" are
among the other courses in the Hu-
manities which complete the design
of educating the "whole man."
Marillac College is qualified not only
to offer a Bachelor of Arts Degree,, but
also a Bachelor of Science with majors
in biology, chemistry, physics, natural
science, mathematics, psychology,
sociology and nursing. For off-campus
training and practical experience,
many of the students affiliate with De-
Paul Hospital and St. Vincent's Hos-
pital in St. Louis. Those in the field
of social work gain valuable exper-
ience at Our Lady of Grace Child
Guidance Center, Stella Maris Day
Nursery, and St. Vincent's Orphanage.
This field experience complements and
crystalizes the theory learned in the
classroom.
SOCIAL LIFE
At first blush it may appear that
this section was misnamed, for what
kind of a "social life" could a sister
student possibly have.? Obviously it
will not be that of a co-ed at DePaul
University, but still such a life does
exist. In the informal, light-hearted
Community recreations, with the var-
ied outdoor sports, it is vital and
moving. In amateur dramatics, group
singing, listening to music and records,
discussions of world affairs, books, pro-jects, hobbies and the like, it is broad
and comprehensive. During the sea-
sonal festivities and annual programs,
or on excursions and outings we find it
clothed with zest and variety. The life
is supplemented by periodic recitals,
concerts, plays, and lectures, and dis-
tinguished guest speakers. Co-curri-
String Ensemble, The Marillac Choral
Club, "Le Cercle Francais"- a study
club of the French language and its
literature-The German Club, the
Three Star Literary Club, for those
.with a flair for writing; and The
Court and Diamond Club, for the
physically inclined, round out the
social actlivties to offer a well-balanced
life to the sister-students. The life of
a sister-student after class hours is
not a dull and stagnant thing but
rather something very much alive and
stimulating as well.
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PASTORS f PROGRESS
The Very Rev. Fathers Maurice Hy-
mel, C.M., and T. J. Wesner, C.M.
conduct a session.
Every year during the Pastors'
Meeting not a few of the students
here at Perryville resemble the panel-
ists of T. V.'s "Youth Wants to Know."
Questions, as varied as verb forms,
are tossed about-but in whatever form
they are put, each is an ex-
pression of the sincere interest the
students, as well as all the confreres,
have in the work of our parishes.
In The Beginning
In May of 1953 the Western Province
adventured its first Pastors' Meeting.
Many of the confreres were rather rus-
ty on procedure and somewhat un-
certain on just what could be accom-
plished, but all thirty-two who attend-
ed realized that the possibilities for the
advancement of parochial affairs were
great. For many it was the first return
to the mother house since ordination.
To us it resembled a grand reunion of
old classmates. One could almost de-
tect the memories of the "when-we-
were-students" days floating about.
But there was little time for remini-
scenses and nostalgia now-work was
to be done. There were pastoral prob-
lems to be discussed and new ideas,
methods and procedures to be gar-
nered.
Expert talks, given by men versedc
and enthused in their subjects, follow-
ed by a discussion period, constitute
what we term the Pastors' Meeting.
The topics have been apropos of the
times, such as the facilitating of the
census report, the forming of Voca-
tional Auxiliaries, and the parish
finances. By pooling knowledge, dis-
cussing, suggesting, letting experts
have their say-often just plain listen-
ing-cures and solutions have been ob-
tained.
After the two days session, the
"gatherers" disband, not knowing
everything about pastoral methodolo-
gy or efficiency, but in some cases
armed with solutions for particular
problems and in general undoubtedly
more informed and more Vincentian in
their outlook.
Last Month
This year the presiding committee
was composed of the Very Reverend
Wm. Flynn, C.M.; the Very Reverend
Thomas Wesner, C.M.; and the Very
Reverend Bernard Degan, C.M., the
latter actually presiding as chairman.
The first of the seven papers given
was on The Christian Family Move-
ment. Father John Dietzen of the
Diocese of Peoria, an expert in the
field of "familology," showed how this
organization could be grafted into the
body of a parish and become a part of
its very life. He was available to an-
swer the questions and give concrete
advice for the adoption of the family
movement to particular situations.
Another secular priest, Father Clarence
White, talked on the Council of Ciatho-
lic Men and the Council of Catholic
Women. Again both the theory and the
application were treated. Among the
other speakers were Reverend William
Winkleman, C.M.; Very Reverend
John Sharpe, C.M.; Reverend F. Ger-
movnik, C.M.; and Reverend Clarence
Corcoran, C.M.
Not only in the periods of lecture
and discussion were new ideas and
theories discussed. Even during the
breaks between talks pastors could be
seen "talking shop." A pastor from St.
Louis might encourage his confrere
from New Orleans to adopt the Dia-
logue Mass simply by telling his ex-
perience, successful and otherwise in
his parish.
Purpose
One of the main objectives of the
meeting is to unify the manner of
conducting each parish through the
Province, and Vice-Provinces and
thereby to obviate the difficulties
which each priest encounters when he
takes up a new assignment-that bur-
den of learning the procedures and
ways of a aifferent parish. Since ,the
Community men are changed with
regularity, it is of great import that
the Community unify its methods-
taking into acount however, the pecu-
liarities of each parish resulting from
locale, physical plant, social class, and
diocesan directives. A oneness in keep-
ing records, duties of assistants, hour's
of work, and finances will make for
greater efficiency all the way around.
One pastor protests that his paris'i
is completely different from all others
-with few Catholics and an alarming
lack of children. A Youth Club is not
only impractical but impossible in his
parish. Another finds that he cannot
use suggestions on taking a census
since he must follow the program laid
down by the Ordinary. What value
would a talk on these particular suoe~
jects have for such a one? In this in-
stance is the pastor wasting his time
at such meetings and conferences?
Hardly, because not infrequently a
pastor finds himself transferred from
a small parish of a few youths to a
metropolitan ' parish, bulging with
them, or to a parish where the Bishop
allows more individuality. Hence any
knowledge gained, although seemingly
of little immediate use, may be a God-
send later.
During such get togethers as these,
the priest is pleasingly reminded that
he is not only a pastor serving his
flock in some parish, but also a Com-
munity man. Over the dining table, be-
tween meetings, a "camaraderie" shows
itself. All year long the priests have
been separated and more or less iso-
lated, especially in houses where there
are only a few men. But now all the
confreres come together, co-ordinate
their efforts, and look at their prob-
lems not only as individual pastors
but also as members of a Congrega-
tion of Priests of the Mission work-
ing together to further the cause of
Christ in the spirit of charity of St.
Vincent de Paul.
Rev. Fathers L. Bereswill, C.M., and
W. Dunker, C.M. discuss business be-
tween sessions.
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IN PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE
(Left to right) The Very Reverend Comerford O'Malley, C.M., Mr. Clair M. Roddewig, DePaul Lay Trustee who presided,
and Dr. Arthur S. Flemming.
"To motivate man to pursue ex-
cellence and then to provide him with
the opportunity of achieving it," is the
way in which Dr. Arthur S. Flemming,
United States Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare, summed up
his views on the contributions which he
believes our instiutions of higher
learning should make to the present
day and age. Dr. Flemming was the
main speaker at a testimonial dinner
on November 11 paying tribute to De-
Paul University's president, the Very
Rev. Comerford J. O'Malley, C.M., as
he finished his twenty-fifth year at
DePaul and his fifteenth year as its
president. At the end of his speech
Dr. Flemming said, "We are indebted
to you Father O'Malley, for the fact
that, in season and out of season, this
great DePaul University will never lose
sight of its pursuit of excellence."
Let us then take a look at some
of the ways in which DePaul Univer-
sity under the direction of Fr. O'Malley
has both motivated its students to
pursue excellence and has provided
them with the opportunity of achieving
it.
Its means of motivation have been
manifold and the following are some
of the more notable ways: it has. in-
creased its number of scolarships to
undergraduate students; it has allow-
ed Religious to attend the University at
one-half tuition rates; in February of
1952 the requirements for admission of
students were standardized for the
undergraduate colleges; and finally it
has kept its academic standards high
so that today they have risen to a
point where one out of three applicants
is rejected as lacking the necessary
qualifications.
As for providing the student with
the opportunity of achieving this ex-
cellence the University has also made
great strides under Fr. O'Malley. One
of the first movements in this direc-
tion was the setting up of a board of
lay trustees in 1946. This board of
lay trustees now consists of forty-two
Chicago business and professional men
who have as their object .the general
welfare of DePaul University. Early
in 1957 a Committee of 100 was or-
ganized to assist the "Operation Sky-
scraper" project to raise the two and a
half million dollars needed to convert
the Kimball Building so that it could
be used as the Frank J. Lewis Center.
When Fr. O'Malley first took over
the reins of the University most of
the buitaings used were leased. Today
all the facilities used are owned by the
University. Moreover during the past
fifteen years the University has seen
the addition of some fine new build-
ings: the multi-purpose Alumni Hall
on the uptown campus which houses
the College of Physical Education and
affords a place for University events; a
new residence for the priests of the
Congregation, which was finished in
1952; and of course the renovation of
the Kimball Building in the Loop into
the Frank J. Lewis Center, which ac-
commodates DePaul's five downtown
colleges.
Fr. O'Malley was born in 1907 prac-
tically in the shadow of the University
he now guides. He was the second-
youngest in a family of eight children
and attended St. Vincent's school in
Chicago.
After grammer school young Comer-
ford went to Cape and then on to the
Barrens. After finishing his philsophi-
cal studies he returned to Chicago and
taught Latin at DePaul Academy. In
1927 he went ,to Rome and was or-
dained at Paris in 1928. In the follow-
ing year he earned his doctorate in
sacred theology at the Collegio An-
gelico. He came to DePaul in 1934 and
two years later was appointed dean
of the College of Commerce. In 1944
he became the seventh president of
DePaul University.
As we have seen he has accomplish-
ed much in these fifteen years as
president and in recognition of this
Please Turn to Page 9,
The Bottom of Column 1
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VINCENT
Perryville
At this yearns Academia in honor of St0
Catherine of Alexandria, the patroness of
philosophers shared the dedication of the
production with St Vincent. Four of the
papers treated, at least in part, of our
Holy Founder. Mr. Henry LeFevre read the
fifth, a dissertation on TAbstraction and
the Human Sciences." To bring the program
to a close, Fr. Burroughs, professor of
philosophy at Cardinal Glennon College,
delivered an allocution, "St. Vincent as a
PFilosopher and as a Theologian."-
A more informal gathering was that in
honor of Bd. Perboyre on his feast. Its
main features were a paper by Mr. Frank
Byrne on the history of Christianity in
China and a talk on the missions by Fr.
Ooello.
The Minor Seminaries
Lemont
Lemont has finally signed a contract for
water conditioning units to relieve their
hard water problem. Next summer there will
be *clear water3 for sure. The actual de-
molition of walls and the construction is
already underway.
The Vincentian Auxiliary held its annual
card party at the Seminary November 22. It
was as successful as last year's, we are told.
Progress continues on the outdoor shrine
of the Blessed Mother. Much of the planting
in the quarter acre project has been completed
and the walks have been outlined. A five foot
statue of Our Lady of the Miraculous Medal in
cultured carrara marble was ordered and will
be here for the completion date, Mothers' Day.
Construction on two other projects--a four
alley handball court and a tennis court--was
completed just recentlyo
Christmas will see two Montebello "firsts.
The seminary choir will sing the traditional
Oommunity Christmas Novena for the first time.
Also just before the holidays, the students
will present Twelve Angry Men, the seminaryls
first three act play. Monthly Days of Recol-
lection are being held for the local clergy
at the Seminary this year, which we might
classify as a third "first,"
Cape Girardeau
The two Vice-Provincials, Fathers Hymel
and Richardson, stopped at the Cape after the
Pastors# Meeting and, while there, gave the
seminarians a talk, Fr. Cannon and Fr. Thomas
Murphy were other visitors, stopping by
before the meetingo
Extra-seminary activitiess Fr. Gallagher
spoke at the Optimist Club of Jackson on
"Youth Appreciation." At Poplar Bluff, Mo.,
Fr. Orowley conducted a Day of Recollection
for the men of the parish.
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MAOR SEMINARIES
San Antonio - Assumption :
A recent twister took off a part of the
roof from St. Alice Hall, one of the dormit-
ory buildings, A local TV studio came out
to take pictures and had.a coverage of it in
their news-cast that evening,
With a public thoroughfare passing thru
the Assumption campus, the Christmas decora-
tions are an object of interest to the
passers-by. Especially prominent is a large
crib on the front lawn, easily seen from the
street.
Denver - St. Thomas Seminary
During the national Catholic Youth Week,
Fr. Gaydos was the principal speaker at an
assembly at the Christian Brothers' Mullen
High School in Denveri
Fr. Bruce Vawter joined with three other
biblical scholars addressed Chicago area
priests in the second in a seoies of pro-
grams designed to aid the priest in his work
with the modern laity. This meeting at Ohi-
cagots Loyola U. on November 12 was devoted
to the value of ;the Bible in pastoral work.
Fr. Vawter spoke on the apologetical value
of recent biblical studies and the new
pastoral duties such studies have imposed.
MINOR SEINARIES
San Antonio .St. Johns
On the tenth of November, Fr. Villarroya
arrived here from Spain and has relieved Fr.
Lamy as assistant prefect. Besides teaching
the studentsa he will give catechism classes
to the Hermanitas Josephinas.
Noteworthy among the confreress works
outside the seminaryst: Fr. Leonard.gave the
sermon at the annual Christ the King prooes-
sion which drew an estimated 20,000 people.
Fr. Rice, a frequent visitor to Army
Surplus, picked up two powerful speakers and
installed them in the auditorium for the
.stnudenta·g movea s and other /atiVitis,o: He
is renovating the students 1 dark room and is
rumored to be organizing an Astronomy Olub
for students in his general science classes,
San Fernando - Our Lady of the Angels
The seminarians were hosts to about 75
members of the Serra 0lubs from in and around
Los Angeles on November 84 Fr. Graham sang
the High Mass and spoke to the Serrans. The
guests then had brunch with the students,
followed by tours of the seminary.
Kansas City - St. John's
Approximately thirty confreres attended
the thirteenth annual Provincial Education
Meeting in Kansas City over the Thanksgiving
holidays. Fathers Jordan, O' onnell, John
Richardson, and Edward Riley were the
principal speakers,
THE PARISHES
0otulla, 'Texas - Sacred Heart
Three small church bells, gifts of
friends of Fr. Van Lare in the Netherlands,
were blessed and installed in the tower of
the new church in mid-November. Laymen of
the parish are building a new pulpit, with
hardwood platform and iron railing. The new
building is also soon to have a baptistry, to
be built near the entrance of the church.
The baptismal font was bought with the results
of a collection by the parish societies,
In spite of cold weather a good crowd
turned out for the parish Fall Festival,
Also on hand were a number of confreres from
San Antonio who had come for the occasion.
The proceeds are being used to help retire the
parish debt and to purchase some new church
furniture,
Fr, Van Lare conducted a nine-day mission
in Spanish .n the Espada parish near San
Antonio. His assistant, Fr. Daspit, gave a
Day of Recollection at this parish for the
youth of high school age.
%vz 8l
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San Francisc. o S- a ares
The Catholic Alumni 01ub, composed of
unmarried graduates of accredited four'year
colleges, had their: Qorporate Communion Sun-
day at St. Charles on November 15, At their
November Discussion1 Cub Meeting, Fr. Connors
was the guest speaer. The topics under con-
sideration were the Mexican: migrant farm labor
families and the Mexicar braceres,
Activities-s Fr. Kraff was chairman for
St Oharlest Parish 1 il Festival. At the
Mission Doloraes Basilica, 'r. 0onnors deliv-.
ered the sermon atthe graduation exercises
for the nurses of Ma ry1's Help Hospital
Phoenix S.t. Vinont de 1 Pe
The parish has just established the Con-
fraternity, of Christian Doctrine and is
already having Satyrdyr atechism classes
*or almost 900 children , Add to this the
250 children in the parish school and you
can gain some idea of the size of our parish
in Phoenix and the work to be done :by the 0OCD
On Monday nights, hour ela0ses are held for
the high school students, 120 of them, The
Saturday classes have to be organized in,
three shifts because of the number of childreno
Because of flargei ber of boys desiring
to serve Mass the confreresre are going to
icaugurate the Knights of the Altar next
month. The pr6spects for vocations 'for the
years to come look good, especially after
the school has the full eight grades
Fr. Sharpe reports that construction on
his new church is underway at last. If all
goes well, they will be in the church within
a couple of months. Oabinets are just being
installed in the semi-finished classrooqm
b•dilding, which iss in use for classes right.
now, in spite of its incompleteness0
NeW rleans - St. Stephen 's
Fr. Lawler, 0.oM•, -an Eastern confrere,
oonducted the Solemn Miraculous Medal Novena
Uovember 17-25; :his next stop was St,. Joseph's
Parish here for another novena. A second
Eastern Vincentian, Fr. Reicherter, is
gi ing novenas in the Texas area, and a
third, Fr. Edward Murray, was doing the
same work at Assumption-St. Boniface Parish,
in Perryville and then in Kansas City.
Oomments on the fine quality of their work
were num.erous,
Work on the new school is in progress,
with the foundation laid and the walls
beginning to rise At its completion the
century-old building that now houses the
school will be, demolished
New Orleans St. Josheh
During Frt Marsch's first year as pastor
St. Joseph's has seen more than $50,000
improvements in the parish plant. The school
interior was painted and the exterior sand-
blasted, Fireproof stair wells have been
added, In memory of his mother and father,
Fr, Hymel donated the sum necessary to
electrify the ringing of the massive church
bells. The bell, incidentlly, is a century
old this: year.
T his has . been a fine year for the
parishts youth sport program. The grade
schoolgirl: volleyball team is in the play-
offs fo:r the City Championship, High school
and grade school boyslteams finished second
in their respective touch-football leagues.
ohcago .$t. VincentW$
Mass was telecast from St. Vincent's on
the last two Sundays of November on WGN TV's
Chicagoland Church Hour. On the 22nd, Fr.
Cannon ; was celebrant, with Fr. Robert Or-
telyou of the University preaching. Fr.
Comerford O'Malley delivered the sermon on
the 29th, at the Solemn Mass offered by
University vice-president, Fr. Kammer,
Fr. 0ook, of our Novena Band, conducted
the Solemn Miraculous Medal Novena here Nov-
ember 29 thru December 8,
St. Louis St. Vyinent's
.Oonfreres from St. Louis, Perr yville,
and Cape gathered at Cass Avenue for a fare-
well get-together• for Fr. Zimmerman Nov4 2,
Fr. Joachim Stephan, a priest of the
Marionite rite, was buried from St. Vincent's
with the Archbishop and five monsignori in
attendance. The confreres of St. Vincent's
have temporary care of the deceased priest's
Syro-Marionite parish, St-. Raymond's.
rao8e bev
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FORMOSA
"What a gem--a masterpiecel" "The best
church in southern Taiwan(FormQoa)," These
are comments from the confreres i4 Formosa
about Fr. Smithls new church in Kaohsing.
With a quite liturgical marble altar, marble
altar steps, and terrazo floors throughout,
it could easily pass as a suburban U. U.
church. The cost was $14,000, the bulk of
which was willed by a Chicago priest. Bishop
Quinn celebrated the first Mass in it in
October. On November 8th the Prefect Apos-
tolic celebrated Pontifical Mass and blessed
the church, with a Chinese bishop delivering
the sermon, and Fr. Dolan, O.M., on visita-
tion in the Far East, giving the benediction.
On vacation in the U.S., Fr. Jacob John-
son, while in his home town of New Orleans,
celebrated Solemn Mass and preached at St.
Joseph's on the feast of Bdo Perboyre, and
was honored by a parish group. He later
visited the confreres in Dallas and San
Antonio.
Dateline, Rome. Fides, the mission news
agency, in announcing the .death of one bishop
at the hands of the Chinese Reds, mentioned
that the fate of the heroic Vincentian pre-
late, Archbishop Chi-Shih, is uncertain,
There are indications, however, that the
67 year old Archbishop is being held "in
confinement . . in a small place under a
stairway,.
EASTERN PROVINQE
Fr. Zimmerman, our Assistant General,
received an honorary Doctor of Laws degree
from St. Johnis University at its annual St.
Vincent de Paul Night, Also honored was Fr.
Thomas Oahill, of St. Thomas Seminary, DenverD
who was awarded an honorary Doctor of Humane
Letters. Fr. gahill delivered the principal
talk of the evening, "Vincent de Paul: the
Saint," Another recent recipient of an
honorary Doctor of Laws degree from St.
Johnns was the president of the U.oN General
Assembly, V. A, Belaunde, of Peru,
The confreres in the East have expanded
their work in seminaries, accepting the major
and minor seminaries of the diocese of Miami,
Florida, The minor seminary is in its first
year of operation. The Province itself is
building the major seminary for the diocese,
Present at the funeral of Fr. Burgio, 0.M.,
Vice-Postulator of the cause of Mother Seton,
were Cardinal O'Hara, 4 bishops, 11 monsignori
and about 150 priests,' Fr, Burgio had been a
close friend of the late Cardinal Daugherty
and was with him at the election of Pope
Pius XII as a conclavist. Fr. John McGowan,
Provincial consultor and former seminary rector
succeeds him as Vice-Postulator of Mother
Setonts beatification cause,
S. . Vocation Notes
Lemonto Fr. Haley conducted a Day of
Recollection at DePaul Academy for a group of
young men in grade school who feel an inclina-
tion toward the priesthood. There were con-
ferences explaining the priestly calling, the
prerequisite qualities, and other aspects of
the vocation. Fathers Fitzgerald, McKinley,
Rechtin, Pelleteri and Discon worked with
Fr. Haley in helping these young men eval-
uate their vocations,
Montebello. Fr. Boyle, vocational dir-
ector, had a very good sized group of parents
and prospective candidates out to the Semin-
ary in mid-November. After a light lunch,
the youngsters were treated to some basket-
ball and football with the seminarians.
Oape. Fr. Cashmants trips down here
with boys from St. Louis have been relatively
few, At this time of year he talks to them
in their schools, then brings them down to
Perryville and Cape after the first of the
year and especially after the weather turns
warmero
New Orleans, Fr. Pittman, chaplain at
deLaSalle, the largest Catholic high school
in the South this year, has hopes that we
may derive some vocations froyi the school,
At the Gape l1ub's quarterly meeting,
at which Fr. Zimmerman was a guest, plans
were laid for the annual Christmas banquet
for the Cape seminarians and their parents,
The members of the Club attended the Miracul-
our Medal Novena at Sto Joseph ts Church to
pray for vocations for the Communityo
Pa are. EiZ~h
... THE TRUTH SHALL MAKE YOU FREE."
With the thought that "knowledge
is essential to freedom," St. John's
University has recently formed a Free-
dom Institute sponsored by the Grad-
uate School of Arts and Sciences. This
Freedom Institute is a direct and
pointed effort to make the American
student and public cognizant of the
greatest threat to our present day
civilization, Communism. The Insti-
tute will become an integral part of the
course, "Problems in Twentieth Cen-
tury American History." The Very Rev.
John A. Flynn, C.M., president of the
University, said, when announcing the
Institute, that it will provide firsthand
evidence of the conspiracy in action
by sponsoring a series of lectures by
world famous people who have come
into direct contact with the communist
aggressors.
In the brochure announcing the
Freedom Institute five main objectives
are set forth:
-to study the international com-
munist conspiracy and the war for
the minds of free men and to,
recommend measures for counter-
action;
-to provide students and others
with information on the nature of
Communism and its threat to their
freedom and security;
-to make plans for the eventual
introduction of studies on Com-
munism and the political warfare
waged by the Soviet Union and
Communist China to already-ex-
isting programs in the University;
-to prepare discussion outlines,
texts, film-strips, and other suitable
materials explaining the nature of
Communism and the conspiratorial
method for distribution to schools
and adult-education groups;
-to analyze legislation or recom-
FR. O'MALLEY
(Continued from Page 4)
fact Chicago paid tribute to him at a
dinner on November 11 in the grand
ballroom of the Conrad Hilton hotel.
The highlight of the evening was the
talk by Dr. Flemming. Also a $104,800
check was presented to Father O'Mal-
ley to be used in furthering DePaul's
progress. The check represented $100
gifts from each guest at the dinner.
Also on the program were Auxiliary
Archbishop William D. O'Brien, one of
DePauPs first two graduates; Mayor
D'aley; and John W. Chapman, lieuten-
ant governor of Illinois.
In conclusion then we also wish to
join those many people paying tribute
to Fr. O'Malley for his very significant
work and wish him. many more years
of success.
mendations made by government
agencies and private organizations
that are aimed at coping with the
communist threat.
The first five speakers will be Major
General Bela Kiraly, Leader of the
Hungarian Freedom Fighters; George
E. Sokolsky, world famous author,
lecturer, and columnist; Dr. Paul K.
Sih, Director, Asian Institute of
Studies, St. John's University; Dr.
John Flaherty, Chairman, Depart-
ment of Social Studies, Pace College,
N. Y. C.; and William E. Daugherty,
United States Army Research Oper-
ations Office.
The first lecture was given to an
audience of over 500 at the University,
Saturday, October 10, by General
Kiraly, former chief of Staff of the
Hungarian War College. General
Kiraly is in the United States after
being forced to flee from his home-
land and is studying for his Doctor-
ate at Columbia University. He is also
presently working with the Hungarian
Committee at the United Nations and
is serving as co-president of the Hun-
garian Freedom Fighters, Inc., an or-
ganization which numbers some 35,000
members in this country and Europe.
In his lecture General Kilary said,
"Communism will forever resort to
any act of double-dealing, treason,
subversion or violence as long as it
serves its purpose." . . . "Communism
feels completely uninhibited as to its
choice of means of fighting against
its enemies. How else could it main-
tain its rule over human souls which
carry in them the Creator's Divine gift
of free will and the right, inalienable
by human power, of freedom and the
pursuit of happiness?" The General
then proceeded to tell of how the un-
rest in Hungary over the Communist
rule was fanned into flame by Khrush-
chev's denouncement of Stalin. Along
with this denouncement thousands and
thousands of former Communists who
had been put into prison by Stalin,
were released and at once they started
plotting to remove Stalin's blood-
hounds from the scene. This soon be-
came more than a feud within the
party and it spread to the students of
the universities of Budapest, who, how-
ever, had different objectives in mind
when they started denouncing the
Communists. The students demanded
a radical reform and proposed to set
up a concrete program which program
they spread among the members of the
armed forces." Moreover the workers
and the people in the country districts
were being ruthlessly exploited and
were ready to follow any plan that
would relieve their misery. Then on
October 23, 1956, the students from the
universities decided to hold a demon-
stration and to present their complaints
and proposals for reform to the gov-
ernment. When the Hungarian army
was called out to restore order, many
of the soldiers joined ranks with the
students. The rest of the story, how
the entire country rose as one and by
superhuman sacrifice was able to
thwart Russian attempts to halt the
revolt, how the Russians invited the
Hungarian Government to send an
armistice delegation to negotiate and
how in the midst of these negotiations
the whole delegation was arrested and
the Russians then began their barbaric
assault on Hungary while the free
world stood by agape but did nothing,
need not be retold here.
Let us hope that such a thing does
not happen again and that this Free-
dom Institute will awaken people to
the real threat of Communism.
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AN OUTSTANDING STORY OF FAITH
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On the Feast of the Sacred Heart of Jesus, Friday, June
15, 1917, work began on the grotto. As early as possible
the students headed for the old quarry back of the
statue of our Lady of the Fields. A temporary fence was
constructed, trees and shrubs were grubbed out, ditches
were dug to keep the water from overflowing. To make
the occasion more impressive and to instill a spirit of work
and co-operation Fr. Byrne placed ten brand new ten dollar
gold bills into the hands of Mr. Dillon. This was the
hundred dollars he had promised months ago.
After the very first day the students could foresee the
hard work that lay ahead of them. Even before the con-
struction of the grotto itself could be started, the founda-
tion had to be laid and a large supply of rocks had to be
gathered into piles around the site of the grotto. And before
work could begin on the foundation the deep ravines caus-
ed by land erosion had to be filled in. In some places six
feet of dirt had to be brought to level these ravines, two
of which would have hidden box-cars.
Then the rock ledges of the old quarry had to be
blasted. The day after work began, Brother Fred fired
three charges of dynamite. This was just the beginning.
Brother August obtained a permit to purchase and fire
ten more pounds. With this the blasting went quickly. When
the blasting was finished the slow and difficult task be-
gan of chipping out with hand chisels the many places
where it was impossible to dynamite.
While the laborious process of cutting out the foundation
was going on, piles of rock had been forming around the
grotto site. These rocks were brought in from the Seven
Hills south of the quarry. To help haul them in Mr. McNeil
and Brother August went into town and got Brother Wal-
ter's 12-16 horsepower traction engine, "Iron Bessie,"-it
had been in for repairs. Before leaving town for the semi-
nary Mr. McNeil opened the door of the fire box and
the flames leaped out burning the left side of his face very
badly. But he stuck with his "Iron Bessie" and brought her
home. The old steam engine did more than its share
of the work in the weeks to come. It was out of commission
for only one day when the throttle blew out of place. With
its help, together with the enthusiastic co-operation of
the novices, the grotto workers were kept well supplied
with rocks.
When the actual stone work began it was found im-
possible to lift some of the heavy rocks that had been
brought in. Mr. Misner and his crew started using the
big tripod derrick, but it was not satisfactory. So a new
derrick was constructed under the superintendance of Mr.
O'Dea. Once it was finished, two days were needed to get
it into place. On the first day the rope broke, and then
the cradle holding the base of the derrick shaft broke.
Finally, however it was raised into place. Only a few days
later it proved its strength when it lifted a stone weighing
close to a ton.
As the work progressed it became more difficult. The
stone work seemed especially slow; a day's work by four or
five masons was hardly noticeable. Tons and tons of
rocks were brought from the Seven Hills and day after day
all worked in the hot sun building up the grotto walls
foot by foot. One priest remarked later that when he had
seen the labor of the first few months he had thought to
himself, "Why had not someone the charity to stop them."
But in spite of the difficulties the work continued in a
cheerful spirit, each content to do what he could.
By the beginning of August the walls were about nine
feet high. By the middle of the month every thing was
almost ready for the laying of the concrete for the roof
of the chapel. On the 16th the workers buried a document in
the grotto containing the names of everyone then at the
seminary, as well as of the Pope, the Superior General, and
the President of the United States. It was placed in a tin
can with some holy pictures and coins. A personnel book of
the Community was also thus buried.
Four days later the concrete roof over the chapel was
laid. The manner of constructing this roof was certainly
unique. The credit must go to Mr. Misner and Mr. McNeil.
The latter built a skeleton of the arch with oak lumber.
Over this was placed a thick layer of sand. Then small
stones, what we called mosaics, were imbedded in the
sand. Over this was spread a layer of concrete about six
inches thick. When the concrete set and dried the skeleton
was removed. The sand fell, the protruding stones were
brushed off thus forming a natural stone ceiling.
Except for cleaning up and covering the walls and roof
for the winter the work for the year was at an end.
In the following March Mr. Misner worked on the altar
on Wednesdays and others started clearing and grading the
walk from the community cemetery to the grotto. By May,
the laborious hauling of rocks began again. All during the
summer work progressed on the side walls of the grotto. On
the 20th of June Fr. Misner capped the center section and
the runway was taken down. Finally on August 7th the
last stone of the grotto was laid in place. The rest of the
summer was employed on the bridge and the storm drain.
In March of 1919 when trees along the walk leading from
the Novitiate were planted, old Father Byrne was called
upon to put the first tree in the ground. All that summer
and part of the next saw the students landscaping the
grotto area-grading, planting grass seed, spreading gravel
on the walks, getting the statues of the Blessed Mother and
of St. Catherine in place, putting in the concrete kneelers,
building fences, and a hundred other little jobs. It wasn't
until July 2, 1920 that the concrete work was entirely fin-
ished.
Finally on November 11, 1920 the long-dreamed of grotto
was blessed. The procession went through the church, and
the novitiate and down Laboure Lane. After the Arch-
bishop blessed the grotto he said a few words, declaring an
indulgence of 100 days as often as anyone would visit the
grotto and recite a Hail Mary in honor of our Immaculate
Mother. Finally he gave a holiday to the men who had
built the grotto whose work, he said, was a testimony
of living faith, which faith is in nothing more apparent
than in devotion to the Immaculate Mother of God.
(The End)
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THE HOSPITAL THAT NEED NOT BE
Architect's conception of St. Joseph Hospital, now under construction on Chicago's Lake Front. The top floor
will contain the Daughters convent, refectory, chapel and recreation parlors. The smaller building on the left will
house the intern and nursing education program.
Chicago's new St. Joseph Hospital, slated for completion
in 1963, is a hospital that need not be built. No law dic-
tates that it must be. No tax money will provide the twelve
million dollars required. There is no earthly reason forcing
the Daughters of Charity to shoulder this great task.
Though accreditation of the old St. Joseph's will soon be
revoked, it could continue to serve the city. Or the Daugh-
ters who staff it could be moved to posts where they could
do much good without the heavy burden of financing and
building a multi-million dollar hospital. But the hospital will
be provided because it is needed and because of the Daugh-
ters' dedication to filling that need.
PATIENTS' DREAM
Since the driving force behind this new work of charity
is love of God and of God in men, nothing is being spared
that could add to the hospital's quality of care and service.
Plans call for a five hundred bed general teaching hospital
of the latest functional design. Departmental programming
has been made with most careful consideration and fore-
sight. It is the purpose of the new St. Joseph Hospital to
provide the finest hospital care possible and to. be equipped
to provide this care. It is around the patient, his comfort,
dignity and well being that the new plant is being built;
it promises a new age in hospitalization.
The twelve story building will be completely air condition-
ed with each patient able to control the temperature within
fifteen degrees. Rooms will be equipped with piped-in oxy-
gen, including semi-private rooms, which will be of maximum
size. All semi-private rooms will be designed to permit com-
plete patient privacy with individual light control and in-
dividual lavatory facilities.
The site was also chosen with the patient in mind. The
four and a half acre plot on Lake Shore Drive is also just
north of Diversey Parkway. Upon the completion of the ex-
pressway systems now under construction, the new Hospital
will be readily accessible from any point in the city. Lincoln
Park property is directly east of the site, and beyond that,
Lake Michigan. Large expanses of insulated and tinted glass
will be employed to take advantage of the therapeutic view
of the Lake, which will be seen with no obstruction from ten
stories of the twelve story structure.
Visitors' lounges also will be placed at points of advantage
in regard to the view and will be equipped with piped-in
television and music. There will be no visiting hours for
the new plant-a policy that will eliminate both internal
and external congestion. Relatives and friends will be able
to visit patients during any reasonable hour of the day.
All medical floors are being constructed with suites per-
mitting critical patients' next of kin to remain overnight.
Pediatrics is so designed that parents will be able to stay
with their children if necessary. There will be a large
Post-Operative Recovery Ward and in addition a unit of
private rooms for intensive care. A family room is planned
for the intensive care unit to provide maximum comfort
for relatives of the recovering patient.
All corridors and public areas will be acoustically treated
(Please Turn To Page Three)
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VINCENTIAN DR. DOOLEYS
We Americans have often been called a nation of hero-
worshippers and in a sense this is true. We do put certain
people on a sort of pedestal and pay them great respect
and honor for what they are or what they have done. It
is especially evident in the young people of this country.
Little Johnny idolizes Ted Williams or Stan Musial or
Mickey Mantle. If one of them says, "I like Mushy's corn-
flakes," then mom had better have the cupboard well stock-
ed with them. Young Suzie wants to grow up to be just
like some glamorous movie actress. Often their parents re-
gret the choice the young people make because the hero
just isn't a proper model for the youth to imitate. However
in the past few months the American people and especially
the teenagers have found a new hero and one worthy of that
honor. It is the now famous "jungle doctor of Laos," Dr.
Thomas Dooley.
Most of you readers are probably quite familiar with the
story of Dr. Dooley, who has given his life to the service
of the poverty stricken people of the tiny country of Laos.
When we seminarians here at Perryville hear of the great
work he is doing, we can't help but think of a small group
of men whom we consider as also being real heroes, namely
our own Vincentian missionaries on the island of Formosa.
Our missionaries have a lot in common with Dr. Dooley.
Both are working with a people constantly endangered by
the threat of Communism from the big bully of the Far
East, Red China. Both realize that if the people are sick
and starving then you had better remedy that first before
you try to reach their hearts. For the past several months
Dr. Dooley has been in this country recovering from a can-
cer operation. During this time he has been busy soliciting
donations of medicine for his people. In this article we would
like to describe for you the very similar job we seminarians
are trying to do for our own missionaries in Formosa.
A little over a year and a half ago our CSMC unit was
looking for some sort of project to help out our confreres
in Formosa. Someone mentioned that they had heard that
medicines were badly needed, so the CSMC members check-
ed into the matter. They found that medicine was so ex-
pensive that it took large donations just to buy small quan-
tities of medicine. The best solution seemed to be a direct
appeal for the medicine. The whole project started very
slowly under the capable direction of Rev. Mr. John Golden,
C. M. with personal inquiries to local doctors, doctors who
were relatives or friends of our seminarians, nearby hos-
pitals, etc. Slowly the whole operation began to mushroom
and the medicine started to pour in. Several drug companies
came to our assistance and at the end of the first year of
"Operation Formosa" over one thousand pounds of medicine
valued at over ten thousand dollars had been collected.
Now that we had the medicine we had to find a way to
get it to Formosa as cheaply as possible. All the medicine
was sent to Father Stephen Dunker, C. M. in St. Louis.
Father DIunker is in charge of our Vincentian Foreign Mis-
sion Society and he worked out an arrangement with the
NCWC in New York. They sorted, packaged and labeled the
medicine and sent it on to Formosa.
The missionaries in Formosa were most grateful for the
medicine. It is being used right now in the dispensaries of
our mission houses and on the mobile unit which travels
around giving medical aid to all who need it. The medicines
,are given out by fully qualified physicians and nurses.
Father Wilhelm Golli, C.M. is in charge of the mobile unit.
It travels from mission to mission staying for a time in
each area to take care of those who have more serious ill-
nesses.
This school year has also been a good year for the
medicine. About five hundred pounds have been received
already. But our "Operation Formosa" has hit a snag. The
very generous donors have been almost run dry and new
contacts are badly needed. If any of our readers can lend
a helping hand to this very worthy project it would be
greatly appreciated. The fifteen hundred pounds of medicine
taken in so far may seem like a lot of medicine and it is.
But when you consider the thousands upon thousands of
refugees from the Communist persecution who need medi-
cal aid, you can imagine the vast quantities of medicines
that are needed.
The members of the CSMC would like to thank their
donors especially the many hospitals run by the Daughters
of Charity, the drug companies, and the individual doc-
tors who have helped us so much. Please keep the project in
your prayers so we may continue to help our heroes-the
Vincentian missionaries in Formosa.
Love Makes Sacrifice A Joy
Charity, love of God and of our neighbor, was called the
greatest of virtues by our Lord and His teaching is beau-
tifully echoed by St. Paul in his first Epistle to the Corinth-
ians. This love of God in Himself and of our neighbor for
the sake of God seeks to manifest itself in some outward
way. We manifest our love of God daily in the Holy Sacri-
fice of the Mass in which we adore the Holy Trinity by
offering to it the Body and Blood of our Lord, in the other
liturgical acts prescribed by the Church, and in our many
private devotions. We manifest our love of the neighbor
by carrying out the corporal works of mercy, by praying
for him, and by caring for him in time of need.
There is perhaps, no time of the year in which we feel
more strongly our need for manifesting our love of God
and of our neighbor than during the holy season of Christ-
mas. On the first Christmas God gave to mankind the
greatest gift of all, the gift of Himself in the Person of
His Divine Son. Since that first Christmas, people every-
where have been giving gifts to their loved ones.
"Take away love, and our earth is a tomb!" These gifts
are a sign of our love. This is the spirit of Christmas, the
spirit we wish to all peoples during this festive season,
the spirit that we hope will pervade the hearts and homes of
all Christians at Christmas and throughout the whole year.On TV not long ago Jimmy Durante sang, "Ya can't ged-daway from da people." For what good, to what avail are
our good wishes to everyone if these wishes are allowed
to wither away and die before they are put into execution.
It is rather a simple matter to wish all people the joy ofChristmas but to go beyond the mere wish shows the sin-
cerity of our words.
Each year it is the pleasant duty of the deacon class here
at the Barrens to distribute baskets of food and toys to
the needy of Perryville and the surrounding area. Thisyear was no exception and on December 22, the deacons
set out to make their deliveries. A full year of planning
goes into this annual distribution of gifts, which is the
culmination of a year's cooperation and support on the
part of many people in Perryville.
The Ladies of Charity compile a list each year of those
families in the area who are in need of assistance. With the
help of the school children, they collect various food
items. The school children also donate toys and these are
(Please turn to Page 3, Column 2 at Bottom)
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ST. JOSEPH HOSPITAL (Cont.)
for the patient's convenience. Drinking fountains will have
ice water at all times. Direct intercom from patient to
nurse will be employed. Doctors' paging system will be
handled electronically to avoid disturbing patients. All these
features are planned for the new St. Joseph Hospital to
provide facilities to insure the patient and his visiting family
a more pleasant hospital experience.
Even more than with he patients' comfort, the Hospital is
concerned with the quality of treatment he receives. Thus
plans for the new Hospital call for the inclusion of a Geriatric
Department, and a Psychiatric Department, plus the con-
tinuation of all the departments of the present St. Joseph
Hospital. The same superb medical staff will be retained.
The dedication and quality of care for which the present
hospital is known will be perpetuated in the new, with this
one great advantage: the staff will be able to operate with-
out devoting a good deal of its time to overcoming the de-
ficiencies of aged physical facilities.
AN EDUCATIONAL TRADITION
Besides caring for the patient of today, the new St.
Joseph's will look to the patient of tomorrow. It definitely
will continue that training of doctors and nurses for which
its predecessor has justly earned the reputation of excel-
lence. The School of Nursing of the old St. Joseph's was one
of the first such schools in Chicago to insist on a three
year curriculum for nursing education and pioneered in get-
ting that term accepted as standard practice. Graduating
classes' scores on State Board examinations have for
some time been considerably higher than local, state and
national averages.
The present Hospital is fully approved for an Intern and
Resident Teaching Program. Despite its physical inade-
quacies, it enlisted (along with two other Illinois hospitals)
all but one of their full quota of Interns this year. No Ill-
inois hospital received a full quota.
St. Joseph's training of x-ray technicians is among the
very best in the country, as proven by the final com-
pilation of scores made on the 1958 Aimerican Registry of
Technological Examinations, which placed St. Joseph's
students in first place for group score. Out of 383 insti-
tutions participating from 47 states, the St. Joseph's stu-
dents scored an average of 90.5 per cent, tops in competition
with 1075 others, of whom 179 failed.
This training, as with other functions of the present St.
Joseph Hospital is carried on under conditions far from
ideal. Space is at a premium; departments are crammed.
The Hospital Laboratory, where young medical technologists
are educated, has been split into four sections on four dif-
ferent floors to implement the newest techniques and to
provide room for needed equipment. It is in spite of all
these obstacles that excellence in the educational program
and in the whole of hospital care has been achieved. These
results, however, are attained only by dint of extra work,
energy and sacrifice.
With the new St. Joseph Hospital the energy thus ex-
pended will be able to be utilized more efficiently. An Intern
and Residents Building will be part of the new plant. Also
included in the plans are a School of Nursing, and audi-
torium for medical and nursing education, and a Convent
and chapel for the Daughters of Charity on the top floor.
PROJECT '63
Construction of this ultra-modern hospital began this
fall after the ground breaking ceremonies at which Bishop
Hillinger officiated. Estimates place its completion date in
late 1962 or early 1963. The total cost of the new plant will
exceed $12,000,000.
The Daughters of Charity, through past bequests and
trust receipts saved over the eighty-seven year history of
St. Joseph's, will provide as much of the cost as possible.
They will need help. Naming their fund drive "Projects '63-a
new St. Joseph Hospital," the Daughters are hopeful that
Chicago and its people will assist by contributing two million
dollars, or just 1~ per cent of the total overall cost of con-
struction. The balance between what the nuns can provide
and what Chicagoans give will be made up by a long term
mortgage.
THE PRESENT ST. JOSEPH'S
In 1871 construction on the grey stone building of the
original St. Joseph Hospital was nearing completion, when
the great Chicago Fire erupted in October. Although the
third floor was not yet under roof the Hospital was filled
with fire victims and the homeless. Completely expending all
funds and provisions on the needy, The Daughters of Char-
ity found themselves penniless and unable to continue
construction of the Hospital following the tragedy. Through
the persuasion of the Bishop, the Daughters were encourag-
ed to carry on, and they succeeded in borrowing funds
to complete what is now the Dickens Street wing. This was
in 1872-four years before the telephone, six years before
electric lights, when Chicago's population was 367,396.
The Burling Street wing, the "new" addition to the Hos-
pital, was built in 1914. Raising the Hospital's capacity to
two hundred and forty beds, it was designed according to
the standards and needs of the medical profession of that
time. By today's standards, however, the forty-six year old
Burling Street building is as obsolete as its eighty-eight
year old predecessor. The old institution can no longer en-
dure the hemletting dictated by new departments and new
equipment.
In the latest inspection of the Joint Commission on Ac-
creditation of Hospitals, the Hospital was recommended as a
"well administered hospital with an alert medical staff
giving and requiring good medical care." Objective evalua-
tion of the aging buildings, however, prompted the Com-
mission Director to warn that "the Joint Commission on Ac-
creditation of Hospitals cannot in good conscience approve
present facilities much longer" and that "the new con-
struction should be expedited." The examination rating
stated "Accrediation for three years (or until subsequent
survey is made)."
Stormy, husky, brawling
City of the Big Shoulders:
This is the Chicago of Carl Sandburg. It is a city confi-
dent in its rugged individualism and energy, proud of doing
things. Though with their dedicated love and kindness they
belie Sandburg's picture of crudity, the Daughters of Char-
ity at St. Joseph's are today prime examples of the city's
vigor and vitality. Without the resources of most hospitals,
they have undertaken the mammoth task of supplying the
city with a large and efficient modern hospital. Under
Hospital Administrator, Sister Rose Marie, D. C., they are
uniting a "well administered hospital with an elert medical
staff" to ultra-modern facilities, scientifically and pains-
takingly designed-a new St. Joseph Hospital.
LOVE (Cont. from Page 2)
supplemented by toys from a local merchant, some of
which are donated and others purchased with funds col-
lected in the various departments of the seminary. This
year the collection among the confreres here at the Barrens
reached an all-time high, more than $160.
For weeks before the date of distribution of the baskets
the students' shop resembles Santa's work shop as the stu-
dents repair broken toys and make others.
This year a total of twenty-three large baskets were dis-
tributed and, thanks to the generosity and cooperation of
the many persons taking part in the Christmas basket pro-
gram, this Christmas was much more happy than it would
have been for needy families to whom the baskets were given.
;Surely the Christ Child will bless all those who played a
part in this act of charity and Our Holy Founder, St. Vin-
cent, the heavenly patron of all such works, will smile down
upon the members of his Double Family and the various
lay people who gave their support to this annual project.
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PROGRESS
(The following is a fictionalized
method of portraying true facts).
"Good morning! Been around here
very long?"
"Well, son, I've been in these parts
for a while. Seen a lot of things come
and go."
"Speaking of things going, what's
going on here?"
"Well, you see, lad, this is going
to be a new school. Saint Stephen's
is building a new elementary school
that will boast sixteen modern class-
rooms."
"That will include a gym, I suppose."
"No, not exactly. You see that old
building over there, that's coming
down to make room for the parish's
new cafeteria and combination gym-
nasium-auditorium."
"Are they having any trouble rais-
ing the money for all that?"
"You see, the way that I heard it,
the two buildings compose the school's
$630,000 modern school plant. The
Very Reverend Eugene McCarthy,
C.M. is directing the project and is
working with the young people of the
parish in a student fund-r'aising cam-
paign. Well, you know this younger
generation is almost as good as we
were in my day. These young people
have been selling chocolate candy bars
and entertaining at the school fairs
for the past two years, making it
possible for the new school plant to
become a reality. They're fine young
people in this parish."
"Nothing like your generation, I
would suppose."
"Why, back when we were kids we
would . . . ."
"Yes, but as you were saying about
the building. Do they intend to bring
down this old building?"
"Yes, as I said, they intend to get
rid of this building. You know this
building and I have been friends for
years now. Why I've seen her as a
seminary twice, a rectory once, once a
high school for boys. This old build-
ing has been around here for many
year's; in fact it will be exactly 103
years old this January. The contract
for it . . ."
"You have been around for a long
time!"
"No, not for the entire 103 years. But
then as I was about to say, the con-
tract for this building was signed
January 12, 1857. During the next ten
years the seminarians for the diocese of
New Orleans were trained here. In 1867,
due to financial difficulties, the semi-
nary was closed. Then until 1899 the
building was used by the Vincentians
as a rectory. At that time the fathers
started their seminary for the diocese
of New Orleans again. This lasted for
GONE-BUT NOT
FORGOTTEN
On November 25 the Community
performed the last rites of the Church
for 'Father Raymond Harvey. He had
been confined at DePaul Hospital in
St. Louis during an attack of pneu-
monia which ended an active life in
the priesthood.
Forty-two years ago Father pro-
nounced his vows, at St. Marys Semi-
nary and was ordained June 26, 1921
at St. Francis Xavier Church in St.
Louis by the late Archbishop Glen-
non. His main work in the Community
centered around the minor seminaries.
His first assignment was in our Apos-
tolic School at Cape Girardeau where
he was professor of English. While sta-
tioned here he acted as chaplain at
St. Mary's Hospital. The Los Angeles'
Diocese was the next to profit from
his priestly zeal and knowledge. Father
taught at the minor seminary of Our
Lady, Queen of the Angels, later be-
coming its president from 1933 until
1935.
He returned to the Middle West and
was professor at the St. Louis Prepara-
tory Seminary until 1956. That year
signaled a change of pace for him
and he became instructor at the Con-
fraternity Home Study Service, which
conducts correspondence courses for
the Knights of Columbus and the
Daughters of Isabella. At the time of
his death Father Harvey was then in
the sixty-fourth year of his life and
the forty-second year of his vocation.
seven years. After that the building
was used for a Catholic boys high
school beginning in the year 1915."
After this intriguing and informative
conversation the old man and I parted
ways. While browsing around the in-
tended site for the new construction
I chanced to meet Father McCarthy
and continued firing questions at him.
"I suppose that the Vincentian Fathers
staff this high school at the present
time?"
"No, you see the Daughters of Char-
ity took over the building for the gram-
mar school in 1925. This too is for
boys and has been staffed continuously
by the good nuns. Furthermore," con-
tinued Father, "the opening of the new
classroom building in April will mark a
parish first. This will be the first com-
bined boys' and girls' school for the
parish. This is somewhat unusual as
we ordinarily think of a grammar
school being for both boys and girls."
And Father went on to say, "Besides the
financial arrangements of the young
people, the parish has had financial
assistance from both parents and
friends of the schools in the fund-
raising campaign."
"Well, thanks very much for the
information, Father."
FROM OUT
OF THE WEST
Great potentiality-as yet unrea-
lized. This is how Father Michael
Boyle, recently appointed vocational di-
rector of the Western Vice-province,
describes the vocational situation in
California.
Father Boyle has found that creat-
ing interest and enthusiasm for the
priesthood and the Vincentians is
easy enough, and in fact has seen both
in every school he has visited. However,
the big need is maintaining and in-
creasing enthusiasm among the inter-
ested boys. This is partially done by
periodically mailing information to
prospective vocations. But Father has
found this alone insufficient, and be-
lieves that personal contact with each
prospect is most important. The diffi-
culty here is that a vocation director is
physically limited in the number of
personal contacts he can make-and
some of these turn out to be "dead
ends."
Need For Help
"It is evident," says Fr. Boyle, "that
information about good prospects
would be most helpful to the Voca-
tion Director. This is something that
our priests and sisters can do. They
come into contact with far more boys
than the Vocation Director and just a
word passed to him may result in an-
other Vincentian vocation. One other
thing that I have found most helpful
is to explain to the parents of these
boys something of our Community.
Once they understand our way of life
they become very interested and many
times this interest is taken over by
their son,"
A Good Start
About a month ago, an open house at
the minor seminary in Montebello was
held for the families of boys who have
shown some interest in the Vincen-
tians. The turnout on this day was very
graifying, and the impression made
on the parents and boys seems to have
been most favorable. This was certainly
a worthwhile project and will be re-
peated from time to time in the fu-
ture.
Just The Beginning
This year the Montebello seminary
will send its first group to the Novi-
tiate. Although a small beginning, it
is a promising one, and future years
will undoubtedly see graduating classes
grow in numbers. Father Boyle didn't
send any statistics for next year, be-
cause, as he said, so much might
change by that time. But he did say
that things look encouraging, and
thinks that their seminary will be
filled-if not next year, then in the
near future.
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INCOENTIAN' SEIgARIE3
.- . l e: . - *- ._ ,.
The.. comunity at Perryville cele-
brated. a snowless Ohristmas in thae tradi-
tional. fashion--ýidnight Mass, 9$olemn
Mass. each morning of the octave, festive.
decorations, entertainments, and relaxa-
tiono One new feature of -this. Christmas-
was the student Glee l0ub, which presented
Christmas programs at the city hospital
and the old folks" .home. Like most B'in-.
novations" at the Motherhouse, it is, in
reality, most probably a renovationo
The flu hit Perryville suddenly and-
forcefully in the middle of January,. -22
students 20 novices .and '2 brothers .cam-e
down with, .it overnight - Fo rtunately it
was a .aght variety and ev-eryone was up
within' a : day. or two .
S l e ..le m t ~ot conducted the bro-
thers, 2 annual .re.tat January 15-2
Brothers Vincent uclcman, Ca8rence SeyaV
og ...Gr.. aha•, and •Paul- -ph cape. fromn
other :hoes, makinga a total of sxteen '
brothers: here- .for t.he :retreat0 o.
Roth eVj ~ li•. igklnson tok oka
group of senior farm boys from St. Vincont
High School to Sto Louis wher he showed
them the Grain Exchange, the stockyards and
other places of agricultural importancee
Thereo was a good deal of extra activ-
ity during the semester breako "i
gave the' students' retreat for both. the
minor and major seminaries in San Antonio.
*E.dr oe and FBr. righ went to- Le~ont 'and
Kansas City respectively to conduct the re-
treats- for ýthe -minor seminarians
Before the Christmas vacation ~ .i
av conducted an entrance exam for a
group, of eighth graders making application
to the seminary0  Other entrance exams are
scheduled for spring and summer for later
app'licants ,.
Th-is leers- to-' be t't h t-ime0 o.f year for
: reat woirk-:in all the -houses 0- a Fr-r OD
gave .. the- retreat :atl he 'ape'o -Ear lierE
falc had.'visited dMontebello for the same
purpose .. 0 JEla and . Tra are
giving.a series of conferences to two
houses of. Dominican nuns in the Lemont
area.
'M.-^
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THE PARISHES
Denver St,. Thomas Seminary
Fr .. John Murphy was one of the two
priests attending the convention of the
American Association for the Advancement
of Science, The chairman of the Univer-
sity of Chicago0s sociology department
had asserted at..a symposium that the
Church is hampering any effective effort
to solve the world's population problem.
Fr. Murphy followed with an explanation
of the Catholic position on birth control
and the basis of that position, in a reply
given front page coverage in the Catholic
press.
MI R SEMINARIES
San Antonio - St. John:a Seminary
Fr. Hymel and his consultors held
their monthly meeting here on January 27.
The following day the vice-provincial
council and other confrerea drove to the
state capitol to look at some property in
the Austin area which has been suggested
as a possible site for the minor seminary
of the New Orleans Vice-Province,
S This year the parents of the semin-
arians were prasent for the last day of
the Christmas.novena. Fr. Lange directed
the choir and Fr. Rice, the vice-rector,
was celebrant. All of the students
squeezed into the sanrtuary of Mission
Conception so that the parents could
occupy the, body.
The Mission, built in 1751 and said
to be the best preserved of tha Texas
missions, is still being used as a chapel
for the seminary. When the day comes that
the seminary has its own chapel, the Mis-
sion will be preserved as an historic
shrine. At present it is open to tourists
on week-ends during the school year and
every day during the summer months.
Chicago S. Vincent
Fr. Joseph Grabka celebrated his
silver jubilee during the last week of
January. On the 27, the actual anniver-
sary of his ordination,, he offered a
Solemn Mass for the community and the
school childreno That evening there was
a large gathering qf the Chicago confreres
to honor Fre Grabka. Sunday January 31
he celebrated Solemn Mass for the people
of the parish, with Fr. Yager and Fr.'
ThomaAs Murphy as deacon and subdeacon,
and Fr. Thomas Mahoney preaching. All
these priests worked at one time in the
China mission field, where Fr. Grabka
latored for seventeen of his twenty-five
years in the priesthood.
Fr,.Darling was the principal speaker
at the annual meeting of the 170 parish
conferences of the Chicago St Vincent de
Paul Society. His topic was 'The Tercen-
tenary of the Death of St. Vincent de Paul."
Shortly before Christmas, St. Vin-
cent's held a service dedicating the re-
built 52 rank pipe organ, which had been
damaged ih a fire a few years ago. Bene-
diction of the Blessed Sacrament was given,
preceded by an organ recital by Dr. Becker,
organist for the church and dean of DePaul's
School of Music.
New Orleans . ..- St. Joseph':
The St. Vincent de Paul Society con-
memorated its 100th anniversary in the
parish on January 17, at a Solemn High
Mass offered by Fr. Robert Miget, spiritual
director of the group. The anniversary
happily coincides with the tercentenary
year and was an impnortant addition to the
celebration of the year in this parish.
The feast of the Patronage of Saint
Vincent was observed with Solemn Masses in
all three New Orleans parishes. This and
all the other events of the tercehtenary
have received consistently good coverage
by the press .
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New Orleans - St. Stephen's
- On: December 27 the Cape Men's Club:••
under the :direction of Fr. Pittman, held
-its, third .annualChristmas banquet for:the
Cape seminarians and their parents, with
Fr. Iug as Master of Ceremonieso Fr. Viry
g-ge, superior of t:he Cape, and F LHme
gave the p rinoipal talks:., after iwhich.. the
Cape Alumni :president: presented Fr V irgets
with a .heck for the seminary. Alumni
iembership runs over a hundred with approx-
-imately one third fairly active. ' : .
... All ot:he New Orleans confreres, 26 of
them gathered -at St. Stephen's on December
:281:to ark tthe feast of the parish's pat-
ron saint and .to ho ld a Christmastide
reunaion
An Eastern confrere, Fr. Arthur
Colby, conducted the retreat for St.
Stephen's Girls' High School. Work on
the new-grade school: is behind schedule
because of heavy rain,
.Phoenix -. :St Vincent de "Paul. Pa.rish
From January 18 to April 25:, FatherF :
Danagher will give a Doctrine course to
the" Phoenix high school teachers:of' the
Confraternity bf Christian Doctrine. The
G Confraternity continues to play a vital
role .inhthe-: life. of this parishh, 'conducting
classes each week for- almost 1000 Catho ic
children- attending public schools,
Shortly after Christmas, Fr. Shar pe"
traveled to Tucson to give a Day of Re-
collection to the White Sisters there. The
confreres, of 't.the 'Tucsbn: house: give: confer-
en es toe the asisters of, StA. Mary s Hospital
on t-.he' first Siunday of :each ; onth ' "
Patterson,: California - Sacred Heart ... ..
Fr, Beutler recently addressed the
Soroptimist Club of Patterson on "The
Mexicans Among Us." Based on his ..exper-
ience in Southern California since 1942,
the talk seqt forth .the ground for better
understanding of .the: obstacles which th-e.:
Mexicans face and was a plea for brotherly
love for these Mexican braceroi and migrant
farm families. -Fr. Beutler now has a new
assistant in the person of Fr Gllghe •
Los Angeles - St Vincents Church
As the local press commented not long
ago, the effect- of St .... Vincent- upon the
Los Angeles area:is .quite impressive when
it:isa totaled up , In addition- to St. "Vin-
ceents Chrch, there areSt Vincent's
Hospital, St. Vincent s College of Nursing,
St. Vincent s schools andSt. Vincent's
Seminary. There' is San Vicente Blvd., and
in downtown Los Angeles, St, Vincent s Court,
formerly part of oid St. Vincent s Collegeo
Our confreres have the diocesan seminaries
at Camarillo .and Sari Fernando and Miracu-
lous Medal Parish in:Montebello6
The Daughters of Charity, the first
religious community of women in LoA,, have
been there over 100 years and organized the
first hospital, the first girls' school,
the first welfare organization and the first
orphanageo Today they conduct not only the
hospital and nursan.ig -college, but. also
Los Angeles Orphanage, Marian School in
Montebello,- Our Lady of alpa School, St.
Vincent-s School, 'St. Vincent- s Institution
and. St: Vincent 's: Day ursery, the latter
three :in Santa Barbarao" In addition, . the
lay .gr6ups of the Ladies of Charity and
the" Sto Vincent de Paul Soebiety are active
throughout the archdio-cse, "
DE PAUL
De Paul Academy
S At- the end of January, three of the
thirteen weekt-end- retreats at our seminary
in Lemont for Academy students have been
given. -This is the- first year sophomores
and juniors have been admitted to these
closed retreats. Fr feffer acts as gen-
eral retreat director anid: one of the con-
freres from De Paul gives the talks to
the youg men. The speakers for ::the first
two rretreats were-' Bige't o and t'"
,gu Another .man h4pingg out is Fs-
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Rechtin who has chauffeured the 'students to
and from the Seminary. Fr. McKinley gave
the open retreat for the~ ;Ple student
body during the week of January 24-50.
De Paul University
Fr. Comerford OMalley was a member
of the small group of the clergy who
accompanied the then Cardinal-Designate
Meyer to Rome for his elevation to the
College of Cardinals. Fr. O'Malley has
accepted a post on the advisory council
of the Lincoln Park Conservation Asso-
ciation, which is influential in the urban
redevelopment in the DePaul area. Fr
Wangler is serving on.the Executive Com-
mittee of this Association, which is of
considerable importance to DePaul. He
has also been appointed by Cardinal Meyer
to the Archdiocesan Conservation Council.
The DePaul U.# self-survey, unde; the
direction.of Fr. Kammer, will be completed
near the end of this-semester. 15 sub-
committees are studying various aspects.:*
of the University's life. Other indices
of DePaul's concern for excellence includes
greater creative work by faculty members
in the way of publication and research;
more careful screening of student appli-
cants; special lectures and workshops by
distinguished authorities to broaden the
education of undergraduate and graduate
students; and underwriting attendance of
faculty members at meetings of learned
societies.
The National Science Foundation has
awarded $25,200 to DePaul to support a
summer institute for high school mathe-
matics teachers.
Scholarships with a total value of
$105,555 are aiding 257 DePaul students
this year. Of the 257 scholarships
awarded, 87 are provided by the University,
having an overall value of $49,500. Other
donors are the state, industry, labor
unions, and individuals. -.
A .series of education conferences and
symposiums are being presented gratis by
the DePaul Education Department, with in- :
vitations extended to all Chicago princi-
pals and their staffs. Among the topics are
are "The Teaching of Values in the Class-
room," and "Effective Programs for Chal-
lenging the.Gifted." Fr, Bronars is a
member of the projected May symposium, "The
Home, the School and the Educational Process.n
Among the activities of the confreres:
Fr. John Cortelyou participated in the
meeting of the American Association for
the Advancement of Science. Fr. William
ortelyou spoke on "The Church and Labor"
at a forum for labor studies at St. Gail!s
Auditorium. Fr_. Ferdinand Ward attended
the convention of the National Council of
Teachers at Denver. He also had a series
of sermons published in the November issue
of the Homiletic and Pastoral Review.
r. Scahwane gave a seminar on "Ohromato-
graphy" at Roosevelt University in the
fall,
EXTRA.i-PROVINOIAL NEWS
Toronto, Canada. What is considered
the largest gathering of.Vincentian priests
and brothers ever held in Canada attended
a special Mass on December 20, feast of
the Patronage of St. Vincent.
Brooklyn. On January 25, birthday
of the Community, Bishop McEntegart of
Brooklyn offered a special Pontifical Mass
at St. John s University Church, with the
University and Preparatory School facul-
ties in attendance. Auxiliary Bishop
Boardman, who received his undergraduate
training at St. John's, preached the
se rmon*.
Brooklyn. The establishment of a
Criminal Law Institute has been announced
by St. John's U. president, Fr. John Flypn.
The Institute will provide means of inten-
sive study of modern law enforcement meth-
ods. Prominent figures in the field of
criminal law will be invited to partici-
pate in the Institute's activity.
* * *
. , . CONGRATULATIONS to Brother Francis
DiGiovanni on his reception into the
Novitiate.
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BUT MOST IMPORTANT-ST. JOHN'S SPIRIT
One pleasant October day, Mr. Philip
LeFevre, the science professor and
youngest faculty member, reported to
Fr. Hogen, the Superior of St. John's
Seminary, in Kansas City, that there
was someone asking to have a look
at the seminary. "Fine," said Fr.
Hogen, "Would you please guide him
around and tell him about St. John's?"
"Come right this way, Sir," said Mr.
LeFevre, as he returned to the parlor.
In The Old Days
"I appreciate this very much," said
the visitor. "You see, twenty-eight
years ago I myself had been a student
here. I can remember very well how
proud we were that first day my class-
mates and I moved into the new
buildings of St. John's in 1931. Not
very much before that time, about
1893, the seminarians had to study
their Latin in the Sacristies of the
Cathedral. The step of establishing a
formal, although not permanent, semi-
nary was taken by Bishop Hogen in
1905. In the following years, the semi-
nary was moved several times .. , from
St. Patrick's Parochial School to De
LaSalle Academy, to Rockhurst where
it was conducted by the Jesuits.
"When it was moved from Rockhurst
in 1928 to an old brown mansion a
block away from the seminary's pres-
ent location at 72nd and Euclid, Bishop
Lillis invited your Vincentian Priests to
run it. Meanwhile, the Bishop cam-
paigned for funds and in the year of
1929, he turned the first shovelful of
dirt for a permanent junior seminary.
In spite of the depression the work
progressed so well that my class was
able to begin the school year after the
dedication ceremony of St. John's
Seminary on August 15, 1931. The fol-
lowing year I had to leave to help my
family because of the effects of the de-
pression."
At The Present
"You are going to notice many
changes in the Seminary since that
time" answered Mr. LeFevre. "Here
on the 1ight y'c see ... ." "That was a
lot of walking, wasn't it, Sir? I hope
that you were impressed by what you
saw."
"Nevertheless the real story of St.
Johns is for the Future. In the past
few years an intensive program of im-
provement has been under way. Un-
divided attention was given to the
high school department when the col-
lege department was closed in 1957.
Work advanced rapidly, so that in
March of the next year the Seminary
was fully accredited by the University
of Missouri.
"Efforts are now directed to im-
proving the physical surroundings. The
past year has witnessed the enlarging
and remodeling of the refectory, the
redecorating and refurnishing of the
faculties' rooms, and the completion
of one of the finest cinder tracks in
Kansas City. A beautiful convent has
just been completed for our very faith-
ful Franciscan Sisters who attend to
such domestic work as cooking. It was
only one poor way in which we could
express our appreciation for all these
sisters have done since Bishop O'Hara
asked them to come to St. John's in
1943.
In The Future
"Even more is planned for the fu-
ture: the capacity of the Chapel is
to be doubled, a new gymnasium is
to be built, complete with a swimming
pool, and the present gymnasium is
to be renovated as a modern library.
"Let me conclude by telling you
about one last point that you might
miss in the mere external scrutiny
of St. John's-its spirit. Although un-
definable in itself, I can indicate
something of it in its effects. Take a
look at their bi-weekly paper, the
Knight, or their yearbook, Spes Gregis,
if you want to see their industrious or
studiousness. Admire their track rec-
ords if you would see their spirit of
teamwork and determination. As for
the faculty-knowing that a man does
his best work when contented-let
me quote that one of the professors
has said that the seminary is 'splen-
didly equipped and it is indeed a
pleasure to teach in such surround-
ings.' "
"Thank you very much for your
kindness, Mr. LeFevre. I have been
praying that my son might receive the
call to follow out his vocation here as
I once desired to do myself and now I
am certain that if God grants him the
grace he will be happy here in this
excellent seminary."
The Source of St. John's Spirit-The Chapel
The Sisters' New Convent
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VINCENTIAN REFLECTIONS
During. the past several weeks the nation's newspapers
and news magazines have been featuring articles on the
decade which we have just completed. The past ten years
have been described as the "Frantic Fifties", the "Fabulous
Fifties" and even the "Frustrating Fifties". The threat of
Communism aggression made it necessary to maintain
large peace time military forces. The development of the
hydrogen bomb gave man the power to destroy his enemies
and the rest of the world as well. New influences were felt
on the American scene. Television made the adult western
and the spectacular familiar to everyone. The superhigh-
way, segregation, and sputnik have all made an impression
on our way of life. The increased tempo of daily living
has manifested itself in the increase of nervous disorders
'and the use of tranquilizers. The Vincentian Community
living and working in these times cannot help but be af-
fected. Like most organizations we have been faced with
problems of expansion, modernization of techniques and
the lack of personnel. But we are optimistic. Let us look
back for a few moments and see why we prefer to call the
past decade the "Fruitful Fifties".
THE PLANTING OF THE SEED
If a member of the band of early Vincentian pioneers who
brought the community to America from Europe were to re-
turn today he would be amazed. From the tiny seed
that was planted in Perry County, Missouri in 1818 has
come forth a great tree whose branches extend from coast
to coast and event overseas to Panama, Canada, China
and Formosa. From this seed has grown up two provinces
and two filial vice-provinces covering the United States.
THE EARLY GROWTH
The trunk of the tree spread from its roots at St. Mary
of the Barrens in Perryville up and down the Mississippi
River Valley. Starting at New Orleans it follows the path
of the twisting river through Cape Girardeau, Perry County,
to St. Louis. At St. Louis the first two great branches shoot
up; one to the north and the other to the west. The branch
to the north travels up the Illinois River Valley through
LaSalle and Lemont to Chicago. The western limb follows
the path of the early lAmerican settlers through Kansas
City, Denver and on to Los Angeles. From Kansas City
another branch extends south to take in Dallas, San An-
tonio, and Houston. From Los Angeles young limbs extend
north through California to San Francisco and south into Ar-
izona.
THE BLOSSOMING FORTH
During the period from 1850 to 1950 the province grew
slowly and steadily. Each year new houses were added. The
number of personnel increased. Besides the traditional works
of St. Vincent de Paul-parish missions and seminaries-
the province took charge of numerous parishes and opened
a university for the training of Catholic laymen. It was
from these strongly imbedded roots that the future growth
of the province was to spring. .
THE PROLIFIC FIFTIES
As we entered the second half of the twentieth century
the Catholic Church in America began to expand into new
areas of the country. The Vincentian Community experienc-
ed this same development. The tree began to bring forth
new buds and branches began to appear. In 1950 Our Lady
of the Miraculous Medal parish was founded in Monte-
bello, California and entrusted to the community. The
follpowing year the branches extended to LaPorte, Texas
where a band of Vincentians took charge of St. Mary's Sem-
inary. Several years later their trials were rewarded when
a beautiful new seminary was built in Houston. The mi-
gration to the suburbs brought about the founding of many
new parishes in our metropolitan areas. This trend was to
continue throughout the decade. One of these parishes,
Most Precious Blood, in a suburb of Denver was placed iri
the charge of the Vincentians in 1952. In the same year
missionaries of our province opened a Catholic Center in
Tainan, Formosa for exiled Chinese from the mainland.
IN THE SOUTHWEST
A milestone in the history of the Catholic Church in
Texas was reached when the late Cardinal Stritch of Chi-
cago blessed the Assumption Seminary in September 1952.
Along with St. John's prep seminary, the new seminary pro-
vides Vincentian trained priests for Texas and the whole
Southwest.
In St. Louis the new parish of St. Catherine Laboure in
suburban Sappington was entrusted to the Vincentians. On
Formosa the rich harvest caused two more national parishes
for exiled Chinese to be founded. The following year the
Los Angeles prep seminary was moved to its present site
in the San Fernando Valley outside the city.
IN CALIFORNIA
Along with shift of population to the suburbs other par-
ochial problems have arisen. Large numbers of Spanish
speaking Catholics are moving to the larger cities. This
only adds to the national problem of migrant laborers in
our various rural areas. These people often lack the bare
essentials for subsistence and makes it difficult to bring
them back to the practice of their faith. Vincentian interest
in these people has increased during the past few years be-
cause several parishes given to the care of the community
contain large numbers of Spanish speaking people.
Two of these parishes are located in northern California.
St. Charles Borromeo in San Francisco and Sacred Heart
in Paterson, California. St. Charles is in the heart of
San Francisco while Sacred Heart cares for a rural com-
munity in the fruit raising country of Northern California.
In Texas, St. Leo in San Antonio and the mission parish El
Carmen in Losoya, came under the community's control in
1596. El Carmen has recently became a parish in its own
right.
COMMUNITY PERSONNEL
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ON THE PROLIFIC FIFTIES
IN ARIZONA
The latest area of expansion has been Arizona~ Regina
Cleri prep seminary for the seminarians of Arizona was
opened in 1956 and in the following year St. Vincent de Paul
parish was founded in Glendale, a mushrooming suburb of
Phoenix.
RESURGENCE OF VITALITY
But the story would not be complete if we only listed the
new foundations of the past decade. New life began to shoot
through the older branches and limbs of the tree. In Chicago
DePaul University had grown from a small men's college
to the fifth largest university in the world under Catholic
supervision. Besides raising its educational and entrance
standards the university has inaugurated a far reaching ex-
pansion program. On its uptown campus a faculty residence
was completed for the Vincentians staffing the university.
Alumni Hall, a multi-purpose auditorium gymnasium has
been constructed. At its downtown campus an eighteen
story educational center, donated by Frank J. Lewis, has
been opened. From its classrooms and laboratories are going
forth men and women educated not only in the the secular
sciences but more important in Christian philosophy and
sound religious principles.
In St. Louis the Archdiocese became the first in the nation
to provide separate facilities for its seminarians in the high
school, college, and theological divisions.
Elsewhere throughout the province our parishes were un-
dertaking expansion programs and the seminaries in our
charge were growing in enrollment.
THE SOURCES OF LIFE
The strength and future growth of the tree is only as
good as it sources of nourishment. In the Community our
future growth depends on the young men in our houses of
formation. In 1950 we had about sixty prep seminarians; to-
day they number almost two hundred. The college at Cape
has been remodeled to meet modern educational standards
and has received state accreditation. Taking note of the
growth of the Church in Southern California the Commun-
ity opened St. Vincents Seminary in Montebello in 1954.
This year its first fourth year class will be graduated and
COMMUNITY HOUSES
will enter the Internal Seminary. In 1955, due to the gen-
erosity of Arthur J. Schmitt, St. Vincent DePaul Seminary
was opened on the grounds of Fournier Institute of Tech-
nology in Lemont, Illinois. This seminary draws its vo-
cations from the Chicago metropolitan area and the North
Central states. The first students to attend this Apostolic
School will make profession of vows this May.
Even as the growth of the Apostolic Schools has been
great, so too the major seminary at the Barrens has ex-
panded. The number of brothers coadjutor and clerics has
increased and facilities are becoming crowded. In 1954 the
Library-Classroom building was dedicated. It not only pro-
vides a pleasant place to attend class but offers an ex-
cellent research library so necessary for a modern seminary.
Two years later an age old dream, was realized with the
dedication of the new recreation center. Its gymnasium,
bowling alleys, and swimming pool offer a balance to the
seminary schedule of prayer and study.
IN THE FUTURE
We have looked into the past, we have spoken of the
present, but what lies ahead for us in the years to come?
Scientists tell us that, barring an atomic war, we shall
see great strides made in the fields of medicine, communica-
tions, travel and agriculture. Economists predict great pros-
perity for both the industrial and under-developed na-
tions. Diplomats feel that there are good chances for a
just peace despite the cloud of Communism. While all
these predictions may only emphasize the trend toward
materialism, no one will deny that it is easier to talk to a
man with food in his stomach than to a man who is starv-
ing.
In the Church it is easier for us to make predictions.
For our basis we have our Faith which keeps us pointed
to our final goal as well as offering us guides to attain this
goal. In the Community we have our Common Rules given
to us by St. Vincent as well as three hundred and thirty-five
years of tradition and experience behind us. But this
will not be enough. Added to this there will be a need for
foresight and conviction to adopt our methods to the mod-
ern problems which face us.
In our parishes the growing Catholic population will
demand more facilities for worship and the education of
our children. Coupled to this will be the desire of the
laity to take a more active role in the worship and activities
of the parish. In our diocesan seminaries young men will
have to be provided not only with a sound philosophical
and theological training but also a working knowledge of
the positive sciences and the arts for a ministry in the
space age. In our work with the youth of the high school
and university level we will be faced with the problem of
growing enrollments and of preparing our students to work
out their salvation in a largely secular and materialistic
society. These are some of the problems that will challenge
us. In order to assure our success we must look to the past
to see what has been the source of our present day accom-
plishments. (After the grace and mercy of God it has been
the faith, hard work and devotion of the sons of St. Vin-
cent who have gone before us. If we are to succeed in the
future we must imitate these men of the past.
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And precisely how do you go about
interpreting history? Do you believe in
the school of induction where there
is a painstaking search for all the
needed facts leading up to an in-
terpretation not mapped out in ad-
vance? Or do you prefer the school of
deduction whose members probe into
a confusing array of facts and evi-
dence which will eventually offer
overwhelming proof?
And what do you consider the best
approach to history? Does the method
of the literary historian strike your
fancy or do you prefer the scientific
approach?
Miller, C.M. has composed an English
hymn in honor of St. Vincent. The
film, M. Vincent, is being shown in the
Phonix area. Fr. Sharpe is making
plans for a pageant in his parish in
Phoenix.
In the way of Literature, a paper-
back printing of a new life of St. Vin-
cent by Woodgate will be published by
the Newman Press. A booklet of plates
and text adapted from the old French
life of St. Vincent will be published
by the Cathechetical Guild in St. Paul.
Primarily for vocational work a new
format has been added to a Catholic
Digest article by Fr. W. McClimont
have let fall into obscurity the practice
of affiliating others with our Com-
munity. In the Western Province there
are only two men who have received
this wonderful recognition for their
outstanding generosity towards our
Community, Mr. Frank J. Lewis and
Mr. Arthur J. Schmidt. By virtue of
this affiliation with an order or' a com-
munity the one so honored shares in
all the Masses, prayers and good works
of the members of that community. It
has been suggested by Paris that this
worthy custom be revived and there
could be no more opportune time than
this anniversary year.
No one can attempt
to answer the above
queries without fear of
reproach and argu-
ment. These questions
are as old as man but
surely each individual
has his preferences. To
us history is aggressive-
ly, challengingly alive.
That is why the Ter-
centenary of the death
of St. Vincent is preg-
nant with meaning for
us. In this anniversary
year we hope not mere-
ly to recall the historic-
al facts of St. Vincent's
birth, life and death,
but to use this year as a
springboard catapult-
ing us into the near and,
distant future while be-
ing at the same time
clothed and steeped in
the spirit and doctrine
of our Founder. This is
not a year to look back-
wards, rather to look
ahead to perpetuate the
meaning the Apostle of
Charity has for us.
IN MEMORY OF THE TERCENTENARY
Tercentenary of the deaths of St. Vincent and of St. Louise de Marillac
was presented to Pope John XXIII.
The front of this medal represents the face of St. Vincent; the re-
verse side represents the half bust of the great helper of St. Vincent,
Louise de Marillac, who is depicted as coming out from the center of a
great group of silhouettes which symbolize the extraordinary multipli-
cation of the Daughter of Charity, whose primitive "tocco" has de-
veloped into the "cornetta." At the top of the reverse side there is a
facet representing the first priest of the mission and the first Daughter
of Charity.
The engraving is due to the same numismatist that coined the medal
for the Centenary of Lourdes.
On September 27, 1959 the Tencen-
tenary year of the Death of St. Vincent
de Paul opened with the celebration
of Solemn Mass in all the Vincen-
tian Churches in the Western Pro-
vince. Since then a number of plans
for the celebration of the anniver-
sary year have been completed or are
scheduled for completion in the near
future,
Fr. James Richardson, C.M. has ed-
ited an official holy card in leaflet
form with a picture, pertinent facts
about St. Vincent's life and works,
and some general prayers. Fr. Joseph
Begue, C.M. has guided the making
of a brass and silver oxodized medal,
also one in sterling silver commemorat-
ing the anniversary year. Fr. Charles
and is coming out in pamphlet form.
The Catholic newspapers have also
covered the anniversary year. The
Brooklyn Tablet has already run an
excellent piece on St. Vincent and at
the present time an article on the life
of St. Vincent is being prepared for
the St. Louis Review. At the end of the
Tencentenary Celebration all the
articles appearing in the various publi-
cations throughout the country will be
collected and formed into a volume
of "memorabilia" to bear witness to the
anniversary year.
During the year of celebration the
Double Family has a great opportunity
of making St. Vincent known to the
laity. It has been remarked that we
It has also been sug-
gested that in addition
to the occasional news
items in the parish bull-
etins bearing on the
Tercentenary each ed-
ition should carry on
its date line Tercenten-
ary of the Death of St.
Vincent de Paul 1660 -
1960.
Three hundred years
is a long time and dur-
ing this Tercentenary
celebration there may
be a tendency to look
backward and to think
about the great work
Vincent did; the many
hospitals founded; home
for the poor establish-
ed; seminaries erected;
organizations of charity
formed. This backward
glance is good in a way
for in reviewing the
teaching of St. Vincent,
we will see again the
warning of our Found-
er not to dwell on past
accomplishments but
rather to look to the fU-
ture, to the great work that still has
to be done in the Community for the
Church.
Three hundred years have rolled by
but what about the three hundred
years ahead. It has been said that
St. Vincent was ahead of his time, he
looked to the future. In this jet age
when everything seems to center on to-
morrow let us not sit back and glory in
our past laurels. Let us use this Ter-
centenary year as a preparation for the
years ahead. Let us all put on the
Spirit of St. Vincent that will bring
Christ out of obscurity into history,
out of eternity into time, out of space
into the hearts of men.
I
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THE SKETCH OF THE PROPOSED SCHOOL AT MOST PRECIOUS BLOOD PARISH
Ranch style homes, newly paved streets, swarms of child-
ren, barking dogs, barbecue pits and recently planted lawns
are some of the features of the American phenomenon
known as "suburbia." What was a truck farmer's field
last year has blossomed into a residential neighborhood
for our rapidly growing population. Throughout the United
States we are witnessing a great migration from the
city. What exactly has brought about this movement is
not definite. Some say it is the American desire for the
good life, others say to escape the physical restrictions of
city life. Whatever the cause, the Church, in carrying out
her mission among men has had to erect numerous parishes
in the suburbs to provide for our growing suburban Catho-
lic population.
Typical of these new parishes is Most Precious Blood in
Denver. Erected as a parish in 1952 by Archbishop Urban
J. Vehr it serves an expanding residential area on the.
southeast edge of Denver. Archbishop Vehr entrusted the
new parish to the Vincentians and appointed the Very
Rev. John P. Donohoe as first pastor. The first Masses
in the infant parish were offered in a classroom of a
neighboring Catholic school. After the completion of a parish,
census the pastor and parishioners found that their most
pressing needs were a suitable place for worship, a meet-
ing place to plan for the future and a residence for the
parish priests. All these needs were realized with the com-
pletion in 1954 of a church, parish hall and rectory. The
church and parish hall were designed to be converted into
classroom space in the future. Pax Studio, a Denver liturgi-
cal firm, has changed a building designed primarily as a
school into a beautiful church through the use of vertical
fins, indirect lighting, and Catholic symbolism.
Following the usual pattern of a new parish, Most Pre-
cious Blood increased in the number of families, baptisms,
communions and confirmations. With the completion of
the first stage in the parish development the parishioners
laid plans for a new school. Meanwhile catechism classes
were taught in the parish hall to increasing numbers of
children. The parish societies were organized and the
religious and social life of the Catholic community were
strengthened.
In early January 1960 ground was broken for the new
parish school. The building is expected to cost between
$225,000 and $240,000 and is to be completed by September
1960. Under the guidance of Father Donohoe the parish con-
ducted a building campaign which netted $108,000 in pledges
to help pay for the new school. The school will be attached
to the existing church building. The structure will be built
to blend in with the other buildings of the parish plant. It
will contain ten classrooms, a library, audio-visual room,
health room, principal's office and a kitchen. All the latest
features in school design have been included in the new
structure. Brick and birch woodwork will be the main
materials used on the inside of the school. Father Donohoe
predicts that within six years the church and parish hall
will have to be converted into classrooms bringing the total
to sixteen.
The Daughters of Charity of St. Vincent de Paul will
staff the new school. Besides being the first Vincentian
parish in Colorado, Most Precious Blood will be the first
establishment of the Daughters in the state. The parish is
already represented at our Apostolic School at Cape Girar-
deau and with the coming of the Daughters it is hoped
that there will be many more vocations to the Vincentian
Double Family. The parish has purchased a nearby home
to house the first contingent of four Daughters who will
arrive this coming June. A new convent is planned to
take care of the faculty which will increase in succeeding
years.
The problems which face Most Precious Blood are the
same ones which face hundreds of parishes across our
country. But like other new parishes, Most Precious Blood
is sharing in the benefits of this migration. If suburbia
has brought problems it has also brought our priests and
people closer together. It has made our people more con-
scious of the need for a Christian education and it has
made them desirous of taking a more active participation
in the liturgical life of the parish. It is from these new
parishes that most of our vocations and lay leaders in the
Church will spring. It will be up to these parishes to
bring Christ into the mainstream of American life.
1960
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YOU HAVE BUILT A FITTING HOUSE
The Barrens is rich in history. Dur-
ing the past two years an attempt has
been made to put this history down
in black and white and to make it
known to those who are most irterest-
ed in the Barrens. This article is a
continuation of that attempt. As its
subject it has that which is most his-
torical of all here at the Barrens-the
Old Seminary Church dedicated in
honor of the Assumption of the Bless-
ed Virgin into Heaven.
The history of the Seminary Church
is as old as the history of the Bar-
rens and in fact is as old as the his-
tory of Perryville and of Perry County.
It goes back to the building of the
first crude chapel in 1812, just a few
short years after the settlement of the
Barrens by migrants from Barron
County, Kentucky, and a bare six years
before the arrival of the first Italian
Vincentians under the direction of
Father Rosati.
In 1820 the first Church of the
Barrens was built in connection with
the construction of the first primitive
building of the Seminary. This was a
small but well built log cabin that
soon proved inadequate to serve the
needs of the growing communities, the
Seminary and Perryville. It was then'
decided even at that early date to
build a permanent church that would
be both fitting and lasting.
The original intention conceived by
Bishop Rosati, for iby this time he
had already been consecrated first
Bishop of St. Louis, was to design
the new building as an exact replica of
the Vincentian Mother Church of
Monte Cittorio in Rome. However, it
was soon decided that the original
was far too large and far beyond the
means at hand. The plans were al-
tered to build the Church at the
Barrens on a scale one-third the size
of the Roman Church. The architect
and general supervisor of this vast
undertaking in what was then the
Wilderness of the Upper Mississippi
Valley was the venerable Brother An-
gelo Oliva of the Congregation of the
IMission. We learn from the formal
document of Consecration written in
the hand of Bishop Rosati that
"Brother Angelo had been sent for this
very purpose from Italy to America by
the Rev. Anthony Bacarri, Vicar Gen-
eral of the Congregation of the Mis-
sion."
(It is an interesting sidelight to
note that during the ten years that he
supervised the building of the church
at the Barrens, this seemingly inde-
fatigable Brother also found time to
design the Church at Ste. Genevieve
and the Old Cathedral at St. Louis.)
Finally after much planning the pre-
liminary work of construction got un-
der way during the course of the
year of 1826 and on the sixth of Jan-
uary, 1827, the cornerstone of the newv
church was laid by Bishop Rosati. The
work was slow and arduous, but under
the watchful eye of Brother Angelo
and with the aid of the parishoners
"both through donations and personal
labors," the church slowly took shape.
In 1832 the design was altered by
adding two steeples, each being fifty-
two feet in height, on either side of
the main entrance.
After ten long years of labor the
work was completed and the consecra-
tion of the first church west of the
Mississippi took place on the twenty-
ninth of October, 1837. From Bishop
Rosati's account we gain some idea of
the splendor and pomp of the cere-
mony on this occasion:
After the consecration of the-
church, Bishop Rosati proceeded to
consecrate the high altar . . . The
most reverend Bishop Brute of Vin-
cennes was present, together with all
the clerics of the Seminary . .
other priests of the diocesan clergy
S. . , and the Sisters from their
House of Bethlehem with the girls
they taught .... Besides these there
was great crowd of the laity, both
from this widely extending parish as
well as from its outlying boundaries.
While the Bishop with the clergy
carried out all the sacred ceremonies
prescribed by the Pontifical within
the church and behind closed doors,
the Rev. Joseph Wiseman lucidly
expounded to the people without all
the sacred ceremonies and ecclesias-
tical rites used from ancient times in
the Church.
(This official document of Conse-
cration, already quoted above several
times, is to be found in the Book of
Baptisms of the Parish of the Assump-
tion-started in 1822-after the entry
for Baptism No. 1375, and is followed
by the signatures of Bishops Rosati
and Brute and of all the clerics, forty-
one in all, in attendance at this cere-
mony.)
We gain some idea of the physical
appearance of the church at its com-
pletion from the following excerpt
taken from the Catholic Telegraph of
Cinncinnati published at that time:
The front is of dressed stone, as
well as the two towers at the cor-
ners, over the door is an inscription
in letters of gold: "The Lord is in
His holy temple; let all the earth
keep silence before Him." The whole
front is a lasting .memorial of the
devotedness and persverance of the
venerable Angelo Oliva (who died
about 1835 and is buried in the Com-
munity Cemetery at Perryville.) At
each side of the nave are three al-
tars, one larger in the centre chapel
and two smaller ones adjoining it.
The sanctuary is thirty feet square
under a dome forty-five feet in
height; there is a small gallery on
each side of the sanctuary, in one
(Please Turn to Page Fourteen,
Column Three)
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THE NEW LOOK IN LATIN
What is your mental image of a
Latin teacher? Perhaps you think of a
small man, with a dainty, neatly trim-
med mustache. He wears round, rim-
less glasses, somewhat down on his
nose. A dark blue suit, old and out of
style but immaculate, a neatly-folded,
white handerchief, without monogram,
and a small red tie complete his dress.
His voice is also small and dry, his
hands are thin, his eyes are very kind
and very tired. He carries a manila
envelope in which are his notebook, his
well worn grammar, and his Cicero or
Virgil.
This is the popular image of the old
Latin professor. But this image is
quickly being replaced by a new one.
The modern Latin teacher is nothing
like this. It is more more likely that
you will find him wearing dark, horn-
rimmed glasses, sport coat and slacks,
loafers, and no tie. Instead of the
old grammer he carries a tape recor-
der with the latest edition of "Latin:
a Structural Approach," under one arm
land a slide projector under the other.
Not only is his physical equipment
different from the old Latin professor's.
His mental equipment is also different.
The Old Latin professor knew his
grammer book and rules of parsing
backwards and forwards. He knew the
figures of rhetoric well and could
quote Virgil, Horace, a few lines from
Catullus, and even a few from Juve-
nal. The modern Latin professor, on
the other hand, has to have a thorough
grounding in structural linguistics and
more than a passing familiarity with
electronics and audio-visual techniques.
He must be familiar with the Latin
authors, especially those of early Latin
and of the Middle Ages, for much of
his material will be chosen from these.
He must know his Latin grammar and
be able to express it in terms of struc-
tural linguistics.
rWlhat is responsible for such a radi-
,cal change in the popular image of
the Latin teacher? Many causes are
at work: the general dissatisfaction
with the traditional teaching methods;
the lack of the traditional grammati-
cal background found in so many
young people starting into high school;
the amazing results in teaching mod-
ern languages by records and tapes;
the development of new methods for
teaching language. All these causes
come together to produce the modern
Latin teacher.
These causes have been at work in
the Western Province and just re-
cently have produced tangible and sig-
nificant results in the new language
laboratory at Assumption Seminary in
San Antonio, Texas. Fr. Joseph Daspit,
C.M. and the confreres at San An-
tonio, have been working long and
hard on this project. The laboratory
is equipped with thirty booths. Each
student has a separate booth with
earphones and microphone. The pro-
fessor's desk has facilities so that
many different tapes can be played
simultaneously. He can listen to each
student and give him private instruc-
tion by means of the intercommunica-
tion system in each booth. Without
going into the technical aspects of the
language laboratory, let us see how a
class would be taught there.
When the class begins a tape is
put on the recorder containing the
lesson for the day. The tape consists
of a series of questions and answers,
in Latin, at first very easy but be-
coming increasingly more difficult.
Pauses are also left on the tape so
that the student can himself reply to
the questions. The Professor can listen
to each student and if he notices that
one is having difficulty he can correct
him on the spot and discuss the matter
with him through the intercommunica-
tion system. If he finds that the lesson
the majority are working on is too
difficult, he can put on a more funda-
mental tape for this student. If, on the
other hand, the lesson proves too easy,
he can advance him to the next les-
son.
The advantages of such a method
are great. Each student is taught the
language by actually using it. Grad-
ually a habit of thinking in the langu-
age is built up. Once this habit is
formed the progress in the language
will be very rapid. Another advantage
is the possibility of teaching many dif-
(Please Turn to Page Eleven
Column Three)
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+ THANK GOD FOR FATHER O'BRIEN +
On Friday night, February 5, Father
Raymond Francis O'Brien, Pastor of
El Carmen Parish in Losoya, Texas,
suffered a heart attack which took
his life less than a month after his
forty-fourth birthday. Father was
getting ready for bed at 11 o'clock in
the evening. He had offered two Mass-
es that day and had had an instruc-
tion; after the second Mass in the
evening, Father had indicated that he
was quite tired. The housekeeper heard
a thud and hurrying to his room she
found him stretched across the bed
gasping. She tried to give him some
tablets which the doctor had pre-
scribed, but they were to no avail, and
Father died within five minutes. The
housekeeper had called Father Ruiz at
St. Leo's parish in San Antonio; he
rushed out but arrived a few minutes
after Father O'Brien's death.
On Tuesday, February 9, Father Hy-
mel, the Vice-Provincial, celebrated a
Solemn Requiem Mass for Father
O'Brien in the Church of El Carmen.
At St. Leo's Church, office was recited
at nine-thirty and another Solemn Re-
quiem Mass was offered by a nephew
of Father O'Brien. The funeral pro-
cession after the Mass started at St.
Leo's and made its way back to the
Church at El Carmen; as it turned
off the main highway, the procession
found the school children lined up on
both sides of the road-nearly a mile
long-which leads to El Carmen
Church. There were nearly five hun-
dred people present at the little ceme-
tery where Father O'Brien, according
to his request, was buried.
In 1943 he was stationed in San An-
tonio. Father taught pastoral and moral
theology at St. John's, as well as
economics and sociology. He was ex-
tremely active in diocesan work, giving
retreats to religious and laymen, work-
ing in the Marriage Court, acting on
various committees such as that en-
gaged in marriage counseling. He
taught theology at Incarnate Word
College in San Antonio, was an active
participant in the Christian family
movement, and was co-organizer of the
Catholic Physicians' Study Club in
San Antonio. In 1952, when the major
seminary was moved to Assumption
Seminary, Father became the first
professor of moral theology and re-
mained active in diocesan work.
From his first days as a professor at
St. John's Seminary, Father O'Brien
had wanted to work among the poor
Mexican people around San Antonio.
His wish was fulfilled in 1956 when he
became assistant pastor of St. Leo's
Parish, in charge of El Carmen Mis-
sion at Losoya. At first Father lived
at St. Leo's rectory and drove to his
Mission, but when this proved un-
satisfactory, he made a rectory of a
small house trailer which he parked
alongside little El Carmen Church.
Father lived alone in this trailer for
about two years, doing his own cook-
,ing and "housekeeping," working
among and serving the poor Spanish
and Mexican people in and around
Losoya.
During his stay at El Carmen,
Father O'Brien accomplished a great
deal. When he arrived, there was only
a small church and a parish hall. Be-
fore his death, Father organized El
Carmen into a parish, built a rectory,
a convent for the four Daughters of
Charity who were stationed there last
September, and began the erection of
a medical clinic for the people around
Losoya. These are all physical and
tangible effect's. Impossible to meas-
ure and much more important is the
good that Father O'Brien did for the
souls of his parishioners by his de-
votion and hard work.
On December 20, 1958, Father
O'Brien suffered a severe heart attack
which put him out of active service
until June of 1959. As soon as he was
given the permission of his doctors,
Father went on with the organization
'of his Parish and was rewarded on
December 20, 1959, just one year after
his first heart attack, when he was
officially installed as the first Pastor
of the newly erected Parish of El Car-
men.
'Father O'Brien has left behind a
fitting memorial in El Carmen Parish,
but he has also left us all an example
of devotion to duty and of a willing-
ness to work hard in God's service
and in the service of God's poor despite
extremely bad health. His life was
short, but fruitful.
PROJECT TALENT
Not many moons ago the words
"Sputnik" and "Lunik" meant nothing
to the American people. Today they
indicate the progress which is being
made in space exploration and in the
development of the machines which
hurl these satellites into orbit. Of
major concern to American leaders in
government and science is the fact
that the American school system is
not producing sufficient numbers of
competent and well-trained men and
women needed for modern research
work. For this reason the United
States Office of Education in coopera-
tion with private educational agencies
is undertaking a national survey of
the abilities and aptitudes of Ameri-
can youth. This program has been
designated as Project TALENT and is
under the direction of Dr. John C.
Flanagan of the University of Pitts-
burg. The Community is very inter-
ested in this program for two reasons.
Firstly because of our commitments to
education especially on the high school
level. Secondly because one of our
own Vincentian minor seminaries, St.
Vincent DePaul in Lemont, has been
selected as one of the Project TALENT
schools.
All students at St. Vincent's will re-
ceive a two-day series of tests designed
by leading educational researchers of
the country as part of this first na-
tional inventory of the aptitudes and
abilities of our youth.
Approximately 460,000 high school
students, drawn from all of the fifty
states, will participate in this census
which tests young people not only
for their ability in school work, but
for their basic aptitudes. The stu-
dents are also asked a wide range of
general questions based on current
events and general knowledge obtained
from out-of-school sources.
One year from now members of the
senior class, who will have been grad-
uated and gone on to further studies,
will be queried as to' their interest
in further schooling and education.
Each of the four classes tested will be
followed up. According to the survey
plan it should be possible to learn a
great deal about the educational system
of America and about the talents of our
youth by testing them at one point in
time and then retesting them again
and again in the ensuing years.
The results of this survey will offer
to the Church in the United States an
instrument for measuring the effec-
tiveness of the Catholic school system
in preparing our Catholic youth to
work out their salvation in modern
society. For our Community educa-
tion planners it will give much infor-
mation that will help provide our
young Vincentians with an education
equal and even superior to laymen in
the various branches of learning.
THE COMMUNITY SEMINARIES
Perry ille
The annual benefit for student activi-
ties and the Mission Society will be held
March 19, First prizes Smith-Oorona Port-
able Electric Typewriter. Second prizes
Wollensak Taperrecorder -or- a complete
set of golf clubs with bag and carto
Third prizes a hand&stitched quilto
On February 16, eve of the feast of
Blessed Olet, the Mission Society pre-
sented a rather striking program in his
honor. A polyphonic rendition of "Jesus
Before Pilate#' the text of which was
taken from St. Matthew's Gospel, was
followed by a dramatic-reading of Henri
Gheon t s "The Way of the Cross." A week
earlier, :he Society had presented a
slide show on Formosa with a taped commen-
tary, both prepared _by -Fr, Oawley.. The
production will be used. to spread know-
ledge of the Formosan mission field.
As the second semester gets into full
swing, retreat activity by seminary priests
comes almost to a halt. Fro Millerts retreat
given to the nurses at DePaul Hospital in
St. Louis is the only one to be reported
from this house,
Oape Girardeau - St. Vincents Oollege
There are two new appointments at the
Oape. Fr. Elmer Modde has taken over Holy
Family Parish and is .haplain at St. Fran-
cis Hospital Brother Charles Sweeney
arrived on February 5 to serve as assistant
to the economeo With his appointment there
are now brothers at each of our community
seminaries--Perryville, Lemont, Montebello
and Oape. A total of six brothers are
stationed in other houses than the Mother-
house--Brother Olarence Seyer in St. Louis
(St. Vincents Church),l Brother Vincent
Buckman at St. Louis Prep, and Brother
George Graham at DePaul, in addition to
the three in the apostolic schools,
Fr. 0ook conducted a Miraculous Medal
novena at St. Vincentis Parish January 24
to February 1,. Fr. D r attended the funer-
al of .Fr. O Brien, his classmateo
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Lemont - St Vincent de Paul Seminary
The priest's chapel was scheduled to
be painted in the latter part of January.
The maintenance crew, upon checking the
walls for cracks, found that the wall
outside of the chapel had some plaster
that was ready to fall out. Further in-
spection revealed that the whole wall was
in such poor condition that it was neces-
sary to remove all the old plaster, install
furring strips and then replaster the wall.
As these steps had to be taken, it was
thought wise to make some alterations in
the chapel that were planned for a latter
date,
Thus, the back wall was moved forward
to provide ample room for a sacristy. The
lighting was also remodeled at this time;
flourescent lights were installed and all
the lights put on switches to replace the
individual light cords.
When the painting of the chapel is
completed, a walnut canopy and an altar
constructed by Mro R. O BrienL O.M, and
the minor seminarians will be installed,
The altar rail has been removed and when
the pews are reinstalled it will be in
choir stall fashion--as they are in the
chapels at the Motherhouse,
Montebello - St. Vincentts Seminary
The annual Day of Recollection for the
Friends of St. Vincent's, mainly the fath-
ers of the students, took place in mid-
February, conducted by Fro McIntyre. A
representative group turned out.,
Student work on the shrine of the
Blessed Mother is coming along much better
than had been thought possible. All the
construction work is completed, the statue
ordered, and some of the planting done.
No definite date for dedication has yet
been set.
Forty Hours at Montebello February 14,
15 and 16 was the first one for the semin-
ary, as is almost anything that happens
there,
MAJOR SEMINARIES
Houston - St Marys Seminary
Glasses were called off here the after-
noon of February 12. Reason? A rare phe-
nomenon--sno w About three inches in as
many hours,
The Rev. Dmytro Blazejowskyj, SI.T.D,•
HoE.Do, of St. Pius X Ukrainian Catholic
Church, gave an address to the major sem-
inarians on February 5. He spoke in gener-
al about the eastern branch of Christendom,
and in particular explained the Byzantine
St. John Chrysostom Masso Then on Feb. 7,
when the students would normally be ..having
their Solemn Mass, he celebrated a High
Mass according to this rite in the students t
chapel. His own congregation of some 70
adults sang all the responseso
Activities of the confreress Fr. Tolman,
of St. Thomas Seminary, Denver, conducted
the annual retreat for the seminarians.
Fr. Stamm gave the retreat for the student
nurses at Providence Hospital, Waco, Texas,
during the last week of January. Fr. A,
Falanga conducted a retreat for student,
nurses at Hotel Dieu, Beaumont, Texas, dur-
ing the same period.
San Antonio - Assumtion Seminary
Mindful of the large role of Fr. O'Brien
in the diocesan seminary (1945-56)', a pecial
Solemn High funeral Mass was celebrated at
St. Leo s Church for the diocesan clergy and
seminarians, The faculty and students of
St. John's, the minor seminary, also at-
tended the Mass, at which the Archbishop
spoke in appreciation of Fr, O'Brient s work.
The sermon was preached by the chancellor
of the Archdiocese.
Fathers Huber, Gibbo ns, Hyner and
Dyra were in San Antonio for the .funeral.
Father Cook preached a novena at Saint
Luke t s Church here during the week of
February 6.
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Saint Louis - ardinal Glennon Collee
The College had is official visitation
from,the North Central Association in mid-
January. The committee consisted of a
priest, Fr. John Walsh, C.S.,., director
of the department of eduqotion at Notre
Dame, and a layman, Mr. . nneth Weller
of Hope College, Holland i~4chigan.
Though they spent only a day and a half
in actual survey, they were unbelievably
thorough. The final results will not be
known untilthe acoreditating board
reviews this committee's report.
MINOR SEMINARIES
San Fernando Our Lady of the Angels
Confrerest activities: Fathers Graham
and Kenneally attended the 10th anniver-
sary banquet of the Serra Club, held in
Los Angeles on Feb. 25. Fathers Graham
and Bernard McCoy, of this house and
Fathers Kenneally and 0. Miller, of
Camarillo, went to San Francisco for the
annual meeting of the Western College
Association February 26 and 27, Father
John Roche was retreat master for ,the
retreat of the first three years of the
high school department. Fr. William Barr
is progressing well after recent hospit-
alization,
Kansas 0ity - St. John's
125 boys took entrance exams at the
seminary on February 15. Even if only
half qualify, this will be a substantial
increase in vocations and will necessit-
ate much adaptation to accommodate themi,
both as reg.rds facilities and teacher
distribution,
In spite of snow, attendance was fine
at the St. Valentine Day Party sponsored
by the St. John's Guild, the seminary s
lay auxiliary society. Much attention
erful new stereo unit and the forty record
collection.
Saint Louis - St. Louis Prep
The Prep has been chosen as one of the
schools to participate in Project Talent,
an extensive testing and following program
being undertaken by the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare. The pur-
pose of the project is a twenty-year survey
of the students and the results of their
studies.
The February 8 issue of Newsweek Mag-
azine carried an article on the inductive
or "discovery" system of mathematics devel-
oped by Dr. Max Beberman of the University
of Illinois. The Prep is one of 92 high
schools makinguse of the method.
178 students turned out for the entrance
exams for the first year of high school for
next year.
San Antonio - St. John's Seminary
Extra-seminary works: Fathers Pansini,
Gieselman and Kavanaugh gave talks for Fr.
O'onnorts Mission at Brooks Air Force Base,
Fr. O'Oonnor is the only Catholic chaplain
for this base which is the home of the
new School of Aviation Medicine. It
was here that the "space monkeys," Mr. and
Mrs. Sam, were prepared for their rocket
flights. Fr. Grass delivered the sermons
for Forty Hours at Blessed Sacrament
Academy and was retreat master for the
LaSalle High School students.
The annual seminary bazaar, to which
the parents, relatives and friends of the
seminarians are invited, is scheduled for
the last Sunday before Lent,
Tucson - Re~ina Cleri Seminary
On February 7, Fr. Dowd delivered a
conference to the Sisters of St. Joseph
that day centered on the studentsI pow- Hospital, and Fr.-Mahoney conducted. 
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Day of Recollection for the ladies of one
of the parishes in the city. A week ear-
lier, Fr. Mahoney had given the talk at
the profession of a group of Sisters of
the Immaculate Heart of Mary,
While Fr o Towner, a diocesan priest,
was giving the retreat for the seminarians
January 27-29, Fathers McCarthy and
Roden served as. substitutes at his parish.
FrJ McCarth has been taking his science
class on a number of field trips to the
desert.
THE PARISHES
St. Louis St. Oatherine Laboure
The set of slides and accompanying
tape-recorded commentary on Perryville
and student life were presented for the
school children in early March. Earlier
in the year, Fr, sHaley was using the set
for vocational work. Next on the list is
Patterson, California, where Fr. Beutler
has put in a request. This is just a note
of reminder, especially to those in parish
work, of the existence of this production,
which has proved useful for attracting
vocations
The parish sponsored its annual Get-
Together and Appreciation Party on Sunday
February 21. The idea behind it is to get
the people to know each other better and
to show some thanks to the workers of the
parish,
St. Louis St. Vincent's
Ft. Stephen Dunker addressed thQ St.
Paul s Guild of Cape Girardeau on January
24.o Ten days later he was in Cape again,
this time to speak to the students at the
State Teachers College on 'Religion and
Communism 8' as a part of Religious Emphasis
Week at the College. Father Bereswell
went to Maryville, Kansas, in late Janu-
ary for a speaking appointment there.
A gathering of the Ladies of Charity
attended Mass at St. Vincentls as a body
on February 7 as a part of the celebration
of the tercentenary of St. Vincentis death,
The principal event of the year for the
organizations of charity will be a Pontif-
ical Mass at the cathedral on April 24,
St. Vincent, incidentally, is the secondary
patron of the St. Louis Archdiocese,
San Francisco - St. Charles Parish
On the occasion of the death of Fr.
O2Brien, the parish bulletin requested
prayers for him and went on to stress the
need for young men to replace those who
have died. The point was8 pray and work
for vocations. A request for prayers for
vocations is not unusual in this parish
bulletin.
It appears likely at this time that the
old convent will be sold; with the $50,000
realized from this, the parish debt.will
be down to $40,00.
Fr. Hartick Sullivan of the Novena Band
preached the annual Lourdes Novena here,
LaSalle - St. Patrick's
Two Eastern confreres, Fathers Lawler
and Shananhan, conducted a well-attended
missionx from January 51 to February 14.
An item worthy of notes Medals and memor-
ial cards of the Tercentenary were given
to all who made the missiono
The parish societies show signs of
vitality, 78 new members recently entered
the Holy Name Society, which is ,under the
direction of Fr. Vidal, .jF Degan formally
received the new members of the St. Ann
Sodality in a ceremony held in Church on
February 25. The St. Patrick's School Club
sponsored a parish card party-recently to
raise money to purchase playground equip-
ment for the children of the school,
Fr. Welter directed the regional dioces-
an grammar school basketball tournament,
'Pa~ge, EI;b~t
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Rew Orleans - . St ehen 8
Mr. James Burns, former Cape student
and teacher of Gregorian Chant for the
Franciscan Sisters of Wheaton, Illinois
has contracted to train the grade school
choirs and the high school glee club.
This move should give the parish a younger
generation trained in the liturgical
chants, so much urged by the Holy See,
New Orleans - St. Joseph's
Fr Dioharry is handling a fifteen
session Inquiry Class for Catholics and
interested non-Catholics. For the past
twelve years, he has conducted similar
classes in New Orleans and Los Angeles.
When the diocesan paper printed an item on
the classes, they inserted a mention
of the Tercentenary, continuing the good
coverage given the jubilee by the New
Orleans$ press
DE PAUL
De Paul Universit_~
The federal government has recommended
a cutback in the urban renewal project in
the DePaul area. As of yet, no definite
steps in the direction have been taken,
Just what effect such a cutback would have
on DePaul will not be clear until the re-
vision of the plan is made knowno
DePaul U. officially declared its
strong support for the 'loyalty oath" for
students accepting loans under the Nation-
al Defense Education Act. Fr. O'Malley
stated, #It is my conviction that educa-
tors. . .should inspire their students
with the sense of responsibility and
privilege of declaring, through the affi-
davit, allegiance to the United States,"
"For its part, DePaul University regards
the oath and affidavit as reasonable re-
quirments of government, and the taking
of these by the students as consistent
with its philosophy of educating young peo-
ple who are dedicated to the principle that
patriotism is a virtue meritorious before
God and the national interest,"
Catholic institutions were divided
over the question. St. Louis U., Loyola of
Ohicago, Notre Dame and Seton Hall opposed
the measure, while LaSalle, St. Josephls
St. Maryls College and Villanova, along
with DePaul declared in favor of it.
DePaul was host to 150 student delegates
for a Regional Conference of International
Relations Clubs. Paul Douglas, Senator
from Illinois; LaRue Robbins Lutkins, deputy
director of Chinese Affairs, U.S. State
Department; and Sarag El Dine, consul gen-
eral, United Arab Republic, addressed the
two-day conference on IU.S. Foreign Pol-
icy and Asia.,
Other recent speakers at DePaul were
Stephen A. Mitchell, former National Dem-
ocratic Committee chairman, and Msgr..R.
Hunthausen, president of Corroll College
in Helena, Montana.
De Paul Academy
Remodeling of the guidance and business
offices of the Acadmey is nearing comple-
tiono The new arrangement is more effi-
cient and greatly increases reception area,
Fr. Munster has been trying to implement
these improvements for some time, but the
mandatory fire prevention renovation of
last year delayed his plans.
The series of closed retreats at Lemont
for DePaul Academy sophomores, juniors, and
seniors is still in progress, and will
continue until mid-May. As most of the
students have never made a closed retreat
before, Fr. Schulte meets each group on
arrival at Lemont and gives them advice on
how to make the retreat a good one. Then
the regualr retreat master, usually from
DePaul, takes over,
Fr, Rowland was recently the subject of
an article in the DePaul Prep, th Academy
newspaper,
ie~e ne,~
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EXTPA'PROVINOIAL NEWS
Niagara, New York
Fr. Stakelum received an honorary
Doctor of Laws degree from Niagara Uni-
versity on March , The honor took place
at ceremonies observing the 500th anniver-
sary of St. Vincent's death. Fr. Stakelum
preached the sermon at the Solemn High
Mass which opened the observances,
Vatican City
His Holiness, Pope John XXIII has
appointed Cardinal Feltin, Archbishop of
Paris- as papal legate to represent him
at a major observance in Paris March 14-17,
honoring the Tercentenary of St. Louise s
death. Newspaper accounts did not make it
clear whether or not the Papal Legate
would attend celebrations at the Mother-
house and at the Daughters Motherhouse,
Mada ascar
Fr, James R. King, of the U.S. Eastern
Province, in Paris en route to this African
island, is the first American Vincentian
ever assigned here H is appointment
arose from the urgent plea for priests on
the part of the young Madagascar Province,
The Algerian Province also has responded
to this request*
Rome
The Sacred Congregation of Seminaries
and Universities, in a letter from Gui-
seppe Cardinal Pizzardo, Prefect of the
Congregation, has officially recognized,
commended and endorsed the Philosophy of
Science Institute of St. John's Universi-
ty, Brooklyn. "We heartily approve of
the doctrinal foundation which underlies
this important undertaking, more than
ever timely in our days of rapid techni-
oal progress, said the Oardinal, The aim
of the Institute is to show the importance
and relevance of Thomistic philosophy in
the world of modern science.
Brooklm
Sister Bertrande, Dean of Marillao
College in Normandy, Missouri, delivered
one of the principal addresses at the
Congress for Librarians, sponsored
annually by the Graduate School of Lib-
rary Science of St. John's University.
Her topic was "Senior Citizenss The Use
of Leisure Time.
CORRECTION
In the last issue, in connection with
the medical supplies for the Formosan
missions, we erroneously stated that Fr.
Wilhelm Golli is in charge of a mobile
medical uniti Fr. Adam Golli does not
work with a mobile unit. For two years
now he has been the staff doctor at the
Dominican hospital in Tainan. We are
told he is doing fine work as a surgeon
and as a priest at this hospital.
It is Fr. Fox) assisted by Chinese Air
Force doctors, who administers the medio-
ine to the poor. Contrary to what we im-
plied, the distribution of medicine is
not a universal work among Our confreres
thereo In addition to Fr.Fox, Fr, Smith
distributes some of the medicine, but he,
does not do this as a matter of policy.
S00NG TULATIONS
CONGRATULATIO NS
* . .Mr. Joseph Dunne, on
Good Purposes January 7,
o o .Brother Ralph Romer,
of Good Purposes February
his taking of
on his taking
24,
*o Brother Gerard Oullen, on his recep-
tion into the Novitiate March 1.
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"Leave your country, your kinsfolk,
and your father's house, for the land
which I will show you; I will make
a great nation of you." (Genesis 11:1).
Such were the opening words of the
allocution delivered by the Rev. Wil-
liam Brennan, C. M., used to sum up
the life of Brother Edward Punch-
er, C.M., on the commemoration of the
twenty-fifth anniversary of his en-
trance into the Community.
Our jubilarian, born at Edwardsville,
Illinois, on the last day of April, 1906,
came to Perryville in mid-1934. It
must have been a very strange and
lonely home to which he came. At the
time there were no Brothers here at
Perryville, although there was one
other Brother in the Province, Brother
Walter Eckery. It had been about
thirty years since we had a vocation
to the Brotherhood.
But why did he come here? If
Brother Edward were asked, he would
probably say he became a Brother
because he felt called by God to that
vocation, not to the single or married
life in the world, and not to the Priest-
hood. He has chosen this particular
way of fulfillng the obligation of every
Christian-to unite his every day oc-
cupation with his spiritual life. The
work which the Community assigns
him to do-welding, plumbing, plaster-
ing, etc.-and the religious exercises
which our rules enjoin are not sep-
arate or antithetical, but complemen-
tary and mutually sustaining.
When Brother Edward came here,
our physical plant was not in the ex-
cellent condition in which we find
it today. Brother was strictly a brick-
layer, but this was not the only job
which had to be done at the Sem-
inary. During the days following the
depression, we had such a lack of
equipment that Brother had to go into
town at times to borrow such tools as
hammers and wrenches.
The knowledge which he did not
personally possess in the manual fields
was sought from experts in town be-
fore he began a project. By doing this,
and also by taking instructions by
mail, Brother proved that one did
not have to be an artisan in a par-
ticular field before adequate work
could be accomplished. He is a self-
imade man, a very versatile man.
Among the many tasks which Brother
performed are plumbing, carpentry,
plastering, refrigeration, electrical
work, welding, painting, operating of
the boiler room, concreting, laundry
work, jobs as a machinist, and, of
course, bricklaying. He even engaged
in some teaching at the high school
here in town.
Across the highway from the Sem-
inary is a well-equipped shop with
tools and machinery to accomplish
just about any job. Much of the credit
for the building and its furnishings
are due to the efforts of Brother Ed.
Brother's activity is not merely
material, however. Consecrated to God
by his vows of poverty, chastity,
obedience, and stability, he is a
spiritual dynamo for our Community
and for the Church at large. As a good
religious, he is striving constantly for
perfection. His life centers around the
Holy Eucharist. Jesus is his love, Our
Lady his model, Saint Vincent and
Saint Joseph his constant companions.
Particularly noticeable to those closest
to him are his blind obedience and
complete spirit of personal self-sacri-
fice for the good of all. During his
twenty-five year period of living here
at the Barrens, it has been rare that
Brother has not attended a Com-
munity exercise. He has certainly been
a model of good example and of the
religious spirit to all.
At the time of his arrival, the Vin-
centian Brotherhood of the Western
Province was only a dream. In Brother
Edward, it had a beginning, however
humble that may have been. Today,
we do have a Brotherhood; the dream
is becoming a reality; "a great nation
is being made of him." But there is
still so much to be done-some day our
Brotherhood should extend to all the
houses of the Province, and even to the
foreign missions.
THE BEGINNING OF A NATION
of this article. In the next issue an-
swers to at least some of them will
be attempted.
THE NEW LOOK
(Continued)
ferent lessons at the same time, de-
pending on the student's ability. In
fact, nothing would prevent one from
teaching several different languages
at once, as is done in some univer-
sities. Further, the student can be
given on the spot, individual instruc-
tions during the very process of learn-
ing. Finally, the constantly recurring
questions, answers, pauses, force the
student to concentrate on the matter,
think, and respond quickly. Not a
minute of class time is wasted and
the student is using all the class
time in active learning.
But there are also disadvantages.
Like everything mechanical the com-
plex system of speakers, recorders,
earphones, etc. needs constant main-
tenance. This supposes that the teach-
er has a more than ordinary amount
of technical knowledge, and consider-
able time. Then there is the problem of
tapes and textbooks. There are not as
yet many textbooks available for
teaching Latin in a language labora-
tory. The few that are published fre-
quently do not meet the teachers
needs. So he ends up making his own
textbooks, which is a tremendous task.
If he does use a textbook that is al-
ready published there will be prepared
tapes to go with it, but the pronunci-
ation of the Latin used on the tapes
is considerably different from that
used in seminaries. So the teacher
must also preparpe his own tapes, which
involves hours and hours of careful
planning and recording. Finally, the
classroom methods and techniques to
be used in the language laboratory,
especially as applied to the Latin
language, are still in an experimental
stage.
'Yet, many Latin teachers think the
advantages far outweigh the disad-
vantages and are willing to use all
the time, effort, and money necessary
to set up a language laboratory, so
convinced are they of its value as a
teaching aid and of its effectiveness.
We admire their courage and their
dedication to such a different task, and
wish them every success. So complex is
the task of setting up a language
laboratory, and preparing textbooks
and tapes that it is almost essential
that the work be shared by a group.
Does this method of teaching really
get results? What are the basic prin-
ciples behind this new method? How
are they applied? You may have won-
dered about-the answers to these and
many other question during the course
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- THE CORSICAN IN COLLECTION
At Ajaccio in Corsica on August 15,
1769, was born one of the most con-
troversial figures of modern times,
Napoleon Bonaparte. Having been born
ia year after Corsica had become a
part of France he was brought up
according to the French culture but in
somewhat of an Italian milieu. The
history of the "little corporal" is well
known. Napoleon as many other great
leaders of men seems to have had an
almost magnetic personality which en-
abled him to attract many men. Cer-
tainly his appearance wasn't the cause
for he is described !as being small in
stature, thin, and yellow faced-all in
all quite unimposing. However this may
be it is a fact that he has attracted
to himself many men, not only in his
own time but even down to the pres-
ent.
Among these men was Mr. Otto J.
Lemke of Milwaukee, Wisconsin. At an
early age he acquired a great admira-
tion for Napoleon and became keenly
interested in him. He soon started a
collection of literature on Napoleon
and his background. At first it was not
on a large scale but later in life as he
became more prosperous it increased to
larger proportions. The acquiring of
Napoleonana, which was spread over
a period of forty years, led him to
many book dealers all over the world.
The value of each acquisition ranges
from fifty to sixty cents for some items
to hundreds of dollars for some of the
folios. Mr. Lemke's attention however
was not confined to any fixed and
orthodox channels but, ekteaided in
many directions so that the collection
with its approximately 4,000 'volumes
offers a great variety of materials to.
serious students of Napoleon and his
times.
On the death of Mr. Lemke, in the.
midst of the depression, the library
which is believed to be one of the
greatest collectiohs of Napoleonana to
be found in this country, passed out of
the hands of his estate anid through
the medium of a Chicago book dealer
came into the hands of De Paul Uni-
versity in the late spring of 1937. The
transaction was brought about by
the active interest of the Reverend
Michale J. O'Connell, C.M., then presi-
dent of the University; Father
Schorsch, C:M., then Dean of the
Graduate School; and Father Conroy,
C.M., of the History Department.
For the Napoleon scholar it is of
course a real gold mine. Here can
be found Biograplhies o0 Napoleon
covering his whole life either in gen-
eral or in particular, such as his stay.
at Elba and St. Helena or his early life.
Some of these works date back as far
as 1790 when he was first coming into,
prominence. Also included is the com-
plete correspondence of Napoleon, his immediately after Waterloo and dedi-
cated to Wellington. There is also the
famous volume of aqtiatints, '"Views of
St. Helena," printed in London in, 1815.
THERE ARE TWO
SIDES TO EVERYTHING
The man answering Christ's "Come
follow me" gives up much: the joys
of his own famnily, personal ambitions
and talents; on the other hand, when
he assumes the burdens of religious
life he takes on much. But great as
these sacrifices are, compared with the
spiritual benefits and honors flowing
from his vocation, the relinquished
joys and shouldered burdens seem co
be trivial inconveniences-almost be-
side the point.
Upon finding an oasis would a Be-
douin, parched with thirst, refuse to
drink because .he didn't have a glass?
This slight inconvenience of drinking
from cupped hands is far outweigh-
ed by the delights of the cool water.
And in the same vein St. Theresa
once said that life is like a night in
a bad motel. The sink doesn't work,
the place stinks of sewage, there are
even vermin in the mattress. But one
must endure these things only for one
night. Soon. day comes, we are on
the road again, and in looking back,
that night in the motel wasn't so
bad. So too, through the light of eter-
nity our renunciations will seem as
petty-like a night in a bad motel.
The Nun's Story, I Leap Over The
many works concerning members of
Napoleon's family including his mother,
sisters, brothers, Josephine, and Marie
Louise.
The ,Library does not limit itself to
the "little corporal" and to his im-
mediate relations. There are books
dealing with General French History,
Pre-Revolutionary History, the History
of the Revolution, the Directory, the
Consulate and Empire, and the Nine-
teenth Century as a whole. Also under
each of these titles can be found Bio-
graphies, Almanacs, Newspapers, Jour-
nals, Documents, Etc. Amongst these
latter are the correspondence of
Diderot (17 vol.); the memoirs of
Chauteraubriand; the autobiography of
Prince Metternich; ,and the memoirs
of Louis XVI. The historical scope of
the period is further enriched with
histories of England, Germany, Swit-
zerland, Russia, Holland, Italy and
Spain.
, Are you a lover of the arts?. There
are hundreds of engravings and
aquatints which illustrate battles, cam-
paigns, weddings, funerals, customs
and cloithes. Also included is, some of
the finest bookwork of ,the first half of
the liineteenth centiury. For example
there is the MVfartial Achievements of
Great Britain published in London
speeches, decrees, etc. Beside a num.-
ber of pamphlets on minor aspects and
incidents of Napoleon's life, there are
I
Wall, The Miracle and the many other
products of the mass media have em-
phasized the earthly denials and sacri-
fices-the cupped hands-without
bringing into focus the torrents of
spiritual benefits accruing from Relig-
ion, i. e. the great helps one has for
saving his soul: daily mass, spiritual
direction, annual retreats etc., and the
honor of being the ambassador be-
tween God and man. Clare Booth Luce
could rightly feel proud when she
was the U. S. representative to Our
Holy Father, since he is such a great
person. How then should a priest feel
who is the ambassador to God "than
whom there is none greater in heaven
or on earth?"
In view of the benefits and honor
then why do so many hesitate to make
the sacrifice? "Sacrifice." It jars some-
what, for images of lambs and goats
on slaughter blocks; black charred
carcasses; spilt wine; destruction and
annihilation are connoted by it. It
would be wrong to lay free will, family
joys and the talents of a priest on the
block along side the sacrificial victim
since with the former a transfor-
mation and elevation rather than a
destroying takes place. The religious
does not wastefully spill his free will
as if a libation; rather by the vow of
obedience he devises even more op-
portunities for using that will and
thru use, perfecting it. And again,
entrance into the seminary is not a
severing from society; for, paradoxical-
ly, having left home the seminarian
finds a new home and a new family,
as real and as tangible as the one
he just left. This new family made up
of many types-and some prototypes-
helps him plod the way to perfection.
And finally his talents are not hacked
and mutilated. On the contrary, in
religion they blossom forth and reach
full expression. Since, a thing is ex-
cellent because of its end or purpose,
the priest's talents-having, God's work
as their end-are elevated far above
the level of the natural.
Every facet of the life will not ap-
peal. Christ seeks renunciations of his
followers. He said to follow him, but
only by picking up our cross and sliver-
ing our hands. For each this cross is a
different shape and size.
These reflections have not been
written to cheer up or bolster the
many priests, brothers and sisters who
'have pronounced their vows, but
rather they are intended as a type of
congratulations for having picked the
"best part." By entering religion you've
bought the "good life" and the price
it costs-your renunciations--has been
low. The only thing is you will have to
wait until eternity to realize just
how cheap it was.
__
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Commonplace Book
Of St. Louise De Marrillac
For the month of March, and es-
pecially the feast of St. Louise De
Marillac, Community books and docu-
ments are on display in the Rare
Book Room of the Library. They are
only a small part of the Seminary
collection of manuscripts, bibles, in-
cunabula, and rare books acquired
mainly through the generosity of the
late Countess Estelle Doheny. As the
liturgical year evolves and presents the
various mysteries of Christ and feasts
of the Double Family, different art-
icles of personal concern to Commun-
ity members are placed on display as
well as books and manuscripts of pub-
lic interest. By this system the Sem-
inarians and Seminary visitors may
conveniently see a major portion of
the grand collection throughout the
year.
In order to introduce the readers
to this collection, this article will pre-
sent the highlights from two impor-
tant sections: Community items and
bibles. The Community treasures have
always held special interest to every-
one here at the Mother House. And
the bible, whose very name signifies
'book', is a perfect introduction to any
collection of books.
Foremost among the Community
items is a most precious gift present-
ed to the Seminary by Mrs. Doheny
twenty-five years ago: a letter written
by our Holy Founder, St. Vincent De-
Paul. This letter was written in Paris
in 1641, addressed to the Bishop of
Mande. St. Vincent wrote to the Bishop
offering his services and requesting a
favor for a gentleman in need of the
prelate's aid. And he signed it as
usual: "Unworthy priest of the Mis-
sion, Vincent DePaul." Mrs. Doheny
had the letter bound in a dark red
morocco leather cover to keep it in
its excellent condition.
The Commonplace Book of St. Louise,
pictured above, was given to her by
her father probably as a wedding gift.
The possession of such a book was
conventional among the educated
French of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries. This one con-
tains verses, religious and philoso-
phical reflections, favorite passages
from books, and Latin quotations. The
script is chiefly that of Louise De Ma-
rillac and since various other styles
of handwriting are present, we may
well suppose that St. Louise wrote in it
also. The volume is richly bound in
tooled leather with the name, "Louise
De Marillac," on the cover. Evidently
this book was acquired as a collec-
tor's item as early as the seventeenth
century because the leaves and binding
are in the finest condition, with little
wear.
On the other hand the valuable two
volumes of the First Edition of Abelly's
Life of Venerable Vincent De Paul,
Servant of God, show much usage as
they were read and passed on for three
centuries. Bishop Louis Abelly was
the first biographer of St. Vincent and
he dedicated his work to the Queen
Regent, Anne of Austria, mother of
Louis XIV and generous benefactress
of St. Vincent. These first edition
copies were printed in 1664, only
four years after the death of our Holy
Founder; they have their original
bindings and are in good condition
despite the usual treatment of usage
and time. They were given to the
Community by a woman from Nash-
ville who bought them out of curiosity
in a second hand book store.
Another set of books that shows
much use is a two-volume Life of St.
Vincent DePaul handed down through
the Community itself. Unfortunately it
is not known when the books arrived
at the Barrens. But they were print-
ed in Nancy, France, in 1758. The
author of this French biography is
unknown.
Bibles
The most representative book in the
Seminary collection is the Holy Bible.
And since this book has always been
the most popular book of all times,
it is obvious that by tracing its his-
tory one can trace the history of books
as well as the history of religion and
languages. This collection dates from
the height of manuscript writing in
the thirteenth century to the mass
production of twentieth century press-
es. And although new aids in writing
and inventions for printing were
steadily introduced, and less work and
time were spent in adorning the pages
with penwork initials and marginal
decorations, the beauty of the Bible
remained an art; only the modus
operandi was changed.
+-E
Probably the most unusual item in
this section is a single book that gives
a general account of the history of the
bible as well as the history of books.
In 1935 W4lter F. Ege collected and
annotated in one volume sixty origi-
nal leaves from famous bibles, ar-
ranged in chronological order from
the year 1121 to 1935. Included in his
work are several manuscript leaves
besides printed pages from the earliest
presses to the presses of the twentieth
century. Nine Centuries of Bible
Leaves represents the work of such
printers as: Jensen, Koberger, Plantin,
Germantown, and Doves; among trans-
lators are: St. Jerome, Erasmus, Cover-
dale, and the Douai-Rheims scholars;
and numerous languages are repre-
sented. This book is also a fine pre-
view of the many famous, complete
bibles in the same section.
Among the seminary's rare manu-
scripts are several bibles. The best
representative of the group is also the
oldest, dating from the Thirteenth
century. This book was carefully copied
by French monks in (Gothic style writ-
ing. It is the Latin Vulgate with St,
Jerome's Prologue and his interpre-
tations of certain Hebrew words. The
vellum leaves contain numerous illu-
minated initials throughout the Sacred
Text, with two page-length initials.
The many colorful illustrations are
not only picturesque but also serve
to increase the devotion of Scripture
reading.
Early Bible Printing
Johann Gutenberg is credited with
the invention of the printing press in
1440. It was only fitting that his first
book be the Holy Bible. It is curious
to note that the first book printed
indicates superb press work; care-
ful attention was paid to each page.
The paper was hand made, the large
initials were set in manually, and the
capitals were rubricated. This out-
standing work historically marks the
13th Century Manuscript Bible
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end of the Middle Ages and the be-
ginning of the era of printing. In the
Seminary collection there are fourteen
consecutive leaves from the Guten-
berg Bible, comprising the complete
Gospel of St. John, and also a single
leaf from the Book of Numbers. Book
shops today demand from 500 to 1000
dollars for a single page when avail-
able.
Next to the Gutenberg works, books
printed between 1450 and 1500 are the
most famous. Editions of this period
are classified as incunabula, or cradle
period printing. The finest in the col-
lection is the R-Bible printed iby the
R-Printer (Adolf Rusch) of Strass-
burg in 1470. This bible is so-called
because of the tilted "R" found
throughout the volume. This was the
first bible printed in Roman type.
The Gutenberg edition was printed in
Gothic type which resembled manu-
script form. Another of this period
is one of the earliest illustrated
editions produced by Koberger: Biblia
Germanica. Printed in 1483 it con-
tains the first of his famous wood-
cuts, prints from wood engravings.
These woodcuts are hand-painted in
brilliant colors.
Many bibles are famous or rare
because of the translator or owner as
well as the printer. Among this type
is found the Biblia Latina translated
by Sanctus Pagninus and printed at
Lyons in 1528. This was the first major
Latin translation from the original
tongues since the Vulgate and also
the first edition with numbered verses.
This copy is thought to have been
,owned by St. Francis Xavier because
of the inscription "Francisus Xaver-
ius, Sacerdos" on the inside cover. AOn-
other notable translation is the Eras-
mus New Testament in Greek printed
by Johann Froben at Basle in 1522.
It is the earliest published edition of
the New Testament in Greek. And an
early French translation by De Sacy
is no less prominent having been made
in the secluded atmosphere of the
Bastille prison. This work, La Sainte
Bible, is typographically called the
most elegant of French bibles. It was
printed in 1684 and contains the trans-
lators own explanations and spiritual
sentiments.
English Bibles-
In viewing the various English trans-
lations of the tbible, one can easily
picture the turmoil of the Church in
Great Britain and the necessity of a
precise version to prevent schism. But
before the Douay-Rheims transla-
tions, many other versions appeared.
First Product of the Printing Press--
Gutenberg Bible
The first English translation of the
New Testament was the Coverdale,
Version. Myles Coverdale preached
against many Catholic principles and
was forced to leave England. While
in Switzerland he had his new bible
printed in folio form. These sheets
were sent to London to be bound and
published in 1535. The Seminary's
copy is the first printed by James
Nicolson at Southwarke in 1538. This
perfect copy is one of three in Ameri-
ca. Then appeared the First Edition
of The Byble printed by Petyt of Lon-
don in 1551. John Rogers (alias Tho-
mas Matthew) revised the complete
bible principally from the Coverdale
and Tyndale versions. And this Mat-
thew version greatly affected the King
James Version. Next a group of pro-
testant exiles under Calvin translated
what is now called the Genevan Bible.
Queen Elizabeth, who was only for the
Church of England, never sanctioned
this translation. The Seminary copy is
a First Folio edition published by
Christopher Barker of London in 1578.
To satisfy her desire to have a trans-
lation of the bible effected by the
newly established Church of England,
Queen Elizabeth appointed eight bis-
hops for the duty in 1568. The Bishops'
Bible is the result of ithe appointment.
Finally in the late Sixteenth century,
the Council of Trent encouraged Cath-
olic scholars to carefully translate,
annotate, and explain the Holy Bible
in English so that the faithful may
not be led astray by false teachings.
The New Testament was translated at
Rheims in 1582 by scholars of the
D'ouay College, which had moved to
Rheims due to political disturbances.
The Old Testament was finished back
at Douay in 1609. Excellent First
Edition copies of each are in the
Seminary collection.
Multilingual Printing
The holy bible in other languages
is not just a curious item but also
very useful to the Scripture scholars
and language students. Among the
many languages represented in the
collection is El Nuevo Testamento, a
First Edition of the first translation
of the New Testament in Spanish by
De Griego in 1543. And the first trans-
lation of the Mongolian bible by Rus-
sian scholars is found there. But the
Biblia Sacra Polygotta is the most
worthy of notice. It is called the great-
est typographical achievement of the
seventeenth century. Walton and Roy-
croft respectively edited and printed
the bible in nine languages in such a
manner that all versions of the same
passage appeared on each opened
double page. The languages included
Arabic, Chaldean, Ethiopic, Greek, He-
brew, Latin, Persian, Samaritan, and
Syriac. And to complete the language
aspect of the Seminary collection, Mrs.
Doheny purchased a set of early
eighteenth century bibles in various
tongues from the library of the Duke
of Sussex, son of King George III.
Some of these bibles are in Portuguese,
Dutch, Welsh, Italian, and Gaelic.
Certainly the Book of Books, the
Holy Bible, is the foundation of our
collection just as its contents is the
foundation of our civilization.
CHURCH BEAUTIFUL
(Continued From Page Two)
of which is the organ, and a larger
one over the principal entrance of
the church . . . The church itself
may compare with, in point of arch-
itecture, if it does not surpass, any
other religious edifice in the United
States.
In order to become more specific,
however, we offer the preceding conjec-
tured diagram. It is far from complete,
but will serve as some sort of starting
point from which to judge the alter-
ations which the church has under-
gone through the years and as a point
of comparison between the church as
it stood on the day of its consecration
and the church as it stands today. The
only thing in the diagram which may
need clarification is the so-called
"French Chapel" located on the
Epistle side of the sanctuary. All we
know of this chapel is that it was used
by the French-speaking element of
the congregation and that the verna-
cular language used in that chapel was
French.
To Be Concluded
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COULD A MAN BE MORE DEDICATED
Bishop Quinn's death notice in
any metropolitan newspaper
might read thus:
"Charles William Quinn
born at Savannah, Cali-
fornia, on Dec. 16, 1905, en-
tered the Vincentian prep-
aratory Seminary at Cape
Girardeau, Mo. and after
completing his course of stu-
dies entered the novitiate at
St. Mary's seminary, Perry-
ville, Mo. where two years
later on June 1st, 1923 he
pronounced his vows. During
the school year of 1926-27
he taught at the university
of Dallas. Following this ap-
pointment he pursued his
theological studies at Perry-
ville, St. Thomas seminary,
Denver, Colorado; and after
ordination at the Angelicum
in Rome where he received
the degree of Doctor of
Divinity. He was missioned
to China in 1934 and after
the death of Bishop Misner,
C.M. in 1938 was in charge
of the vicariate as Pro-
vicar. Appointed Titular
Bishop of Halicarnesis and
vicar Apostolic of Yukiang
by the Pope on May 28, 1940, he was consecrated in
the following October. In the next year . . .'
and on and on, continuing in this telephone book style
of names, places and numbers. But a remembrance of
Bishop Quinn must be special and unique for us at Perry-
ville simply because to us Charles Quinn was special-
our frere, our brother; and unique-he was "our own
bishop."
Bishop Charles Quinn had always been a traveller, ex-
emplifying what it means to give up all for Christ. From
his home and parents in Savannah, he passed to the
seminary at Cape; to the novitiate-then vows, three years
of philosophy; and then to Dallas University. After a
year our traveller was once more "en route," this time
to St. Thomas' seminary in Denver for theology, however,
bcause of poor health he was sent back to Perryville, and
finally after ordination to the Angelicum in Rome. Christ
was repeating over and over "no lasting home, no lasting
home," a lesson he was to learn well, especially late in life.
Had he collected travel stickers and seals from the places
he had called "home," he would have had to sacrifice
clothes space and use the suitcases solely to carry stickers.
Across the Atlantic, through
the U. S., at each stop, a new
home. Finally in 1934-China!
That strange land of pagodas, so
phantasmic, so unreal, with its
impossible language of scribbled
characters and tonal levels, its
fatiguing battle to "keep face,"
the different habits, different
food, customs, people, friends,
ways-and millions of pagans to
be converted. What at first
seemed a museum of the idiotic,
very quickly became endeared to
Father Quinn and after only six
years he was elevated to the
episcopal dignity; a Vincentian
from Perryville, now a prince of
the church! No doubt squibs of
the "local boy makes good" type
were bantered among the scho-
lastics in those days. "Local"
because we still considered the
now Bishop Quinn as a fellow
confrere; and "boy" since he was
then only thirty-five, one of the
youngest bishops in history.
But to a young man of thirty-
five, the responsibilities and
trials of a M1ethuselah had been
given for under his direction
were thirty C.M.'s, twenty secular
priests, five Sisters of Charity
and a vicariate having only one catholic per square mile.
For a land where two and three families squeeze into
one room, this could hardly be called prodigal. Realizing
the needs of his Christians, the Bishop began to put up
churches, schools, orphanages and convents. But how
weakly the verb "put up" connotes the dozens of laborious
and toilsome hours, the many pleas for money and aid;
the little sacrifices and big ones to make ends meet;
however, one by one as the structures popped up, the
worries though still gnawing did not seem to pain as
much, and the toil though never finished seemed a little
less titantic, and fatiguing. There must have been an
immense satisfaction in seeing so much good accomplished,
so much progress made. It would seem as if Newman's
second spring had come.
But suddenly the Japanese horde descended from the
North. In forty-five seconds Japanese bombers could shat-
ter an orphanage that took years and who knows how many
prayers to put together, and along with the buildings, bodies
also were mutilated. Out of the vessel of China, life was
being spilt. Bishop Quinn tells of the horrible death of
Father Kwei, one of his Chinese Missionaries, whom a
(Please Turn to Page Four)
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A HOME GOOD ENOUGH FOR GOD
The architectural style of this parish plant is the talk of
Phoenix. The cross-shaped church is in the center fore-
ground flanked on the right by the rectory and on the
left by the convent (not yet built). The two long parallel
buildings to the rear of the picture are classroom buildings
and the hall is situated n ext to the parking lot. The two
smaller pictures show the exterior and the interior of the
sanctuary. We wish to thank Cecil Gilliam for his fine
photography work.
You may think this article has been misnamed, for
brick and mortar, steel and glass cannot possibly be com-
bined and juxtaposed or juggled about in such a pattern so
as to produce a structure "good enough for God." Not
even England's Buckingham Palace, India's Taj Ma Hal
or the U. N.'s building in New York-magnificent as they
are-could be called "good enough." How then do Father
Sharpe and his parishioners, even in their maddest mom-
ents, plan to raise up that pleasing building when all the
palaces and all the "Taj Ma Hals" of whole nations have
fallen far short of par?
Certainly not just by reason of modern design, fine
steel and concrete, electric fixtures and imported Mexican
tile is this church pleasing to God, for He is not a fussy
housewife, "busy about many things," absorbed in fabrics,
color tones and textures. He has dwelt Eucharistically in a
chapel of yellow matted walls in Africa; on a jeep hood-
olive green and regulation size-during the Second War;
,and even in a De Foucald's tent in the Sahara, and has
been as content with these humble hovels as with His
place on the high altar inside St. Peter's in Rome. The
hut, jeep, tent and Altar in St. Peter's are mere external
signs of an internal structure of love raised up in the
hearts of men, and it is this internal structure which is
so very pleasing to God. Hence the physical building lo-
cated at 3816 N. 48th Drive, called St. Vincent's Church, will
be pleasing to God because the parishioners and their pas-
tors have founded it on love and layed its walls with
sacrifices. The external structure has grown simultaneously
with the edifice in the heart.
This internal edifice alone, though pleasing to God does
not suffice, for it cannot contain and shelter the real
body of Christ. Hence, a material church is needed. Just as
the father of a family, being head and protector, must pro-
vide shelter-either a cottage or penthouse; a palace or a
"lean to";-so too, the parishioners have the same obliga-
tion, or more correctly "privilege," of sheltering the Body
of Christ.
God's new home is based on the medieval "cross" shape.
In three of the nave's four wings eleven hundred people can
be seated and with them thus grouped around the altar,
instead of being parallel to it, the notion of communal
worship is emphasized. In the center where the four arms
of the cross come together, a large skylight splashes the
sanctuary with sunlight during the daytime while at night
lights mounted in special fixtures illuminate the interior.
God's home must be distinct and it must be set apart
from its surroundings. And rightly so, for this is the
home not of -any ordinary artisan or office worker but
rather of the divine. architect, the mason of the Grand
Canyon. His home merits distinction, but definitely not iso-
lation. It must not be too separated, for then God won't have
visitors; neither too esoteric, for then it will be unintelligi-
ble to His guests.
We iare living in the rush of rockets and missiles, of
automatons and T. V. dinners, and hence we need a form
that is harmonious with our times, and our ways. The
(Please Turn to Page Four, The Middle of Column Two)
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Brother James
In the January issue of the De-
Andrein we pointed out how the
"prolific fifties" reflected the growth
of the Vincentians in the Western
Province. Continuing along this same
line of thought, we would like to ex-
plain a phase of the Community's
growth for which we owe special
gratitude to Divine Providence-the
new generation of our Brotherhood. In
1950, the professed brothers numbered
but eleven; today there are twenty
professed brothers and six novice
brothers.
One Body
The Community does not have two
sets of ends, but rather both the clerics
land brothers labor to achieve the same
essential ends. Together they strive to
givie Glory to God and to seek perfec-
tion. Both labor to evangelize the
poor, to aid ecclesiastics, and to under-
take works of charity and education;
only the manner of furthering these
ends differs for each group. The
clerics directly engage in these works;
the brothers indirectly by their prayers
and by making possible the labors of
the Community from "behind the
lines."
March, The Month
Dedicated To
Vocations
Within the con-
fines of the single
month of March,
we at the Mother-
house have witness-
ed an entire cycle
of growth. On
March first, Bro.
Gerard Cullen who,
hails from Chey-
lenne,, Wyom ing,
entered the Novi-
Itiate to sink his
roots into Com-
munity soil; on
on March sixth, Bro. James Steinbach,
a city boy from St. Louis, thrust his
shoots from the soil by his Temporary
Vows; and on March twenty-ninth,
Bro. Joseph pronounced his Perpetual
Vows, those branches on which we
hope much fruit will ripen. Brother
Joseph Willenbring has witnessed half
of the past decade of growth since he
arrived at the Barrens as a Postulant
on September 27, 1954. Since that time
he has given such faithful service to
our farm crew, as would give credit to
a native of Missouri, where he was
born on January 15, 1936, in Montrose.
From The Very Beginning
In 1816, when the first Vincentians,
Fr. DeAndreis and Fr. Rosati, set foot
in America, there was a lay brother,
Bro. Martin Blanka, accompanying
and aiding them. During those early
years, the Brotherhood grew rapidly
along with the clerics, so that in 1860
we find there were forty brothers
scattered throughout our houses to-
gether with some fifty-five priests. At
that time as you can see on the chart,
the brothers decreased in number and
then were divided in half with the
provincial split of 1888-leaving about
eighteen brothers in the Western Pro-
vince. With the arrival of Bro. Walter
in 1915, we received our last permanent
vocation to the Brotherhood for thirty
years. During that time the numbers
dwindled to but three in 1934. The last
issue of the DeAndrein carried an
account of the pioneer of the new gen-
eration of brothers-Bro. Edward who
came in 1935. From that time we have
again witnessed a steady growth which
in the past few years of the "prolific
fifties" has begun to snowball.
Throughout the Province
Something is taking place now that
has not been possible in almost half a
century-brothers are sca tter e d
throughout the province aiding the
priests in the various houses. There is
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Brother Joseph
one at each of our minor seminaries:
Bro. Bernard at Montebello, Bro. Paul
at Lemont, and just recently Bro.
Charles at Cape. Besides our minor
seminaries DePaul University proudly
claims Bro. George, and in St. Louis
the diocesan seminary possesses Bro.
Vincent and St. Vincent's Church, St.
Louis has Bro. Clarence. Many other
houses have requested the Brothers'
aid. Our foreign Missionaries could be
rendered valued assistance by them.
We at the Motherhouse need many
more. Thus it is our duty to pray for
continued vocations from the goodness
of God.
New Generation
What does this new growth mean?
Could it be an indication of Divine
Providence in providing the necessary
assistance for our Community works
which have become so diverse and ex-
tensive with the changing times?
Whatever the reason, we are grate-
ful and recognize the value of the
Brotherhood to the Community. We
can conclude in no better way than
Fr. Slattery in his
last Circular letter
of January 1, 1960:
"It is God's will
then that we should
have brothers, and
that they should be
sufficient in num-
ber . . . . . I de-
sire then that they
grow in such num-
ber as to revive the
spirit of those bro-
thers whose piety,
labors, ,and yes,
even sanctity, were
the joy and the
pride of our Com-
munity."
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ALL WHO KNEW HIM WILL MISS HIM
Japanese officer asked "you want to go to heaven, don't
you?" Almost reflexively the terrified priest replied that he
did; the officer then poked a gun into the priest's ribs
seemingly ready to fire, while another Jap furtively crept
up from behind. With a quick, sure slash of his sword
he severed the priest's neck in two. The springtime of
prosperity had become a wild and hoary winter.
In 1942 Bishop Quinn was "tossed out of the house"
again. For two and a half months with eight priests, five
sisters and two hundred orphans, like a vagrant he hid out
in the nearby hills while the Japanese piqued to new
and unparalled heights because of aid given by the Bishop's
priests to some of the Doolittle fliers, pillaged the vil-
lages below. It seems a group of the aviators returning from
the historic Tokyo bombing in April, 1942 made a forced
landing in China; friendly Chinese sent them to one of
Bishop Quinn's missions where they were nursed and helped
to reach freedom. As a reprisal the missions were razed
and many of the townspeople were sadistically tortured
and killed.
When the Japanese threat diminished and a type of "wild
tranquility" ensued Bishop Quinn and his people joyfully
came down from the hills, like Israelites entering the
promised land, uncertain of what they would find, but
with high hopes of picking up the pieces of their shattered
lives. But "the sight that met our eyes was appalling,"
Bishop Quinn said, "part of the town had been burned.
As many of the townspeople as the Japs had been able
to capture had been killed. Some thirty-five bodies were
piled in the mission garden." The churches, the orphanages,
the schools, the convents, now just so much broken brick
and rubble lay strewn about the ground. Home sweet
home! The words ring cruelly and somewhat ironically
now.
A million dollars would he needed to repair the damage
done. Another beginning would have to be made, new energy
needed. "But he who does not pick up his cross and follow
me, is not worthy of me." Bishop Quinn shouldered the
cross. He began again.
No sooner had the Nipponese drained out of the China
vessel than the Reds poured in. New atrocities swirled and
polluted the Red jug of China. Everything happened so
quickly. A few priests were expelled. Then a few more.
Churches were closed, schools were taken over. Silent,
stealthfully, steady. Then like a "jack-in-the-box," sud-
denly and noisily, the Communists sprang out of their
containers.
When asked to tell of experiences in China, the Bishop
would oblige, neither exaggerating nor evoking self-pity. He
once told of a priest who was seized by the Communists
and placed under house arrest for nine months. The priest
was finally dragged to an "accusation meeting" where party
stooges in parrot fashion shouted trumped up charges
against him. The next day ,at a "formal" trial the priest
stood for three hours while absurdly false charges were
heaped upon him. A death sentence was demanded; how-
ever, life imprisonment was /the verdict handed down and
this later commuted because of the "leniency of the com-
munistic government." Too often Bishop Quinn would for-
get to mention that he was the priest of the story. A near
martyrdom can stir up such pride--but the bishop was a:
humble man.
The trial finished, expulsion quickly followed. jAgain "out
of the house" with Bishop Quinn. But this time the house
had not been just a place to hang ones hat 'but China,
that strange land of so many years ago which he had.
come to love.
In 1951 he returned to the U. S. and to St. Thomas, his
old Alma mater. In his veins "wanderlust" still flowed, not
for an aimless groping but for the return to Formosa where
eight million Chinese, who had tasted the sovietized life
and had rejected it iand had fled in disgust. In public talks
here in the States Bishop Quinn constantly stressed the
"Golden Opportunity" for proselytizing that Formosa pre-
sents. Since his return to the island fortress in 1954 the
Bishop has been continuing the same work that he had been
doing on the mainland.
"On Saturday, March 12, 1960 at St. Mary's rectory in
Kaohsiung, Formosa Bishop Quinn died of a heart attack."
These might be the closing words of Bishop Quinn's
death notice in the paper spoken of before. A heart attack,
a struggle for life-then death. And so to many he be-
comes another statistic another name in the geneology of
Missionary Bishops.
But there are many, many people who will miss the
Bishop and who will remember him. The multitude of
Chinese who attended his funeral "following him and
weeping over him" have already expressed their loss. The
many whom he baptised and housed, fed and instructed,
whether they be on Formosa or in their Soviet commune,
will miss him. Father Huan Shu, the "patriotic" and apos-
tate Bishop, for whom Bishop Quinn continually prayed
will miss him and may perhaps feel the sham that he is
when he reminisces and thinks of the real Bishop of
Yukiang who died in exile, his fellow confrere in Formosa.
Finally we, scholastics, at Perryville will miss him, not only
as one wh 'was a great apostolic figure which he certainly
was, but rather more intimately as our confrere, the
"traveller" who had at last found his true home.
GOOD ENOUGH
(Continued From Page Two)
Romanesque, Gothic and Baroque, so meaningful and in-
spiring in the 7th, the 10th and 17th centuries, now appear
foreign to some and of a by-gone day. Instead of inspiring
and stimulating they leave some cold. The new St. Vincent's
Church, architecturally, talks the language of 20th century
man.
As can be seen from the above picture the modern form
has been blended or rather superimposed onto the cross
shape. Notice the smooth broad planes and lines, straight
and clean, sweeping up from the ground, converging at
the roof top and from there thrusting out into space, with
the effect that the roof appears not only to be hovering
over the soil beneath, but by projecting and continuing
its lines seems to embrace every structure in the neighbor-
hood.
Another modern note is the floor of the interior which
slopes slightly in each wing of the nave towards the altar-
but not theatrically-to give each one a clear view of the
Divine Victim being immolated at the altar. Also there
are no side altars to distract one's attention, for they are
located in the rear of the church behind the "crying
rooms." The last two notes of floor and side altar are con-
crete examples of the principal "form follows function"
or "let the design of the building satisfy practical needs."
Will St. Vincent's be pleasing to God? Father Sharpe and
his people certainly hope so; but they realize that when
the physical structure is complete, they must continue to
add to the internal edifice, which can never be finished
in this life.
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THE 00MMUNITY SEMINARIES
Perryville
Winners of the Student and Mission
Benefits 1st, Mro John Ruhl, 0o.M (ele
tric typewriter);5 2nd, Sister Mo Therese
Martin, DLOo (tape recorder-•or a set of
golf clubsl); .,rd, Mro and Mrs. Ro Jo Deter 9
of Sto Charles, Missouri (quilt).
Our thanks to all who helped to.make this
our second most successful raffle.
The central features of the St Thomas
Academia were a panel-discussion type paper
-on St. Vincent and Jansenism, and the aln
locution by Fro Ri1.ey explaining. the office
of the Provincial Dean of Studies, as it
affects the student
Aciitvities of the confreresg Frso Ryan
and Miller attended the North Central As-
sociation convention in Chicago0  Represent-
atives from De Paul, St. Lou.a Prep and
Cardinal Glennon College were also there0
. ,. Fr. J. Falanga conducted the ordin-
ation•.etreat -at Kenrick at the end of Marche
Mr. Henry Lohman, who worked at the Sem-
inary for 57 years and was known to a couple
generations of 4•,~, , died March 51. The
whole house attended the funeral Mass
Msgro Forst, pastor of St. Mary's Par-
ish here, was consecrated bishop in...ape
on March 24, with 5 archbishops, 50 bishops,
80 monsignori, and a multitude of priests in
attendance Among the oM .'s present 8 Fathers
Stakelum, Persioh, Moynihan, Do Ran, Sara.-
cini, O Qorcoran, Frommeal, Bereswill, S.
Dunker, and members of the Cape and Perryville
houses. Frs. Gagnepain and Kwakman sang
the propers of the Mass; Fro irgets was
master of ceremonies for the bishops.
Lemont
If you have even the slightest personal
acquaintance with this seminary, you are
aware of its water problem. A complicated
purifying system is now almost completed
that will eliminate the hydrogen sulfide
and free this house from its rotten-egg watero
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Montebello
Plans have been laid for the annual
Barbecue, to be held this year in Conjuno-
tion with an Open House on April 24. Last
year the event was very successful, with
many people seeing the seminary,who othe--
wise might not have '"This year, as always
with such affairs, we hope it will be big-
ger and better than ever. .
MAJOR SEMINARIES
Denver
Fr. Thomas Oahill has been selected as
one of the advisory editors for the new
Catholic Encyclopedia. He will be a con-
sultant primarily on theology,
The author of Two Ede Sword, Father
John McKenzie, So@o addressed the facultyg
students, and some 40 diocesan priests on
"History and Theology in the Bible."
Confreres' worksa Fr. Bruce Vawter
gave lectures-during Bible Week at Sto.
Mary's College, Xavier, Kansas, on "Mod-
ern Teaching of the Bible" and "The.Image
of Christ in Recent Scripture Study." Frs0
Overberg and Herbst engaged in Forty.Hours
and Day of Recollection work respectively
during the past weeks.
Kenrick
"The Epistles to the Hebrews," an ar-
ticleby Fr. G Guyot, appeared in a
recent issue of T.Ehe .atholic Educator°
The article wa's one in an extended series,
"The Story of The New Testaient," that
Fro Guyot is doing for the magazine,
Here is a run-down on other ognfreres
appearing recently in print. Fro Parres
has the "Questions Answered" column in
The Homiletic and Pastoral Review° This
feature has been in the Community since
mid-p941, when the late Fro Donovan took
it over. In August, 1952, Fr. Danagher
succeeded him, and Fro Parres assumed the
post in June of 1957. Fr. Vawter's
recently .published material includes ar-
ticles in The Catholic Biblical Quarterly,
and the Proceedin~ of the Catholic Theo-
logical Society and a pamphlet on the Bible
for the St. Anthony Guild Press, publishers
of the Onfraternity Edition. Fr IRonald
Cox, a confrere of the Australian Pro-
vince, has written a chronological narra-
tive of the Gospels, and another combining
the Acts and the Epistles, both employing
the Knot translation and both receiving a
good deal of attention in this country,
at least as far as advertizing goes0
San Antonio
Assumption Seminary held an Open House.
at the close of the Archdiocesan Vocation
Week, i.e.o on March 20, about three hundred
attended. This event is typical of
vocational promotion activities sponsored
by many of the seminaries as a part of
Vocation Montho
Fr0 Lee Zimmerman is supervising a
group of seminarians contributing weekly
articles to the Archdiocesan newspaper, at
the reques't 4i , .dina÷y
Shorter itemas Frso Daspit, Gieselman
and McHardy are handling lenten series in
local parishes Fr Kavanugh is directing
the students 8 major spring production, a
two-act play, "Eighteenth Century Jazzo"
Oardinal Glennonn olege - Sto Louis
The seminary recently received a copy
of the report turned into the North Central
Association by the examiners who were here
in January0  The report was complete except
for the final.recommendation in favor of or
against acceptance of the collegeo This
will be kept secret until the NCA's next
meeting. Generally, the report was favorable
and highly laudatory of the faculty and
of the Community's worko
Plans for the complete renovation of
PageoSiox
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Cardinal Glennon ole -e cont'd
the library are on the drawing boardso
This will involve the sacrifice of part
of the present gymnasium facilities. The
new plans call for a large reading room,
additional space for periodicals and for
librarians1 working area, and a proposed
stack capacity of 80-90,000 volumes o
There is also the hope and possibility of
utilizing some of the space for language
laboratory facilities
Fro Jordan appeared on the local TV
program, "Quiz-A-0atholic " He is also to
give a talk at the NOEA convention in Chi-
cagoo. o Frs Riley Walsh, and Poole
are giving...lenten sermons at near-by
parishes.
MINOR SEMINARIES
nine local schools at the request of the
Archbishop, The seminarians sent the special
vocation issue of the school newspaper to
their parish grade schools and to those
interested. They advertised it in the
diocesan newspaper and received requests
from as far away as Sto Louiso
Fro Leonard went to New Orleans for
the tercentenary celebration of the death
of St. Louise. o o La conducted a
day of recollection for the Catholic Daugh-
ters of America on March 27,
The students' Mardi Gras Bazaar was
attended by many-of the parents and friends
of the seminarians. The proceeds go for
student activities and the Chapel FundO
THE PARISHES
Perr ville
Tucson
Vocation Month activity at this house
centered on March 19 and 26, when the
Serra Clubs from Tucson and Phoenix brought
several hundred grade school boys to the
seminary for a visit.
A new dormitory wing was started in
February and should be ready for occupation
when school opens in September'
Among the doings of the confrereso
Fr. Hoyos_ is preaching a lenten series in
Spanish at the: athedral Frs* Dowd and
Roden recently gave conferences to groups
of nuns0 o
-San Antonio
In an appointment change, Fro Bras-
pen has been temporarily stationed at
El Qarmen parish at Losoya, Fro Villaroya
goes down to Cotulla to help out over the
week-ends 0
During Archdiocesan Vocation Week, •Frs,
Leonard, O,'onnor and Grass gave talks at-
A building program will get under way
here this 'summer when a large new wing is
added to the present convent. A new reca
tory and church are to follow, with the
church replacing both Assumption ari Sto
Bonifaceo It is hoped that a fund-raising
campaign this summer will retire the pre-
sent $100,000-plus debt and provide a
small.surplus 0
LaSalle
The school children staged a program
sketching the lives of St. Vincent and St.
Louise, at a meeting of the Sto Patrick's
School Club.
The Chaplain of Statesville Prison,
Joliet, Illinois, Fro Gervase Beckman,
OFoMo., conducted a day of recollection
at Sto Patrick's for about three hundred
women of the area°
Fr 0 De ganspoke before the parishioners
of St. Marys, Peru, Illinois, on the Mira-
oulous Medal, and enrolled two hundred of
them in the medalo
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St. Louis - St. Vincent's'
A memorial Mass was offered on March
18 for Bishop Quinn. Such Masses were
celebrated in many houses of the province0
At Perryville, there was a Solemn High
Mass in the Community Chapel. In Los An-
geles, where the Bishop's two sisters live,
a Solemn Mass was offered at St. Vincent's
on March 16o The BishopIs sisters 'are
reconciled to God's way; they realize he
knew his condition but wished to go back
to his own people, and to die and be buried
there."
New Orleans - St. Joseph s
The beautiful stained glass windows
of St. Joseph's, valued at $590,000, are
being repairedo Bids are also being re-
ceived for air conditioning the church.
As the bids are submitted, it becomes
evident that the companies realize that
this is a really big church. The lowest
one so far is $45,000o
Fr. Hymel was in Texas to help the
Daughters of Charity celebrate the feast
of the tercentenary of the death of St,
Louise He preached at the principal Mass
of the Observance,
Fr, Donald Knox O.M., of Opelika,
Alabama, and Fr. Preston Murphy conducted
a lenten mission-at the parish here March
27 to April 2,
Phoenix
Two new parking lots at the west end
of the parish property were completed in
February. They will help finally to do
away with the regular Sunday traffic jam
on the small service road near the church
buildings
The new church, while not entirely
finished, was ready for use in early March.
When the major work was done, the men of
the parish painted the interior, laid the
tile floor, and are putting in the cement
walks around the building.
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DE PAUL
A successful basketball season for
DePaul U. resulted for the second consec-
utive year in an invitation to the NOAA
tournament as an at-large entry. The 15-6
regular season record included victories
over Dayton, Marquette, Ohio University,
and Louisville.
In the first game of the NQAA play-offs,
DePaul defeated the Air Force Academy at
Alumni Hall. At Manhattan, Kansas, however,
the DePaul team was simply outclassed, as
Cincinnati and All-American Oscar Robertson
completely swamped them. A victory over
Texas in the consolation round gave them
a respectable 17-7 record for the season.
At the Academy, too, the picture was
bright. The varsity team tied for Chicago
North Section championship, lost out in the
play-offs. The junior team dropped only
one game all season, and swept through all
opposition in the season-end tourney to
capture Chicago Catholic League championshipo
The University has scheduled 56 radio
and television programs for the month of
April. The priests of the house are hand-
ling the,radio program, "Catholic Views,"
throughout lent. Says the Chicago diocesan
paper, "The priests, along with Archdiocesan
priestso regularly record meditations and
inspirational messages for use on several
radio and television stations.a The life
and contributions of Sto Vincent will be
the subject of the weekly TV program, "Reli-
gion in Life," on the last Sunday of Aprilo
A yot'ag De0al 8c f. Msic graduate
received a $5,000 grant from the Ford Found-
ation, one of about twelve given in the
country. This is the second consecutive
year that a DePaul alumnus has received
such an award0
Fro William Powers addressed the grad-
uating class of St. Joseph's School of
Nursing at their commencement exercisese o o
Fr. McKinley recently conducted one-day and
three day retreats respectively for the
Ladies of Charity and at Lemont for the
DePaul Academy students,
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TERCENTENARY INDULGENCES
The indulgences granted in view of
the Tercentenary Observance and to be
gained from December 20, 1959 to Dec-
ember 20. 1960 ,
1) A partial indulgence of seven
years may be gained by the faithful each
day they attend -day or 8-day devotions
with at least a contrite heart.
2) A plenary indulgence may be gained
by those who attend all three days of
5-day devotions or attend at least five
days of the 8-day devotions, the usual
conditions being fulfilled.
These indulgences may be gained by
all the faithful who attend devotions in
the churches and public oratories of the
Priests of the Mission or of the Daughters
of Charity, or in other churchee specified
by the Ordinary,
In our semi-public oratories, those
people who have the right to attend these
may gain the indulgences.
PUBLICATIONS
Works being published in connection
with the Tercentenary Observance includes
M. V. Woodgate's St. Vincent de Paul,
being put out in paperback form by Newman
Press, Westminister, Maryland°
Conferences of St. Vincent de Paul to
the -riests of the Mission, translated
and edited by Fr. Joseph Leonard, OC, •
Louise de Marillac_ A Portrait, by
Msgr. Jean Calvet, published by P. J.
Kennedy, New York. $4.985
St. Vincent de Paul an historical-
pictorial life, translated from the French
of Abbe Gaston Courtois by Fr. William
Kenneally, This 7 x lO- booklet, con-
0isting of 168 drawings with corresponding
descriptions, sells for 55 cents each in
lots of 50, and 40 cents each in smaller
quantities. Catechetical Guild, 269 Sum-
mit Avenue, St. Paul 2, Minnesota,
The Catechetical Guild has also iBsued
a 'film strip on the. life of- St. Vincent in
full color. The film strip consists of 60
frames with accompanying script and sells
for $7-50, An LP record to accompany the
film.is being readied and will be avail-
able sometime this months $5.00. Both.
film strip and record may be ordered from
the Oatechetical Guild,
The film, Monsieur Vincent, is avail-
able for rental through Brandon Films, Inc ,
200 West 57th Street, New York 19, N.Y.
Rates $25.00 (for "shut-in" showing);
$45,00 (for no admission showings); $60.00
(for admission charge showings).
Irish Province
In connection with the Tercentenary
Observance the confreres of the Irish Pro-
vince are commemorating a century of work
among the Catholics of Lanark, one of the
oldest town in Scotland and one rich in
Catholic historical tradition.
Manila, Republic of Phillippines
The students of three Manila colleges
collaborated to present "La Parabola de
las Virgenes, a sacred allegorical drama,
to commemorate the Tercentenary of the
death of St. Vincent. The work was written
by Fr. Vicente Franco, 0CM., considered
one of the best contemporary writers in
Spain, with music composed bo Fr. Jose Ala-
cer, CM*o, and played by the Manila Phil-
harmonic Orchestrao
President and Mrs. Carlos P. Garcia,
and His Excellency, Most Rev, Salvatore
Siino, DD.,, Papal Nuncio, were sponsors
of the production,
* * *
AOoREDITATION of Glennon College
Just as we are going to press (if we
may use such a grandiose term), word has
arrived that the North Qentral Association
has approved C-i'rdinal' Glennon Oollege and
that full accreditation will be given,
Pme, : Nine~
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SAINT LOUISE DE MARILLAO DECLARED HEAVENLY PATRONESS OF ALL SOCIAL WORKERS
Paris
The Tercentenary year reached its apex
during the March 14-17 observances in
Paris marking the deaths of the two Holy
Founders. The presence of a Papal Legate,
The Papal Nuncio, two cardinals and num-
erous bishops; Pontifical Masses daily in
Notre Dame Cathedral; the foremost preach-
ers in France; the principal Mass of the
observance, offered by Fr. Slattery; the
bodies of St. Vincent and St. Louise ex-
posed for veneration in Notre Dame;
this was the setting for the letter from
Pope John XXIII extolling the merits of
tho two saints and declaring St. Louise
thl Heavenly Patroness of all social
workers ,
The Oouncil of Patrons for the Ter-
centenary in Paris includes such famous
names as Cardinal Feltin, Archbishop of
Paris GOardinal Richaud, Archbishop of
Bordeauxz M. Michelet, Minister of Jus-
tice, andi special representative of Pre-
ident Oharles de Gaulle for the tercenten-
ary observances; Marshall Juin; M. Daniel-
Rops, of the French Academy; and M.
Francois-Poncet, Permanent President of
the Council of the International Red
Oross,
Saint Louis .
At Marila a ollege, Normandy, Mo.
the Daughters of:Oharity of the Western
Province celebrated the 500th anniversary
of Sto Louish 1s death and the 50th anniver-
sary of the founding of the Province.
Among the many visitors present were all
the Sister-Servants of the Province, who
had just completed an eight day retreat
conducted by Fro James Richardson,
The observance was opened with Solemn
Mass in the Marillac Chapel, in the pre-
sence of Archbishop Ritter. Fr. George
Dolan was ce b *::~
Richardson and Fr. Saracinig Fr. Stakelum
preached at the Mass. Afterwards Arch-
bishop Ritter thanked the Daughters on
behalf of the Church in the West for their
outstanding contribution to the Church's
development and urged them to continue.
their vital work.
In the evening, the entire student body
of the college presented a pageant in honor
of the tercentenary, with a 60-voice choral
group and a 50-voice verse choiro The
first part of the pageant told the story of
the saints and traced the history of the
oommunity to today. The second and third
sections showed the three hundred years of
service and its glorious reward. The
Hallelujah Ohorus concluded a very ingenious-
ly conceived and executed program. The
day was climaxed with the announcement that
St. Louise de Marillac had been declared
the patron saint of social workers all over
the world,
New Orleans
Merely because of their numbers, the
Daughters of Charity's celebration in New
Orleans was bound to be on a large sealeo
They have nine houses in New Orleans --
three hospitals, three schools, a nurgery,
an orphanage, and an old age home.
Solemn High Mass was celebrated in St.
Louis Cathedral on St. Louise's feast, with
the cathedral crodg~4i4lg fr tea:s
began, The Most Rev'. Able Caillouet, aux-
iliary bishop of New Orleans, offered the
Mass, assisted Fr. Eugene McCarthy and
Fr. Marsch, and in the presence of Arch-
bishop Rummel, Fro Wesner was Archpriest
for the Mass; Fr. Hymel was chaplain to
the Archbishop, 500 children from the Daugh-
ters three schools sang the Mass.
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The Ups And Downs of the Seminary Church
Having told the story of the origin
and building of the Seminary Church
in last month's issue, we now turn to
ithe story of the Church through
the long years from 1837 when it was
consecrated to the present day.
Decline and Restoration
The first glory and splendor of the
Church did not long endure. Withni
a generation of its consec'::aJ m, the
entire country was torn in two by the
Civil War and the border territory of
the Barrens fell on hard times. In 1866
the Seminary was forced to clc..e its
doors and move to Germantown, Penn-
sylvania. With this withdrawal of the
Seminary the Parish and its church
went into a period of decline. Fr. Daniel
McCarthy, the pastor, and a few
faithful Brothers alone remained at
the Barrens and barely managed the
upkeep of the church.
In 1888 the Western Province was
formally established and in April of
that year Fr. Thomas Smith, the newly
appointed Visitor, appealed for the
renovation of the Old Seminary Church
in anticipation of the return of the
Mother House to the Barrens. That
the state of the Church was far from
ideal and that it stood in need of such
renovation is clearly evidenced in the
following entry found in the diary of
Fr. Weldon under the date of January
9th, 1888:
The old church is still in good
preservation-the frescoing in the
sanctuary and over the two princi-
pal side altars, of the Passion and
of St. Vincent, beng still fresh
and attractive. In the towers and
in some few places the soft stone
has given way, and the plaster in-
side is falling off in many places.
The renovation undertaken through
the generosity of the parishioners and
of the friends of the confreres through-
out the Province was quite extensive.
A new roof was added, Richard Heri-
tage of St. Louis was commissioned to
plaster the interior and Charles Kreu-
ger, also of St.: Louis, redid the frescoes.
Three new altars, new pews and a new
floor were also installed along with
new statuary, a pipe organ, and those
marvels of modern-day living, elec-
tricity and steam heat. As a fitting
climax of the work, the old stone altar
was entirely covered with marble to
give us the high laltar that is still in
use. The final completion of the reno,-
vation was marked by a three day
celebration from July 19th to July 21st,
1890.
Enlargement
At the turn of the century the
Parish once again entered a
period of growth. By 1912, when Fr'.
Musson was Superior and Pastor, the
overcrowded condition of the church
necessitated enlargement. After much
deliberation it was finally decided to
build on an addition 40x60 feet to the
front of the church. The plan was
to tear down the old front with its
two towers and extend the original
walls an additional forty feet. The
new front was ito be of ornamental
brick to the height eight feet across the
whole front wih the two corners being
laid in ornamental brick to the roof. In
the center was to be a large ornamen-
tal window surrounded by Bedford
stone. (This window as it now stands
is of Munich stained glass and repre-
sents Rafael's Madonna of the Chair.
It constitutes one of the true beauties
of the church when struck by the last
rays of the setting sun in the late af-
ternoon of early 'Autumn.) The two
towers that were on the original
structure were not to appear, at least
for the time being (and have hot to
the present). The crowning point was
to be a large ornamental cross on the
front gable. (Whatever happened to
this crcss if ever it was ,actually put
up is not known. Certainly the cross
now surmounting the church could be
classified neither as large nor orna-
mental). Said the Perry County Sun
near the completion of the work:
"When the new part of about forty feet
has been added, the Seminary Church
will easily be the largest in the county
and will present a fine architectural
view."
The new cornerstone (a little known
fact of the church is that it is one
of the few buildings to have two cor-
nerstones) was laid and blessed by Fr.
Musson at 2:00 p. m. on July 27th, 1913.
The main address for the occasion was
given by Fr. Francis Nugent, C.M., a
copy of which was inclosed in the
cornerstone.
Centennial Celebration
With the approach of 1927, the cen-
tennial year of the original laying of
the cornerstone of the church, plans
of still further renovation and enlarge-
ment were discussed. Under the guid-
ance of Fr. Coyne the Pastor and 'his
assistant Fr. Platisha, a new heating
system was installed, the interior re-
frescoed, a large and small sacristy
erected in the gap between the church
proper and the priest's house, and
the sanctuary was enlarged to include
the present choir stalls'. This last men-
tioned task was of a much greater
magnitude than may be realized from
a mere reading of the fact. To quote
one old timer who lives just down the
road from the Seminary and whose
memory dates well back into ,the last
century, "it was the accomplishing of
the well-nigh impossible." The walls
of the old sacristy on one side of the
sanctuary and of the French Chapel
on the other were demolished, rough
hewn logs eighteen inches in diameter
were inserted and two large concrete
pillars were erected to bear the weight
of the sanctuary dome. To go back to
he old timer again, "it was touch and
go all the way through the whole
operation with more than a little doubt
in the minds of many"-but the near
impossible was done, and how well it
was done the present sturdiness of the
church well testifies.
At this same time Fr. Joseph,Finney,
C.M., as head of the Miraculous Medal
Association for the Western Province,
drew up plans for and started the
erection of a shrine in honor of Our
Lady of the Miraculous Medal. In ac-
complishing this, the side chapel in
honor of St. Vincent was demolished,
the original wall of the church pierced
and a new addition added.
The work of reconstruction and addi-
tion was not completed in time for the
centennial year of 1927 so the celebra-
tion was postponed till the completion
of the work. It was finally held on
Monday, January 6th, 1930, the 103rd
anniversary of the laying of the origi-
nal cornerstone.
The Church Today
And so woe arrive at the church as
we know it today. It is true that the,
interior of the church was cleaned and
renovated in preparation for the
solemn proclamation of the Dogma of
the Assumption in 1950, but by and
large there have been no additions or
major alterations since the work in
1930.
The church then as it stands today
after 122 long years of service is in
a wonderful state of preservation. It is
still able to take changes; in stride-
evidence the erection of the new altar
in honor of the Sacred Heart noted in
ithe November issue of the DeAndrein-
and in all probability will continue
to do so for many years to come.
But what will those years have to
offer. There has long been talk of
,building a new and larger church to
mxet the ever increasing needs of Per-
ryville. There has also been talk of
late that the Old Church would be
used to accommodate the expanding
family of the Seminary-it would in
fact become the new Community
Chapel. Whatever the future does
bring, the Old Church still stands
strong and ready to serve in any ca-
pacity that may be asked of it.
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WELL.... CAN JOHNNY READ? ?
Several years ago there was much
discussion over a book called, Why
Johnny Can't Read. Today more dis-
cussion is arising as a result of another
question: why can't Johnny read Latin
(especially after studying it for four
or six years). As someone has re-
marked, "Our greatest education ac-
complishment is to give our students
so many years of Latin and manage
to teach them so little." All agree some-
thing must be done. But what? One
answer is to revise completely our
present methods of teaching Latin.
Since new methods of teaching mod-
ern languages have been so success-
ful, why cannot the fundamental
pedagogical principles underlying these
methods be applied to Latin to attain
the same or at least comparable re-
sults? The purpose of this article will
be to show briefly how this is being
done, first by describing the funda-
mental pedagogical principles of the
new methods, and then by showing how
they are applied to Latin.
Principles
Perhaps the most basic principle is
that the fundamentals of a language
must be mastered through speech.
Even if one desires only to read the
language, the mastery of the structure,
the sound system, and the vocabulary
must be through speech. In fact, it
is extremely doubtful whether one can
really read the language without first
mastering it orally. To acquire practical
ability in a language, therefore, the
sound system of that language must
first be mastered.
The second principle is that no two
languages have the same sound sys-
tem. The student will, therefore, have
difficulty in those areas in which the
language he wishes to learn differ from
his own. The so-called traditional
methods usually point out the similar-
ities between the two languages. The
new methods insist that we must
rather teach the students the contrasts
which the new language has with his
own. This demands that the structure
o0 both languages be carefully examin-
ed to find out the various contrasts
between them.
Once the contrasts between the two
languages have been analyzed and de-
termined then suitable materials must
be chosen which will bring out these
contrasts, which brings us to the next
point.
The third principle is that to learn
a language is to acquire skill and
facility in using the structural patterns
of the new language, especially where
of practice drills in these basic struc.
tures of the language are given. They
provide for enough repetition of each
basic pattern to form a habit, and are
arranged in such a way that they will
progress from the more fundamental
structures up through the whole sys-
tem of the new language.
To form this habit in the new
language the student must be given
abundant opportunities, and if neces-
sary even be forced, to recognize and
reproduce the basic elements of the
language until he has acquired facility
in doing so. Then he passes on to the
next item and the next, until all has
been mastered.
To apply these principles in the
classroom the use of the language
laboratory is very helpful. The pro-
ponents of this new method consider
it the most effective means of teaching
,and learning a second language. The
tapes present the language as a spoken
language, not as a written language.
The constant repetition of basic struc-
tures to which the students must re-
spond by either reproducing or chang-
ing them helps the student in the ac-
quisition of the habits proper to the
new language. The tapes also provide
abundant drill material and can pro-
vide it at the students own individual
rate of progress.
Application
When these principles are applied
to the teaching of Latin several fea-
tures appear that make it consider-
ably different from the traditional
methods. Perhaps the best way of
pointing out these differences is to
describe how a class might be taught
with this new method. It might go
something like this. Ai slide or a draw-
ing of some life situation would be
shown and the Latin vocabulary for
the various elements of the picture
given: the objects, 'the actions, quali-
ties, etc. Using these words the teach-
er would explain some basic structure
of the language, e. g. the use of ad-
jectives by means of sentence diagram-
ming. From ,this explanation a few
fundamental rules are derived. Then a
number of basic sentences are given
which illustrate the rules and the stu-
dent is drilled in these, in Latin, until
he understands and can apply the rule.
In the language laboratory during
study period there is more drill with
these basic sentences until some facili-
ty is acquired in using the new struc-
ture. Back n ,the classroom next day
the teacher may play a tape with the
Latin questions the student had drilled
the answers. The students are ex-
pected to understand the questions
and be able to answer them in Latin.
Or he may show them again the pic-
ture he began with and ask questions
about it in Latin, which the students
are to answer in Latin. Or to stimulate
a more personal use of the structures
drilled he could call on a student to
explain the picture in his own words, in
Latin, of course.
When one basic Latin structure is
learned in this way the next is begun.
Once all the basic structures are mas-
tered the student should be able to
express himself in Latin with a fair
amount of facility and read at least
the easier Latin texts. This foundation
is built upon by giving the students
large amounts of Latin to read, at first
fairly easy, then progressively more
difficult. The Latin is not translated
unless necessary; comprehension is
tested by asking a series of questions,
in Latin, about the passage. If the
student can answer them he under-
stands the passage, even though he
may not be able to explain everything
about it as yet.
Evaluation
This method has many good points.
Most of those who are really intro-
duced to it quickly become its enthu-
siastic supporters. The whole California
province of Jesuits, for instance, adopt-
ed it in all their schools. But it also
has its critics. There are those who say:
the laverage teacher doesn't have the
training in linguistics that seems neces-
sary for teaching this method; there
are too many mechanical devices; it is
only effectively used with students
who have a background in linguistics;
the older methods are better if used
properly by competent teachers; the
humanistic objctives the older methods
achieve are impossible with this new
one because of its insistence on cover-
ing as much material as possible in
the shortest time; we are teaching hu-
man beings, not animals, 'and as a re-
sult this mechanistic stimulus-response
method is an insult to man's rational
nature. These and many other objec-
tions could be raised. But if we are
to approach the problem of teaching
Latin honestly these new methods
must be carefully studied and eval-
uated. One must lay aside prejudices,
consider the problem objectively, and
be prepared, if necessary, to reform
completely his ideas about teaching
Latin in the face of facts. Only in this
way can we solve the problem of why
Johnny knows so little Latin after
in the language laboratory but without
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"Why do you Vincentians
have so much devotion to
Mary?" This startling ques-
tion was posed to ore of our
studnets as he was showing
some visitors around the
seminary grounds at Perry-
ville. To any son or daughter
of St. Vincent de Paul the
answer to this question is ob-
vious. Mary is the mother of
our community. Just as our
love for our earthly mother
is something personal so too
our devotion to Mary is some-
thing personal and we do not
usually want to speak about
it. But is good at times for
us to consder the basis for this
special love and devotion we
have to Mary as Vincentians.
When St. Vincent founded
our Double Family during the
first half of the seventeenth
century he inculcated in his
children a great love of Mary
especially under the title of
the Immaculate Conception.
In those days there was not
the widespread devotion to
Mary under this aspect which
we have in the modern day
Church. The dogma of Mary's
Immaculate Conception had
not been defined and there
was much controvery on this
point among the Church's the-
ologians. In spite of this fact
our Vincentian family continued to maintain this devotion
to Mary given to us by St. Vincent.
In 1830 a series of events occurred which were to change
the history of our family. On July 18th the Blessed
Mother appeared to a novice sister of the Daughters of
Charity at their motherhouse in Paris. This sister is known
to the world as St. Catherine Laboure. In this first vision
Mary told Catherine that a special mission would be en-
trusted to her and her religious family. It is significant
that this is the only recorded instance of a vision in which
the Blessed Mother allowed anyone to touch her. Mary
sat in a chair in the sanctuary of the sisters' chapel and
Catherine knelt before her with her hands on Mary's lap.
This was to be a sign of the continual maternal affection
that Mary has had for the Vincentian family. Mary pre-
dicted that great sorrows would come to the Church but
St. Vincent's communities would be protected and grow in
numbers.
The following November Mary appeared again to
Catherine and gave to her the medal of the Immaculate
Conception. We are all familiar with these details and the
spread of devotion to the Miraculous Medal throughout
the world. What is striking is the fact that out of all the
great orders and congregations of the Catholic Church, Mary
chose the little family of St. Vincent to carry out this
heavenly commission. In 1830
the community was just be-
ginning to recover from the
disorders which had plagued
France since the French
Revolution and it numbered
only a few thousand priests,
brothers and sisters. The gift
of the medal was a prophecy
of the community's future de-
velopment.
Today the Vincentian fam-
ily carries on the tradition of
devotion to Mary Immaculate.
All our community exercises
open with the threefold invo-
cation-O Mary, conceived
without sin, pray for us. In
our houses there are shrines,
grottos and altars dedicated
to her. And following the pre-
scription of our rule each one
of us has some daily act of
devotion to Mary.
If we as Vincentians have
the obligation to make Mary
Immaculate known, as Ameri-
can Vincentians we have an
even graver obligation. For
Mary of the Immaculate Con-
ception is the Patroness of thle
United States. To spread de-
votion to the Miraculous Med-
al among American Catholics
an Association of the Miracu-
lous Medal has been es-
tablished in the Eastern and Western Provinces. There is
a national Miraculous Medal novena band, composed of
priests of both provinces, which preaches solemn novenas
throughout the country. Besides their own private aposto-
late many of our sisters and priests are active in such
groups as the Legion of Mary and the Children of Mary.
It is because of these organizations that you will find the
Miraculous Medal hanging from the neck of a Madison
Avenue executive, an Alabama sharecropper or a California
housewife. The success which Americans have had in help-
ing to bring America to Christ through Mary is symbolized
in our national shrine of the Immaculate Conception in
Washington, D. C. A shrine built not because of miracles
but because of love.
It is easy to note external manifestations of love for
Mary. But it is impossible to describe what Mary means
to each one of us. Perhaps St. Catherine Laboure is our
best example of a true Vincentian love for Mary. When the
Blessed Mother appeared to her she knelt at Mary's knees
and poured out her desires and needs as well as; those of
her community, Church and country. Each one of us, the
overworked priest, the unappreciated brother, the discour-
aged sister, the doubtful seminarian, goes to Mary. Not only
do we receive the things we need through her intercession
but also we are assured of her continual love and protection
(Please Turn to Page Ten, Column Three)
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THE HISTORY OF THE VINCEN
With the death of Bishop Quinn the
foes of Christianity have finally des-
troyed the last Vincentian missionary
leadership in China. For our late
Bishop was the last of a trio of
Vincentian Bishops that guided our
missionary activities in the once-held
China mainland. We are taking this
opportunity to recall to mind the
herioc work of these three men.
The Vicariate of Yukiang in North-
ern Kiangsi, China, was entrusted to
the Western Vincentian Province by
the Holy Father in 1922, when it was
seen that a war torn Europe was
unable to furnish the nreeded manpower
for care of the Chinese Catholics.
Southern Kiangsi had been turned
over to the Eastern Ptovince just two
years before. Prior to the assignment
of the former, missionary work was
,aimed at ,the home missions alone.
What their capabilities would be in
the foreign fields remained to be
seen. But Holy Mother the Church had
been given the command; and the
Provincial, the Very Reverend Thomas
Finney, C.M., issued a plea to every
house for volunteers.
It is said that eight out of ten
priests responded to the call. Such
enthusiasm was a good sign for the
future of the missions. From the large
number of volunteers, the first three
missionaries were selcted on November
7, the Feast of Blessd John Gabriel
Perboyre, the first beatified Martyr of
China. The men chosen for the task
were the Very Reverend John M. La-
velle, President of St. Thomas Semi-
nary, Denver; Revernd Edward T.
Sheehan, Prefect of the A postolic
School at Cape Girardeau; and Rev-
erend Paul B. Misner, Moral Theology
professor at Kenrick Seminary. Having
set sail near the end of January, 1923,
the trio arrived at the Catholic Mis-
sion at Anjen, Kaingsi, on March 1,
1923. The Yukiang Vicariate was then
in the hands of the Right Reverend
Louis Clerc-Renaud, C.M. His jurisdic-
tion covered 17,000 square miles and
cared for 24,000 Catholics out of the
itotal population of 5,000,000 Chinese.
Unfortunately Father LaVelle, who
had been in poor health even before
reaching Anjen, was hospitalized and
then advised to return to the United
States. Fathers Sheehan and Misner at
FRONT PAGE
The picture featured on page one of
this issue represents Our Lady of the
Miraculous Medal appearing to St.
Catherine Laboure. This terra cotta
figure surmounts the Blessed Mother's
altar in the church of the Most Prec-
ious Blood in Denver. (Photo by Tu-
once undertook the tedious task of
learning the native language. But just
,handling the langauge was not the
only demand; they had to learn a new
way of life. What they were to ex-
perience would not only be the basis
of their own missionary work, but
would also be the foundation of the
entire Oriental Mission of the Western
Province. Throwing themselves into the
daily routine of their companion
Chinese priests, they donned the robes
of a Chinaman and took up their
chop sticks. And as a result of their
first five missionary months, Father
Misner and Father Sheehan overcame
the language barrier, won the hearts
and confidence of many Chinese, and
were finally appointed to their respec-
tiv posts. Father Misner was chosen to
be the Director of the Major Seminary
in Kienchangfu, where he was told
to hold that position until a severe
illness forced him to return to Ameri-
ca in 1925.
Father Sheehan was appointed the
assistant pastor to Father Verdini, an
Italian confrere, in Jaochow. He and
Father Misner dreaded the separation;
but the promise of another group of
Americans and their missionary duties
made the time pass quickly. And in
November, 1923, Fathers James Lewis,
James Coyle, and Henry Altenburg ar-
rived at the Central House of Anjen.
Bishop Clerc-Rlenaud assigned Father
Lewis to work with Father Sheehan
and the other two were sent to the
Major Seminary with e acbier Misner.
Besides teaching the catechumens
and teaching the clerical students,
Charity of Christ demanded our mis-
sioners to give fundamental instruc-
tions on physical hygiene and morals.
Due to many centuries of pagan in-
fluence human life meant very iintle
to the Chinese. Since only the male
could perform a sacred act and trans-
mit the family name, it was the desire
of every Chinese to have a son. Girls
were held in slight estimation by their
parents and consequently were killed.
All infants, deformed or defective at
birth, were immediately put to death.
In many villages the boys outnumbered
the girls four to one. Thus a major job
of the Vincentians and Daughters of
Charity was to rescue abandoned
babies and teach young mothers how
to care for and love their children. Or-
phanages and clinics were established
at strategic posts. But the greatest
weapon was Christian example and in-
fluence so that the Chintese could see
.how natural it was to love God and
all His creatures. Thus in time all the
instructing the converts, caring for
the orphared children, and giving mis-
sions throughout Kiangsi.
In 1925 Father Leo Moore and
Father William Ward were sent to
China and thence to the Seminary
in Kienchangfu while Father Misn;er
returned to the States to recuperate
from a serious illness. . And when
Father .Verdini was transferred from
his pastorate in Jaochow, Bishop
Clerc-Renaud assigned Father Sheehan
to fill the vacancy. Father is said to
have loved his parishioners too much.
Like St. Vincent charity seemed to
be the only word he knew. He won the
hearts of every Chinese a legendary
example of a true Shepherd. His
fondest pastime was to spend a few
moments with the little Chinese boys
and girls, especially the orphans. He
would tell them stories and amuse
them with tricks. Being an ardent base-
ball fan, his favornie stunt was to throw
stones high in the air, almost out of
sight. But as the years passed and the
old Chinese would relate the tales of
this typical Don Bosco, an innocent
listener would seem to think that the
rocks never returned to earth. Bishop
Clerc-Renaud overlooked the impetu-
ous moments of the young priest and
admired his zeal and love for souls and
his administrative ability; for the mis-
sioner was also the Superior of the
American Missionary Vincentians.
Bishop Clerc-Renaud retired in 1929
and suggested Father Sheehan as his
successor. The humble son of St. Vin-
rilli.)
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cent obeyed the mandate of the Holy
See and at once undertook the task
of resisting military intrusions on
Vicariate functions. The Communists
were beginning to infiltrate North
Kiangsi; but Bishop Sheehan's mis-
sions were primarily plagued by the
,ever-moving National soldiers and the
roving groups of Chinese bandits.
Throughout his whole administration
he fought for the good of his flock
and beloved orphans while these
troops continued to plunder the spa-
cious schools and mission houses, ideal
for barracks. His own life was threat-
ened many times; and it was only
through the intercession of the Little
Flower that he always seemed to find
a way out of danger.
As the new Vincentian Superior,
Father Misner returned to Crina in
1930 with Father Louis Bereswill and
Father Thomas Murphy. And in turn
Bishop Sheehan sailed to America
for a short visit. In his memorable stay
at the Barrens, he was entertained by
the Students, played softball with the
Novices, and enjoyed what he felt
was his last meeting with many of
his confreres. Out of the fourteen
young Vincentians whom he ordained
to the holy priesthood, he was given
three for his own diocese in Kiangsi.
The three zealous, young priests were
Fathers Stephen Dunker, Fred Lewis,
and Paul Lloyd. So it was back to the
China interior and back to work with
the mission parishes and orphans. Due
to the annoyances of the National
soldijers, bandits, and Communists,
many Chinese seminarians were dis-
couraged from God's call. But their
missionary teachers were never idle;
they were building or operating schools,
chapels, and orphanages between
classes and the encounters with the
soldiers.
Two years after returning to China
Bishop Sheehan caught pneumonia
and died in the arms of Fatner Mis-
ner. Father had just recovered from
the same sickness and had been in
care of episcopal affairs. Several
months later he was chosen to suc-
ceed his dear friend and confrere. He
insisted that he was incapable of the
duties of the office; but his ambition
proved differently. Prior to his conse-
cration Fathers Wendelin Dunker,
Thomas Smith and Charles Quinn were
sent to China. Still Bishop Misner
sought more men. And the Very Rev-
erend Provincial, Father Winne, as-
signed two more groups to the Yukiang
Vicariate. In 1935 Fathers Vincent
Smith, Vandenberg, Abbott, and Lynn
sailed. And in the following year
Father Leo Fox and Father George
Yager arrived. At that time Bishop
Misner was aided by about twenty-
four native Chinese priests, twenty
Americans, several Europeans, and the
Daughters of Charity, both native and
American to care for the orphanages,
schools, and old folks' homes. There
were twenty-four parish Churches and
over 100 chapels on the mission routes.
Bishop Misner came to America for
more, help but quickly returned when
he was informed that the Japanese had
enterd his Vicariate. He arrived at
Hongkong only to discover that all
communications were cut off from the
Interior. But he rented a plane at a
premium price and took the chance
of flying over no man's land. He found
much death and destruction and an-
other task for his missioners: war
refugees. The good Bishop quickly con-
verted his own residence to a shelter
for bombed out women and children.
Fortunately few Churches were des-
troyed by the Japanese. In the city of
Yukiang Father Thomas Smith averted
,enemy bombers by painting an Ameri-
can flag on the roof of his Church.
Once again death visited the
Bishopric. The many worries were the
main cause of Bishop Misner's sudden
death. On entering the village of
Yushan, the Bishop gave his blessing
to his children awaiting confirma-
tion ceremonies and fell dead at the
gate of the first house of the village.
It was All Souls' Day, 1938.
The Holy Father appointed Father
Charles Quinn to succeed Bishop Mis-
ner. Although the appointment was
not given until May, 1940, he had been
in charge of the Vicariate since the
Bishop's death. Very Reverend Father
Winne strengthened the missions with
eight more priests before the Pacific
became hostile waters to American
ships. In 1939 Fathers Glynn, Stein,
Charles Murphy, Kunz, DesLauriers,
and Mahoney, all just ordained, were
sent to Kiangsi. And in the next year
Father Norman Miller and Father
Kraff joined them.
Bishop Quinn guided his flock and
missioners well during the war years.
He was also a great aid to many
pagans and soldiers. He and several of
his priests helped many of the Jim-
mie Doolittle flyers to safety after they
were forced down on return from the
historic Tokyo raid in 1942. And once
the Bishop was forced to flee to the
hills with 200 orphan girls when the
Japanese again invaded the province in
retaliation for the help given to the
airmen.
His personal reward as well as his
missioners' was a shock to the whole
world. Half of the Americans were
ousted or forced to return to America
because of bad health. Destruction to
the mission houses, Churches, Chinese
homes and families was plentiful. And
the Communists were negotiating f?r
the betrayal of the government. Bishop
Quinn requested more financial aid and
manpower. Just after the war Fathers
Harold Guyot, Hartrick Sullivan, and
Jacob Johnson were sent into the
ravaged Interior. In 1948 Father Step-
hen Dunker returned with three vet-
(Please turn to page nine at the bottom)Fathers Fox and DesLauriers with their hands full
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AFTER TWENTY-FIVE YEARS
Fr. Martin O'Malley preaching on the occasion of the dedication of the chapel
trailor on May Day at the Barrens.
In the summer of 1935 five Vincen- fessor would face in trying to train
tian priests began a work that was laymen for such a work, it was decided
intended to bring the Word of God to organize priests to carry on the work
to the inhabitants of Missouri's rural and so it was.
districts where, in the past, little had the early summer months
been done to bring the truths of the 1935 two units were organized. TheCatholic aithn i t 1935 two units were organized. TheCatholic Faith and to dispel te strong first, composed of Fathers Lester Fallon
and deep-seated prejudices against and Joseph McIntyre, began its
the Church. During that summer these mission in the town of Lutes-
five priests travelled into the non- ville, Missouri on June twenty-
Catholic areas of southern Missouri, first and the other, made up
set up a pulpit under the open sky, of Fathers Frederick Coupal and
and preached the doctrines of the Joseph Daspit, working in the Diocese
Catholic Church to all who cared to of St. Joseph, Missouri, began a few
listen. nights later.
This was not a new idea. It dated
back to the days of Christ Himself
when He and His Apostles travelled
through Palestine teaching the crowds
in the cities, on the seashore, and on
the mountainsides. The idea of street-
preaching here in the United States
had its conception in England. While
visiting London in the early 1930's a
Vincentian Father and :'a priest-
friend of his witnessed the Catholic
Evidence Guild in action. Here was a
group of well-trained laymen explain-
ing the doctrines of Christ to the
crowds that gathered in the parks or
on the street corners. Seeing the in-
terest which the listeners manifested,
the two priests asked themselves why
such a work could not be carried on
in the United States.
In the summer of 1934 these two
priests gave their first outdoor mis-
sion in the streets of a small town
in Oklahoma. The mission was a suc-
cess and thus the work of the Catholic
Motor Missions was begun.' Realizing
the difficulties which a seminary pro-
Thus these modern missionaries be-
gan a new form of apostolate in the
United States. Substituting a small
truck, a folding pulpit, a loud-speaker
system, and a supply of pamphlets for
the staff and sandals of the first mis-
sionaries, these twentieth centry apos-
tles set out with no less zeal to carry
out the command of their Master, "Go
and teach all men."
The work was given the blessing of
the late Cardinal Glennon of the
Archdiocese of St. Louis and was sup-
ported by the Knights of Columbus
of Missouri along with funds procured
by the Motor missionaries themselvkes
during the months preceding the first
mission.
Seeing the success with which thle
early motor missions were blessed dur-
ing their first summer and realizing
the immense good which could come
from the Catholic Motor Missions, the
work was expanded and within the
next few years Motor Missions were
being conducted in Illinois, Missouri,
Colorado, and Nebraska by eleven units
each staffed by two priest or by one
priest assisted by two subdeacons.
As time went on it was seen that
much more good could come of the
Catholic Motor Missions if there were
some means of following up with
further instructions for those who
manifested an interest in the Catholic
Church during the course of the street
missions. To fill this need Father Les-
ter Fallon, C.M. founded the Catholic
Correspondence Courses. Far from be-
ing a work of minor importance, the
Correspondence Courses have bpecome
the means of spreading the Word of
(Please Turn to Bottom of Page 9)
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THE OOMMUNITY SEMINARIES
Perryville
The Cardinal Mindzenty Foundation, an
organization dedicated to combating Oom-
munism with knowledge and facts, presented
a Clinic on Communism here Sat., April 50.
The program opened at 8:50 a.m. with "•om-
munism Is a Disease ".a movie interview
with Dr. Fred Q. Schwarz, Australian
authority on Communist theory. At 9:00
Fr. Stephen Dunker lectured on "Some Basic
Principles, Techniques and Tactics 6f Com-
munism." Fr. Dunker is a founder and pre-
sent chairman of the Mindzenty Foundation0
"Ferreting out Communists," a tape record-
ing by Mr. Richard Arens, Staff Director
of the House Un-American Activities Com-
mittee, was played at 10800, followed by
a coffee break and then "The Cold War In-
side America,s  a lecture by Mrs. Fred
Schlafly, Jr., Harvard graduate and author
on Communism
After lunch, Mr. Thomas Younglove spoke
on "My Experiences as a Comm=iist for the
F.BI.,"$ probably the talk with the great-
est inherent interest value, Miss Eleanor
Schlafly.s lecture, "Will South America Be
Next?," c.losed the lecture program, but the
speakers remained for over an hour for
questions and informal discussions. Besides
the faculty, students, and novices, the
Daughters of Charity and lay people attended
this clinico
Fr. Kwakman, of this house, and Fro
Oo 1lly, of Denver, attended the American
Catholic Philosophical Association convention
in St. Louis during the Easter recesso
Lemont
Fro Haley will direct a vocational work-
shop for about 100 eighth graders and fresh-
men-to-be at the seminary June 19-25- The
purpose of the workshop will be to encourage
the students enrolled for next year in their
vocation, and to provide the eighth graders
with an opportunity to formulate some ideas
about their own vocation and seminary life.
Fr. Haley will be assisted by some of the
seminarians in the running of the workshop.
The DeAndrein
MAJOR SEMINARIES ardinal Glennon College
Denver-
Fr.o F.e has been nominated to mem-
bership in Phi Alpha Theta, the national
honor society for history. . . Fr'. Frank
Murphy attended the convention Qf' the t
National Council of English Teachers in
Cleveland March 29,April 2.•.. , Fr.~ :T.
Conhnoll conducted .the annual Day of Re
collection for the •aQtholio. Physicians'
Guild at the seminary March 27,.i
Fr' Riley, Provincial Dean of Studies,.
reviewed with the faculty :du rg March
their self-evaluative study in preparation
for North Central acoreditation, This
study is to be submitted to the:North 0en-
tral this summ.er
At the 6th annual. conventio.n of the
Oatholic Gollege Teachers g of Sacred- Doc-
trine, held in hn C icago in April, Fr:IVawter
spoke on "Genesias .and tthe'Cat'holi ollege
Teacher of Sacred Doctrine." At the NOEA
convention in Ohicaago, •he.- p:esented :a
paper on "The Integration of Theology
with the New Testament.' :containing 'a
number of positive suggestions for :i
proving text and teaching in the theo-
logy courses • . Another C :IM speaking at
the convention was Fr:.: rdan, of Glennon
College, St. Louis, whose topi was "The
Use of the Library by Teachers and Stud"-
ents. .
. :. " .i. .1  • :^ .' .. 
San Antonio .
On April 5, the Josephine Sisters at
Assumption Seminary- :ommemorated the 50th
anniversary: of the .death of their fouder
Fr. Vilaseca, C. MA, by attending a special
Solemn High Mass in .the Seminary Chapel 4
Founded in 1872 in Mexico: ity, the Con-
gregation today has .90 houses, mostly
schools and hospitals, and 1500 members.
In the United States, they operate the
domestic departments of four seminaries
and one university. ....
On April 1, the North Central Associa-
tion officially accredited : Cardinal
Glennon College. This is the conclusion
of work begun many years agoo
Work is underway on the reconstruction
of one of the gymnasiums into part of the
library facilities. It is hoped that the
renovation, which will increase the book
capacity to eighty or ninety thousand, will
be completed by Septembero
MINOR SEMINARIES
San Antonio
A ton and a quarter of sausage was
served at a country sausage dinner held in
conjunction with an open house at St , Johns
on April 24, The purpose of the dinner was
to raise money for the chapel fund The
chapel fund drive, begun just recently, is
receiving interest from many sources, ful-
filling the hope of the Seminary Club, under
Fr. Hoernig's moderation, which inaugurated
it.o So far over $4,000 has been collected
from donations and the sale of ticketsa A
business menIs organization is being formed
to support the drive. Brooks, Lackland and
Randolph Air Force Bases have volunteered to
give their entire Sunday collection in the
near future and several parishes have follow-
ed suit.o
The drive is receiving publicityo The
Alamo Messenger, the archdiocesan paper, ran
a feature article on "The Seminary Without
a Chapel," mentioning'that St oJohn's has
never had.a permanent chapel, and is prob-
ably the only seminary in the whole hemi-
sphere with a chapel building over 200 years
oldo The "chapel" referred to is Mission Con-
ceptioz, built in-1751o It has the reput-
ation of being the best preserved mission
in the southwest. Yet it was built as a
mission and is' hardly an apt chapel for
seminarians in the 20th century.
Page S.ix
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San Antonio cont'd THE PARISHES
News of the confreress Fr. Leonard
gave a series of 'alks on vocations, a
Lenten series, and a day of recollection
at local parishes; also a day of recol.-
lection for the youth of the deanery at
Sequin, Texas. 0o Fr, OConnor conducted
a day of recollection for the youth groups
at St. Anthony's parish.
San Fernando
His Eminence, Cardinal Mclntyre,
brought the Apostolic Delegate, Eggedio
Vagnozzi, to visit the seminary April lo
After they had toured the seminary and
the mission, the Delegate addressed the
student body, and the party departed for
a visit to the major seminary at Camarillo,
550 boys applying for entrance into
the seminary took the entrance exam on
April 9. (The seminary's total enroll-
ment is only a little over 500.) 290 of
the applicants were eighth graders, the
remaining forty, transfer students,
At San Fernando on Easter Monday,
there was an educational meeting for the
three minor minir s naries of the Pacific
Coast Vice-Province, with representatives
of each in attendance.
Tucson
Fathers Mahoney, Dowd, and McCarthy
attended the educational conference in
L.A. over the Easter holidays. . . Fro
Mahoney spoke before the Clergy Conference
in Phoenix on "Sanctity and the Priest-
hood."
In early April Fr, Housey served as
a substitute for the chaplain of St. Mary's
Hospital, who was ill. . Fr, McCarthy
gave a talk for the sisters ,of that hos-
pital on April 5,
New Orleans - St. Joseph's
It is hoped that the air conditioning
of the church will be completed before the
end of the summer. Then watch attendance
rise.
Fro. Hyml gave the principal talk at
the spring meeting of the Cape Alumni. His
topic was his recent trip to Texas in search
of a site for the southern "Cape."
Plans are being laid for the celebration
of Fr. Miget s twenty-fifth jubilee at the
end .of May. -The actual date of the jubilee
is June 15o
Fr. Dicharry was in Bay St. Louis, Miss.,
in early April for a three-day retreat to
the high school girls there, and later in
the month went to Baton Rouge to give a day
of recollection.
St. Joseph s will have its "Sparkling"
May Festival on May 15-16. A parishioner.
died and left the parish a $1,000 diamond
ring. This will be "given" away; thus the
title of the festival.
With the help of Mr. Tim Leaumont, Fr.
Hug is coaching the grammar school softball
team, aiming, first of all, at a victory
over Fr. Pittman t s team from St. Stephen's,
St. Louis- St. Vincent's
Fr. Lgyn is to have his silver jubilee
Mass.and celebration at St. Vincent's on
May 22. Later in the summer, he will cele-
brate it in Chicago. A full article on the
jubilarians will appear next month, with
whatever details we can gather of their
observances of the jubilee,
Pae, SevenM
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DE PAUL
A number of Vincentians figured promin
ently in the NCEA national convention held
in Chicago during Easter week. Fro 0omer-
ford O'Malley served as a member .of the
advisory committee on convention arrange-
ments. Fathers Kammer and Munster were
both on the participation committee.
The April 20 business session was pre-
ceded by a Mass for the national executive
committed in the chapel of Our Lady of the
Miraculous Medal at DePaul University,
On the 21st, Fr. OIMalley celebrated the
Mass which began the activities of the day.
Fr. Bruce Vawter and Fr 4 Thomas Jordan
delivered addresses at the convention,
Representatives of most of the educa-
tional houses of the province attendedo
Among them weres Fatherjs DaQnagher, .Gaydo
Vawter; Kenneally; .Dicharr, A. Falanga
Fischer; Ooerver, pzy; Riley Jordan; D.
an; Virgets, Orowley; Schulte, Qulligan;'
Hoa; Leonard Fathers Wangle r, Kammer
Richardson, Munster, and many others from
DePaul,.
$42,000 worth of scholarships were
awarded to the 15 winners of DePaulls
scholarship examination, in which 575
students competed. One of the winners
was a DePaul Academy student, Another
series .of scholarship examinations were
given April 5 at'DePaul s annual Science
Open House, with three full-year tuition
grants awarded to the winners.
AROUND THE WORLD
Marillao ollege .' .
Marillao College received full accred-
itation by North Central on April 1, Ob-
served the examiners, *It is evident that
the climate, the stimuli and the motivation
necessary for genuine intellectual life are
present hereso o . The students seem to
be both genuine and enthusiastic in their
searching for knowledge. The faculty has
assumed an appropriate responsibility for
the promotion of scholarship. The total
program of the college is efficiently or-
ganized to permit the achievement of its
purpose.
Cardinal Valeri, Prefect of the Sacred
Congregation of Religious, has praised Mar-
illac College, and the concept of a cooper-
ative college for nunsk in a letter to Sister
Catherine Sullivan, Visitatrix of the Daugh-
ters' Western Province. The college has a
staff made up of sisters from 15 U.S. com-
munities, with a student body as widely
representative. The Cardinal says this coop-
erative effortf is s a •o.ree- proof of the
solidarity and spirit existing among reli-
gious institutes, and stated that the col-
lege "corresponds fully to the desires of
the Hely See,'
Niagara, New York
Construction on a new science building
for Niagara University will begin soon The
new structure will accommodate the three
basic sciences, biology, chemistry and phy-
sics, and will form one side of a future
academic quadrangle planned for this Eastern
Province Vinoentian university. St... John's
Uo of Brooklyn is in the midst of a $10,000,
000 building program.
Chiago
The Daughters of Charity, with six houseQ
in Chicago (Marillac House, DePaul Settlement,
St. Vincent.s Orphanage, La Charite, St. Pat-
rickls School, and St. Joseph's Hospital)
are planning a solemn observance of the ter-
centenary on June 19,
Albert Cardinal Meyer will celebrate the
Pontifical Mass at downtown St. Peterss Ohurch;
Fr. Oomerford 0 Malley will preach. After-
wards there will be brunch at the Terrace
Casino of the Morrison Hotel, to which over
5,000 will be invited,
Paze Eih~lit
PICTURES OF BISHOP QUINN'S FUNERAL
Casket En Route To The Church
The recent death of our beloved
confrer;e, Bishop Charles Quinn, has
dealt a severe blow to the Catholic
Church in the Orient. Although Bishop
Quinn had been deprived of residence
in his Vicariate for the past decade,
he remained Vicar Apostolic of Yu-
kiang (Kiangsi, China) until his
death. But by the grace of God he
was allowed to die among his Catho-
lic Chinese who sought freedom from
Atheistic Communism by fleeing to
the island of Formosa. Bishop Quinn
was granted permission to work with
the refugees in 1955. The Vincentians
The casket measured four feet in
height, eight feet in length and four
feet in width resting in the church.
of the Western Province who helped
staff his Vicariate in China were as-
signed to the Formosa Missions short-
ly after being ousted from the main-
land in 1952. The Bishop had. been in
contact with his people behind the
bamboo curtain up to his death; and
he helped many begin life anew on
Formosa. And although God contin-
ually allowed a fruitful harvest on the
little island, Bishop Quinn had sincere-
ly hoped to return to the previous duty
assigned to the American Vincentians
several decades ago by the Holy Father.
AFTER TWENTY-FIVE YEARS (Continued)
God through the mail to thousands of
people here and abroad since their in-
ception in 1937.
At this point one might ask, "Just
what is the purpose of the Motor
Missions and how successful have they
been?" To answer this first ques-
tion let us quote the words used by the
priest in Lutesville on that first motor
mission in 1935.
"You are wondering, no doubt," he
said, "why we are here. We have come
to explain the Catholic religion to you
-what Catholics believe--how they
worship. ... .We are not here to
make Catholics out of you. . . But we
have come to inform you what the
Catholic Church really teaches and to
answer any questions that you may
want to put to us . . . ."
How successful have the Catholic
Motor Missions been? The fruits of
such a work cannot be reckoned in
the number of persons baptized nor
even in the number of people who have
attended the outdoor missions since
1935. However, over the years the
Motor Missions by means of the lec-
tures given and by answering the sin-
cere questions placed in the que stion
boxes at each mission have done much
to dispel prejudice and hatred felt
by so many non-Catholics of the rural
areas toward the Catholic Church and
its members as a result of their ignor-
ance of the true nature of the Church
and its doctrines. It is certain, too,
that in many cases the seeds sown by a
motor-missionary have taken root and
have led many to take the first steps
in answering the Church.
In recent years the Catholic Motor
Missions have continued to use much
the same procedure followed by the
pioneers in the work twenty-five years
ago. Last summer, under the direction
of Rv. Oscar J. Miller, C.M., the Catho-
lic Motor Missions were conducted for
three weeks. During this period five
priests and nine seminarians gave
motor missions in twelve towns of the
Springfield-Cape Girardeau Diocese
and, as in the past, the missions were
most successful. Preparations are once
again under way for Motor Missions
to be given this summer.
Missionaries
(Continued)
eran missioners and four new priests:
Fathers John Murphy, Warren Dichar-
ry, Vincent Kaiser, and Carl Schulte.
At last it seemed that enough men,
money, and prayers were available.
But quietly and swiftly a red veil was
beginning to cover the whole country.
Step by step the self-imposed Com-
munist government took away more
and more freedom of the people and
missioners. The right to say Mass and
practice religion followed usurpation of
property and travelling rights. The case
of the "People versus the American
Imperialists" was gradually coming to
a close. Finally the Bishop and his
missionary priests were put on 'trial'
and were expelled form their' home
in 1951. Will they ever return? Only
God knows.
-
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FATHER EBISCHES ARE HERE
"The love of Christ impels us."
These words of St. Paul to the Corin-
thians have been the motto of the
Daughters of Charity of St. Vincent
de Paul for over throee hundred years.
This motto continues to motivate the
Daughters in their works of nursing,
teaching, and social services. One of
the works which was most dear to St.
Vincent was the visiting of the poor
in their homeps. Today the Daughters
of the Western Province are carrying
on this tradition in their catechetical
and social center at Losoya in the
Archdiocese of San Antonio. Like the
first Daughters who workea in the
slums of Paris these modern day
servants of the poor face many of the
same difficulties and hardships as
well as the same joys. The following
reflections are those of one of these
Daughters who is laboring to make
Christ known to His poor in Texas.
Sometimes statistics seem such drab,
soulless columns of nouns and num-
bers. Mathematics does not reveal the
personality and the human interest
elements. So it is with El Carmen
Mission.
Cold figures may record that four
Daughters of Carity live at El Carmen
and work in four parishes, two of
which are Vincentian. But only the
angel guardians of the said four
Daughters and only the green Ply-
mouth and the gray Ford in which
they travel could tell of how their
charges and occupants are fast ob-
taining a degree in drivers' education;
this, with double majors in map-
reading and dead ends and triple
minors in mud puddles, bumps, and
ruts. Neither do the record sheets re-
veal the thrill which these Daughte's
get, while parish-visiting, when child-
ish voices call out, "Hi, Sister," or
there's the shrill cry of LES MONJI-
TAS--this from the side yards, back
yards, even the roof-tops. How two
Sisters laughed when a little one
answered the door and hurried back
to her mother to announce "Father
Ebisches are here!"
A statistical report might state that
in one parish, St. Leo's, from Novem-
ber, 1958, to November, 1959, 806 fam-
ilies were visited and 84 families were
relieved. Yet, not the hand holding a
mathematical pen but rather the mer-
ciful, outstretched hands of the Good
Shepherd Himself could trace the
workings of His grace in souls. There's
the Polish gentleman who blurted out
to the visiting cornettes, without so
much as asking them to be seated:
"I'm sick of it, I tell you, not being
able to go to the sacraments. Tell e, 
please, how to get straight with God."
Or the old Spanish grandfather:
"What is the use of lying about it?
It's not God I'm scared of. It'. that
priest in the box at St. Leo's." After
forty years "away," he came to know
the peace and joy of a good ounfez-
sion.
While taking the census, the Sisters
found a barefootied little Baptist boy,
alone in his home; to him they gave
a new pair of shoes. His mother re-
turned from shopping and asked the
source of the oxfords. "The Gods
brought 'em," was his response . . .
Hand-in-hand with a little boy and
a little girl, out-of-breath, Sister hur-
ried down the San Antonio street try-
ing to catch the Good Humor man to
give her wee companions the rare treat
of super-duper ice-cream cones.
"They're so good and big! They got
peanuts!" exclaimed the grateful re-
cipients . . . The number of times
Daughters have played with the young-
sters; the number of -times they have
listened to the grown-ups; the num-
ber of a quickly whispered "Come, Holy
Ghost, please be with me for the right
approach"-of these items statistics
could never keep a count!
Worthy of mention, too, is the old
Italian lady who ordered two Daugh-
ters a "pinch of wine" and some apples.
Oh, the back seat is often loaded with
catechetical supplies, used clothing,
canned goods, good will offerings of
peppers, turnip greens, and enchiladas,
potential pecan trees, cactus plants and
sugar cane, and a borrowed rake or
shovel as the Daughters merrily go
about their Father's business and bid
families HASTAS LAS VISTAS in their
best "Mex-Tex."
Each week the Daughters meet ap
proximately 884 public school children
in seven catechetical centers. This term
"center" is indeed a variable factor,
for it may be a beer garden, dance hall,
grocery store, the seats of a bus, or the
decorated parochial school classroom.
During the present season there°'s gen-
eral assembly of the youngsters for the
ceremony of the lighting of the Aid-
vent Wreath. Smaller groups then
study the Jesse Tree and hear the
stories connected with its many sym-
bols; of those Old Testament char-
acters who longied and waited for the
coming of the Christ Child. The natur-
al and supernatural follow-up, of
course, is a self-examen on the. ques-
tion: "How am I preparing for His
coming?" On December 8 the public
high school girls of St. Leo parish
participated in a Living Rosary; they
wore the Miraculous Medal and recited
an Act of Consecration to Our Lady.
No, colorless figures can't begin to
picture the glory of a Texas sunset
or a Texas sunrise; the grandeur of the
stars as four Daughters go across the
road to their snug little yellow and
white bungalow each Wednesday even-
ing after the Miraculous Medal No-
vena; the rainbow display at the
Cementeria on All Souls Day after the
El Carmen parishioners brought flow-
ers for their dear departed; the haunt-
ingly beautiful candlelight procession
of LAS MANANITAS at 5:30 a. m. to
honor Our Lady of Gaudalupe; the
warm glow within a Daughter's heart
as a sixth-grader rewards a bit of
story-telling from the life of St. Paul,
Blessed John Gabriel Perboyre, or St.
Marie Goretti with "Gee, Sister, is
that for real?" Why, there's even
drama and color in the watering of
sticks and the seeming patches of dirt
on the future lawn of El Carman Con-
vent. The sister gardener can always
dream of the pink and blue sweet peas,
the daffodils, and the r;ed and orange
poppies "come next spring."
The old clock tolls nine; all too soon
comes bedtime for the four Daughters
of El Carmen. Not, however, before a
heartfelt: "Thank You, dearest Jesus,
for letting me be here to do Your
work. Please help me to be a good
village girl after Your Sacr'ed Heart
and after the heart of St. Vincent."
MARY
(Continued from Page One)
for this her special family. This is
why the Vincentians have so much
devotion to Mary!
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.- TO OUR MOTHERS AND FATHERS-
What was not given to
angels has been given to
men again and again during
the ordinations of these past
weeks. Present at the cere-
mony whenever humanly
possible, there to see their
son ordained, are the mother
and father. They receive his
first blessing, and then step
out of the way. And pretty
much out of the way they
remain during the coming
weeks.
All day long Ordination
Sunday, people ask the new
priests for their blessings
and kiss the anointed hands.
There is a banquet in the
ordinands' honor. The next
morning the first Mass; a
week later, the first Solemn
Mass and the reception. The
young priest gives a short
talk and is warmly applaud-
ed. From all sides come
congratulations and gifts,
gifts and congratulations.
Relatives send telegrams.
The pastor outdoes himself
in his talk. And always
there, and always in the
background, are the parents.
During that first vacation,
the newly ordained is wined
and dined, frequently in-
eiti dn ut ivrv Ever C.atthoic
family likes a young priest to grace the dinner table. He
is the guest of honor at the K. of C. meeting. There are
articles in the papers, pictures of the gatherings. Always
in the picture, somewhere off to one side, are the mother
and father. "They also serve, who only stand and wait."
This situation is right and yet it is not right. The ordinand
is justly the center of attention; he has been empowered
to perform history's most sacred actions. There is little
recognition here, however, of the large and important role
of the parents in the formation of a priest.
Psychologists tell us that the personality of the person
is formed by the timehem is five. After that, what appear
to be ithe major personality changes are variations within
the same key, improvisations played around the same
basic melody. And who is it that influences the child during
these key five years? Who is it that t shapes the personality
of this boy who is one day to be a priest of God? Almost
exclusively, it is the family, and especially themother and
father.
If his father has a love of nature chances are that his
son may pick it up from him. Far more important, if John,
Sr., is hard-working and understanding, it is not at all
unlikely that His son will follow in his footsteps. "Like
father, like son," is not just a bit of idle twiddle-twaddle.
And when, in God's plans, this son is to be a priest some
day, one who deals with souls, the role of the father
and mother looms as a factor that cannot go- unrecognized.
Msgr. Cardijn, founder of the Young Christian Workers
and called 'the Father of the Modern Lay Apostolate, payed
knew the whole of sacred
history, and I knew it be-
cause my mother taught it
to me. Just as my flesh
comes from her, so does my
mind. You are made by your
mother."
The parental formation
does not end when the son
leaves for the seminary.
Every Tuesday, week in
week out, year in, year out,
there is the letter from home
on the mail table. No earth-
shaking news, but interest,
solicitude, and good humor.
There are dispiriting days in
the seminary as anywhere
else, days when the remain-
ing four or seven or nine
years look impossibly long,
and during those times a
family's encouragement is
heartening. They are behind
you, and sometimes it means
much to have someone be-
hind you. Nor are they be-
hind you in the manner of
political hangers-on. In St.
Vincent's day, that was the
case. Today, however, the
laity's idea of what a priest
should be are very exalted,
especially in our country.
These ideals can be a real
,stimulus, when their ful-
fillment is something ex-
his mother this tribute: "Even before I went to school I
pected and almost taken for granted.
All thru the sometimes trying days of the seminary
they were with him; on the morning of the first Mass
they are there to share the triumph. "We gave him his
body and blood," they can say, "and now he is coming to
give us the Body and Blood of Christ. We gave him life;
he gives us Him Who is the true Life."
They can look back over the numberless, sacrifices that
have led to this Ordination Sunday, the love and attention
given without counting the cost. There were ere themeasles
and the mumps, probably whooping cough or scarlet fever,
broken legs and broken hearts. iAnd there was the tender-
ness and love with which these were cared for. The road to
this day was paved with many such acts of love andgiving
of themselves.
Most of the priests ordained in this area were "depres-
sion babies," brought up in hard times. There were lay-offs,
bread lines, the WPA and the CCC. Raising a family and
keeping it in food in those days were tasks enough, without
worrying about proper training and parental discipline. But
they did worry about discipline and proper up-bringing,
and from those homes of sacrifice we have the priests
of today.
The priests of the next ten years will also have been
raised amidst hardships; they were "war babies." Scarcity
of work was not the problem during the war, but there were
the rations, ,the long work hours, the waiting lines for meat,
the painful separations.
(Please turn to column one, page ten)
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FIRST MASSES
Celebrant: Rev. Ronald King, C.M.
Deacon: Rev. George J. Weber, C.M.
Subdeacon: Very Rev. Frederick Marsch, C.M.
Archpriest: Very Rev. Maurice J. Hymel, C.M.
Preacher: Rev. Stephen J. Ganel, C.M.
Church: St. Joseph's
City: New Orleans, Louisiana
Date: June 12, 1960
Celebrant: Rev. Miguel Valencia, C.M.
Deacon: Rev. Nicolas Herrero, C.M.
Subdeacon: Rev. Michael Boyle, C.M.
Archpriest: Rev. Liras, C.M.
Preacher: Rev. N. Gonzales, C.M.
Church: Our Lady of the Rosary of Talpa
City: Los Angeles, California
Date: June 12, 1960
Celebrant: Rev. Roy Persich, C.M.
Deacon: Very Rev. Nicholas Persich, C.M.
Subdeacon: Rev. Harold Persich, C.M.
Archpriest: Very Rev. Fredrick Marsch, C.M.
Preacher: Very Rev. Maurice Hymel, C.M.
Church: St. Joseph's
City: New Orleans, Louisiana
Date: June 19, 1960
Celebrant: Rev. John Golden, C.M.
Deacon: Rev. Robert J. Kraff, C.M.
Subdeacon: Mr. Kevin W. Lysaght, S.J.
Archpriest: Rev. Stanley J. Reilly
Preacher: Rev. Charles E. Miller, C.M.
M. C.: Mr. Paul L. Golden ,C.M.
Church: St. Emydius
City: San Francisco, California
Date: June 12, 1960
Celebrant: Rev. Francis Agnew, C.M.
Deacon: Very Rev. Charles Rice, C.M.
Subdeacon: Rev. Mr. Hugh O'Donnell, C.M.
Archpriest: Rev. Francis Gagnepain, C.M.
Preacher: Rev. Oscar Miller, C.M.
Church: Assumption
City: Perryville, Missouri
Date: June 12, 1960
Celebrant: Rev. Donald Berkbigler, C.M.
Deacon: Rev. Francis Crowley, C.M.
Subdeacon: Rev. Mr. Joseph Franszczak, C.M.
Archpriest: Rev. Leo Kampman
Preacher: Rev. Ignatius Foley, C.M.
Church: St. Mary's Cathedral
City: Cape Girardeau, Missouri
Date: June 12, 1960
Celebrant: Rev. Theodore Wiesner, C.M.
Deacon: Very Rev. Jeremiah P. Hogan, C.M.
Subdeacon: Rev. Thomas Leavy
Archpriest: Rev. John B. Gerst, S.J.
Preacher: Rev. John Tackaberry, C.M.
Church: St. Francis Xavier
City, Kansas City, Missouri
Date: June 12, 1960
Celebrant: Rev. Donald Spitzka, C.M.
Deacon: Rev. Louis Franz, C.M.
Subdeacon: Rev. John Van Swellenburg
Archpriest: Monsignor Daniel Twomey
Preacher: Rev. Louis Franz, C.M.
Church: St. Philoemne's
City: Sacramento, California
Date: June 19, 1960
Celebrant: Rev. Charles Persil, C.M.
Deacon: Rev. Lee Trapp, C.M.
Subdeacon: Rev. Thomas Thompson
Archpriest: Rev. Edward Holloway
Preacher: Rev. Vernard Fitz-
gerald, C.M.
Church: Queen of Angels
City: Chicago, Illinois
Date: June 12, 1960
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ACCREDITATION AND CARDINAL GLENNON COLLEGE
Before going into the results of the
North Central Association's praise and
criticism of Cardinal Glennon College,
it is necessary to know something about
the evolution of the college itself and
the reasons why accreditation is neces-
sary.
Until 1957, the Archdiocese of Saint
Louis was serviced by two diocesan
seminaries, Kenrick and the Saint
Louis Preparatory Seminary. These
seminaries followed the traditional
formula of 6 and 6, that is, the Prep
had four years of high school and the
first two years of college combined in
lone school. Kenrick began with the
third year of college (first philosophy).
In 1956, construction was begun on a
new high school, with the object of al-
tering the set-up to one more con-
formable with American usage, that is,
four years of high school, then four
years of college completely separate,
followed by the four years of theology.
In the spring of 1957, the high
school department was accredited by
the North Central Association while
it was still combined with the college.
In the following September, the sep-
arate high school was opened, No
further students were graduated from
the college division until it had four
years of classes. From this time until
the end of the school year, June 1959,
the college was known as the Saint
Louis Preparatory Seminary, College
Division. To obviate the difficulties
of confusion with the high school, it
was officially renamed Cardinal Glen-
non College, the name of Prep being
reserved for the high school. The di-
vision of 4,-4-4 was now complete.
Why Accreditation?
The first and most obvious question
is, why accredit a seminary? This was
one of the first questions asked by the
North Central Review board at the
time of accreditation and the ranswer
was, "So that we can stop apologizing
for our students' education." The
Apostolic Exhortation Meenti Nostrae
demands that the education of semi-
narians be not inferior to that of
cultured laymen. In our country at
this time, !accreditation is a standard
criterion for the worth of a college
education. Whatever its draw'backs, it
is an objective testimony to the value
of a seminaran's collegiate preparation.
The other answer to this question is
to be found in the worth of self-ex-
amination. As will Ibe shown, the major
task in accreditation is a close re-
appraisal of the school itself by its own
faculty and administration. Not only
must its philosophy be drawn up, but
every course, every activity, must be
demonstrated to have a place in that
philosophy and as contributing to the
objectives of the school. Self-knowledge
is as indispensable for a school as for
an individual. A self-survey such as
that required by the North Central,
especially when complemented by
searching questions from outsiders, can
be a shattering blow to complacency
about the objectives and ideas of a
seminary and how they are being im-
plemented.
Besides these two advantages, there
are many lesser ones. Students who
leave, of course, are given a great ad-
vantage. Likewise any of the students
who venture on for graduate work or
degrees are helped immensely. Since a
goodly number of the priests ordained
in the Archdiocese of Saint Louis end
up teaching in diocesan high schools,
this is a very important consideration.
The procedures of accreditation may
be considered as remote and proximate.
The former consist mostly of adjust-
ment and accommodation to agency
rules in such matters as records, facul-
ty, library, curriculum, and administra-
tion. The proximate procedures are the
actual self-evaluation and visitation.
Praise and Criticism
The visitation and report of the
examining committee turned up a
number of strengths and weaknesses
in the seminary, many predictable,
some rather surprising. Generally, how-
ever, the comments were very favorable,
both toward the seminary and the
community.
Faculty. Praise of the faculty's teach-
ing, academic preparation and dedica-
tion was very high, though with some
slight reservation about failures to use
audio-visual aids, sand to experiment
with new methodology. There were the
customary questions about research
and publication, but the report express-
ed satisfaction with what was being
done and was at pains to point out
the lack of necessity and incentive for
original research. "Publish or perish"
is not an apt dictum for the com-
munity. The examiners were less kind
toward what they considered inbreed-
ing (most of the faculty members
have their degrees from Catholic Uni-
versity of America or Saint Louis
University), and the lack of any formal
recognition for effective teaching. The
same was true of leaves of absence,
sabbaticals and other matters of this
type. They were also concerned that
the faculty should have secretarial and
student assistance for paper work.
Library. The physical plan was total-
ly unsatisfactory, but the plans for
renovation (which is now going on and
will be completed by September) more
than compensated for it. The exami-
ners were pleased by what amounted
to an unlimited budget. They asked
very pointed questions about the facul-
ty use of the library and how the
librarian rated individual confreres
on their use of it. Father Jordan was
also questioned casually about his own
knowledge of some of the principal
men in the library science field. They
noted that the library was weak in
language, natural science land refer-
ence works, but they did not consider
this a hindrance to accreditation.
The examiners were astounded at
the periodical exchange, especially at
the fact that it is national in scope.
The same was true of the rapidity with
which periodicals were bound and put
on the shelves. They were generally
very strongly impressed by the activity,
zeal and push shown in the library in
general.
Student body. With regard to the
student class load, the examiners-
and their report-were somewhat
equivocal. They seemed to be convinc-
ed that the students had too many
semester hours for too little study
time, that the administration would
either have to reduce student loads or
else force them to use their free time
for class work. However, in their final
summary, they pointed out that the
students are forced to make the best
possible use of their time, that they
have few outside distractions, and that
they have the constant help and guid-
ance of the faculty. So it ended as a
rather mild criticism. However, by way
of experimentation, the seminary stu-
dents are now retiring at 10:30 at night
instead of 10:00.
The examiners were also impressed
by the program whereby the best stu-
dents are selected for special study
at the Catholic University or Rome.
This and the high number of graduates
who have continued their graduate
education, or who have become bishops,
vicars-general, teachers, etc., made a
very profound impression.
In their conversations with the stu-
dents, they left few stones unturned.
What did they think of reading at
table? Isn't it a medieval institution?
How do they reconcile the strict dis-
cipline with the development of in-
dividual responsibility? What are the
school's strong and weak points? Who
are the best teachers? The articulate
answers given by the students were
evidently a strong point in the
seminary's favor, and according to
the report, "the high order of admira-
tion and respect of the student body
for the faculty tends to reinforce the
general conclusion that despite weak-
nesses in the area of research, the
teaching is being done with skill, dili-
gence, vitality and dedication."
The most serious defect among the
students, according to the report, was
the lack of student-sponsored extra-
curricular activities, especially of an
intellectual nature. The two main out-
side interests of the students are
athletics and dramatics, with a minori-
ty interested in classcal music and
opera.
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PROGRESS IN
". .. I have been unable to, arrive
at any alternative other t ha n
the demolition of the presently exist-
ing structure, and its replacement of
a modern fireproof one. . ." With this
announcement in January, 1954, from
the office of the Mayor of St. Joseph,
Mo., to the Daughters of Charity who
staff and maintain the general hos-
pital in St. Joseph a drive was initiated
to collect enough money to start con-
struction on a new hospital. The letter
was the result of an inspection of the
three oldest buildings of the hospital
by local building and health authori.-
ties.
Long before the city of St. Joseph
became one of the livestock and pack-
ing centers in the country and nut
too soon after the reconstruction
period following the Civil War, St.
Joseph's Hospital began ministering
to the sick and injured. For sixty-eight
years it has served the community of
St. Joseph. During this stretch of
years things in the world about us
have changed drastically, both eco-
nomically and scientifically. For' the
most part St. Joseph's Hospital had
been making do with buildings that
were out of date. The oldest building
was built in 1883; the Central Build-
ing in 1895; the Main structure in
1906; ,and the last addition, "The
Anmnex" was built in 1921. The big
problem facing the Daughters through
the years has been the growth, of the
community and hence the greater hos-
pital facilities needed. The number of
patients received has doubled between
1940 and 1955. Also during this same
period of time the number of births
;at the hospital has tripled. With this
growth every available inch of space
had to be utilized but even so, there was
still not room enough.
It is a tribute to the wonderful
work of the Daughters of Charity as
also to the doctors, nurses, and em-
ployees, that in spite of this handicap
of outmoded physical accommodations
they have managed to kleep the service
to their patients abreast of the pro-
gress made in modern medicine and
have made St. Joseph a healthier,
happier and a more productive com-
munity. With the reception of the
ST. JOSEPH
above quoted letter the Daughters in
a two year period had to spend $210,-
837.73 for repairs in order to keep
the hospital going until new facilities
could be erected.
It is a fact that in an area of such
a type as that of St. Joseph there
should be five general hospital beds per
each 1,000 of population. Now the area
taken care of by this hospital has a
population of more than 120,000. So it
can easily be seen that at least 600
beds are needed to properly serve the
area. Before the present building was
started there were only 506 beds
available. Of these 53 beds were located
in buildings which were not fire resist-
ant. Also there were 28 rooms each
housing two beds which were designed
for private care. At times it was even
necessary to place beds in the corri-
dors. Throughout the hospital, then,
there were unmistakable signs of over-
crowding, of extremely limited work-
ing quarters.
The new hospital will be five stories
with a capacity of 204 patients. It
will cost slightly over $3,000,000. The
only portion of the old hospital to be
retained is the annex and the separate
structure housing the boiler room,
laundry, paint shop, and sewing room.
This new hospital, equipped to meet
the complex requirements of modern
medical practice, will add materially
and raise the hospital accommodations
in the large area. Included in the new
structure will be: an enlarged and more
fully equipped X-Ray Department; a
spacious laboratory, with the most
modern of scientific equipment, which
will eliminate overcrowding and allow
proper functioning; and also more
patient rooms in which the growing
number of patients can be adequately
housed. Since caring for the hospitaliz-
ed child has been developed as a
complete science in itself a new and
modern Pediatrics Department will also
be included. Besides more ample space
will be provided for operating rooms
and these will be equipped with the
latest equipment.
As of the present the building is
progressing nicely and will probably
be finished and ready to be moved into
by September.
Mother Seton-
What Is She To Us
On the night of July 18, 1830, the
eve of the feast of Saint Vincent de
Paul, Our Blessed Mother Mary ap-
peared to a humble seminary sister
of the Daughters of Charity in the
chapel of their Motherhouse in the
rue du Bac in Paris. In this, her first
apparition to Sister Catherine Laboure,
Our Lady told Catherine of God's
plans for her, of the sorrow she would
undergo and of the graces wnich God
would give her to carry out the mission
He wished to entrust to her. During the
course of this same apparition the
Blessed Virgin told Catherine of the
sorrows which would come upon France
some forty years later in the form of
the political disorders.
After giving Catherine these mes-
sages, Our Lady turned her attention
to the Double Family of St. Vincent
de Paul. She said to Catherine, "My
child, I particularly love to shed graces
upon your Community; I love it very
much. It pains me that there are great
abuses in regularity, that the rules
are not observed, that there is much
relaxation in the two Communities."
Mary continued, "Tell that to him who
has charge of you, even though he is
not the superior. He will be given
charge of the Community in a special
way; he must do everything he can to
restore the rule in vigor. Tell him for
me to guard against useless reading,
loss of time, and visits." Our Lady was
here referring to Father Jean Bap-
tiste Etienne who was to be named
Superior General in 1843 and who is
often called "the second founder' of
St. Vincent de Paul's two congrega-
tions."'
Mary promised that when the rule
should be fully observed once again
that the Daughters of Charity would
be greatly increased by the uniting of
another community to the Community
of rue. du Bac.
This prophecy of the Blessed Virgin
was fulfilled nineteen years later in
1849 when Father Etienne received the
burg, Maryland into the Community.
Elizabeth Ann Bayley was, born in
New York in 1774 and was a member
of the Anglican Church. Her husband,
William Seton, whom she married in
1794 died while they were visiting in
Italy in 1803. Thus at the age of twen-
ty-nine, Elizabeth Seton found herself a
widow with the responsiibility of raising
* her five children. While in Italy Eliza-
beth came under the influence of a
noted Italian Catholic family, the
Filicchis. This family had a great role
in the subsequent conversion of Eliza-
beth Seton and remained a guiding
factor in her life. Upon returning to
(Please turn to column one,
page ten)
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THE CONUNITY. SEMINARISI
Perr yille
A 35-member Falso from the Barrens form.
ed part of the 200-voice choir under the dir-
ection of Fr. Corcoran for the Archdiocesan
Catholic Charities observance of the Tercen-
tenary. 2000 people participated in the
Pontifical High Mass, celebrated by Arch-
hbishop Ritter*
The baseball situation on Cape students'
visits took another step toward normality as
the Perryvillians' booming bats smashed out
three hits and a 5-2 victory, for the second
consecutive win. Four days later the novices
were defeated 11.-6.
The seminary Glee Club made an appear-
ance at St. Vincent's High School before a
Mothers' Club audience, presenting a program
ranging from classical to calypso.
At the Motherhouse: Fro Guyot conducted
the ordination retreat. . Fr Ran gave
the graduation address at the Cape and at
St. Vincent's High in Perryville. , Fr.
Fortenberry, in early May, served as trtreat
master at St. Philomena's Retreat House in
St. Louis. Immediately after his retreat
there, St. Philomena's closed its doors
forever,
The Mother General of the Hermanas Joseo
finas, Madre Teresa Manjarres, made an a:':.
official visitation of the five houses in
which the Hermanas work in the UoS.a Lemont,
Montebello, DePaul, and the two San Antonio
seminaries. The Hermanas, incidentally, are
commemorating this year the 50th anniversary
of the death of their founder, Fro Vilaseca,
Co M. Here at Lemont, the sisters are going
to move into a home on the seminary grounds
at the beginning of June, Present quarters
have been in the basement next to the laun-
dry and boiler rooms.
A Tercentenary celebration was held on
Mothers' Day in conjunction with the opening
of Forty Hours. Brunch and a light supper
were served the guests, with "Monsieur
Vincent" and a program by the students in
the evening.
~ Improvements on the grounds T he stu-
dents, under the direction of Mr. O'Brien,
have constructed for seminary visitors pic-
nic tables and benches out of the Cass Ave-
nue pews. Final grading is taking place on
a new ballfield just west of the dormitory
building. It will be seeded in the fall and
ready for use in the springo
Lemont
ýVwvý ý AP
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Summer plans for the seminarians include
five get-togethers* two weekeend trips, one
trip to Wisconsin, one to LaSalle, and a
swimming party. The annual picnic and open
house for the seminarians and their rela-
tives will be held on July 17. Another item
on the summer program is Vocation Week for
young prospective candidates, conducted by
Fr, Hale , with the help of the 4th-year
theology class from Perryville0
DIOCESAN SEMINARIES
Camarillo St. JohnIs Seminary
Nuns, nuns, 1600 nuns visited Sto John's
as guests of Fr, Kenneally and the seminary.
Nuns, nuns, 1200 nuns heard an address by
Fr. Miller on the theology of hymns at Mass
at Bishop Conaty High School 0
The Cardinal has announced that there
will be erected on the grouns here a four-
year College Seminary. There will then be
three four-year plants minor seminary,
college loopiosophy and major seminary- -
theology.
Activities of the confrere:s Fr. Ken
neally spoke on "The Vocation and Mission
of the Hospital Chaplain" at the Catholic
Chaplains Conference of the regional meeting
of the Catholic Hospital Associationo 0
Fathers Kenneall and Miller preached at
first Masses of ordinands of the seminary.
. Fr, O'Brien is giving a series of
talks to parents in conjunction with a
doctor and a mother on the subject of sex
instruction of youth, o.Fr Eberhardt
delivered a lecture series at Immaculate
Heart Collegeo
With the completion of the Ventiera
Freeway, it is now possible to drive from
the seminary's front door to downtown LoAo
without a stopo
Denver - St. Thomas Seminary
Dirinp~ the summer Fr Vawter will give
three seaies: of 1cturt~ o•mo - de i scripture
studies , two to be delivered in June and
July at Sto Mary"s College, London, England;
the third to be given at St. Johngs Abbey,
Collegeville, Minno. in August 0
San Antonio . St. Johns
480 boys, 7th grade through high school,
are expected for the two sessions of St.
John' s Vocation Workshop, In the morning,
the boys have four thirty-minute classes,
in the afternoon, organized sports and in
the evening, a conference and some sort of
entertainment .
A "Clergy Day" was inaugurated on May 19,
with about 60 diocesan priests in attendance.
A principal purpose of the day is to afford
an opportunity for the parish priests and the
faculty to become better acquainted. The
main attraction of the afternoon was a padres
vso seminarians softball game• Naturally
the padres won, with F Rce stealing the
show with a stellar performance0
At San Antonio • Leonard delivered a
baccalaureate address: . r. F  Grass gave
a week-end retreat, sponsored by the Serra
Club. for 100 altar boys from Victoria, Tex,
Tucson -Regina Cle
Regina Cleris first graduating class,
eleven strong, received their diplomas May
29. Fr, s trained and directed the choir
for the occasion. Two weeks before, the stu-
dents presented their first play, a version of
"Stalag 17•: under Fr~ Dowdis direction.
On May 1 Fr. Mahoney addressed the Future
C4tholic Leaders, a state-wide youth organi-
zation, on "Catholicism and Citizenship •
He also delivered the commencement address at
a local Catholic high school,
THE PARISHES
New Orleans St Stephens
Fr• Shauhnessy was named administrator
of the Long Beach parish, until a pastor is
appointed.
The classroom section of St. Stephen's
new school plant is just aboUt finished,
Demolition of the old buiding will begin
in early June. Father Dewitt continues
his excellent restoration of the Sto Stephen'
Rectory. Painting of the various rooms and
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corridors is just about completed. The
third floor has been made more presentable
for visitors,
The Cape Alumni recently elected new
officers6 Charles Collins , Jack Rayr4ond1
Leslie Stamr and Erile Falanga, The Club
is planning almost weekly .siv tis for
the seminarians during the summer. They
plan to gather them for sprital .a.exercies
as well as for sdoial actiVities. The group
met at Sto Joseph.s to :ay' theTrosary for
Fro George 0.Malley and attended his funer-
al. He was much beloved and esteemed, es
pecially by the men•ha were at Cape during
his term there 0
Taking up Fr. 'Hugs challig i~.n the
last DeAndrein, St. Stephe'i-s boys' softball
team, nder Fro Pttana deeated St. Jos'.
eph's in two gamesI, despte the  erling
efforts of 'Fr. e•Iug . L auo etal
The eighth. grade bos wn a- ttal of seven
trophies .this ye.a•:
New Orleans .St Jose h ;
Fr, William .sehas been appointed
chaplain of Hotel I.eu. .sen ede g Fr. .
Greor who has been. tran:fered to arity
Hospital.
500 4th-.degree K.O., s met at Sto Jos-
eph's for their annual ommunion Sunday
Fr, Hyme, who has been in Dallas looking at
sites for the seminary, received membership
in the 4th degree ' 1at tlhe meeting.
St, Joseph's Sparkling May Festival
was a grand success. Neti -$1:0100, Moral
Have one of your parishioners' lave the
parish a diamond ring
Plans are now underway for a city-wide
celebration of the TerCentenary in September
San Francisco - St _Charles .
A Spanish Mission given here achieved
excellent results among the large number of
Spanish-speaking faithful in the parish., o
'4ary's Help Hospital, staffed by the Daugh-
ters, has plans to move from San Fracisco
to Westlake, a suburb south of the city.
DePaul
The University will receive $1ý00,00
from the estate of the late Walter P.
Powers, Chicago real estate deaer and
philanthropist 0 . Two years -ago Mr0 *Powers
gave the University $529000 for. the coný
struction of the !Our Latdy of he Mira..
culous Medal Chapel on the main floor
of the Lewis: Center in the Loop,
Fr aEal 1conducted .retreats for
two Councils of the Society of StY Vincent
de Paul in. two of the city 1ý:s parishes..
Maurice H.S Stans• ..director of the U.oS
Bureau of the Budget,: will address the
University s 62nd annual convocation on
June 8th .. Fr Mally wll confer the
degrees and the convocation will be ,pre-
sided over by Cardinal Meyer. the grand
chancellor of the Universityo0
The Academy will hold commencement
exercises on June 6th, Fr: Munster will
celebrate the graduation Mass and the ser-
mon will be preached by Fr. Cannon..
Fr. R oland conducted :a retreat for
Academy seniors at Lemont, Fr. Bgoett
took time from his teaching at the.Univer-
sity to preach another -retreat at Lemont"
for the junior and sophomores.
AROUND THE WO.LD
Rome
On May 8th over ten thousand priests,
religious, and laymen .gathered at the Vati-
can for a pontifical audience in honor of
the Tercentenary of St. Vincent. The Con.
gregation was represented by Most Honored
Father Slattery, Fro Bisoglio, Procurator-
General and several of the Assistants-Gen-
eral, A large number of confreres and
Daughters of the Roman province along with
representatives of lay organizations were
present. In his talk to the assembly Most
Honored Father pointed out that the world5
wide development of the Vincentian works
is an eloquent sign of the universality of
the Catholic Church. He also thanked the
Holy Father for his kind interest in the
Tercentenary celebrations in honor of St.
Vincen ts death,
~5~ D~
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In response Pope John recalled the
happy memories he has of the city of
Paris and of the Vincentian Motherhouse
which he used to visit almost weekly
to venerate the relics of St. Vincent
while he was nuncio to France. He spoke
of the need for charity and justice in
the world if we are to solve the problems
which face us.e Finally His Holiness
imparted his special blessing on all pre-
sent and to all engaged in the works of
Sto Vincent de Paul.
Philadelphia
Father Joseph A. Skelly of the
Eastern Province will celebrate the sixtieth
anniversary of his ordination to the priest-
hood on June 9th. Besides being the oldest
living Vincentian priest in the United
States Fr. Skelly is also the founder and
present director of the Central Association
of the Miraculous Medal in Philadelphia.
CONGRATULATIONS
Perpetual Vows B
Subdiaeonate K
Diaconate B
Priesthood B
Rev. Frs.
Julius Harjanto
Silvester Soenarjo
Subdiaconate Ji
Revo Messrs.
Timothy Madden
Robert Rohrich
Hugh 0'Donnell
Robert Scherer
Joseph Franszczak
Robert McEvoy
Exorcist and Acolyte
Messrs.
Richard Hurley
John Gagnepain
Philip Floersh
Dennis Martin
George Moore
Manuel Canal
Justo Moro
Juan Lamela
Miguel Blazquez
Tonsure
Porter and Lector
Messrs.
Francis Byrne
Thomas Hinni
John Shine
arrens
enrick
arrens
arrens
May 27
May 28
June 4
June 5
Indonesia
Indonesia
une 4
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
B knten, Mo.
Chicagoe le
Los Angeles
June 4
Chicago
Perryville
Nashville
St. Louis
St. Louis
Spain
Spain
Spain
Spain
Chicago
Perryville
Mission, Kano
Perpetual Vows
Messrs.
James Seghers
Louis Fortenberry
John Overkamp
August Melito
John Sauerhage
Thomas Grace
Robert Roppel
Temporary Vows
Messrs.
John Harmeyer
Barry Moriarty
Jerome Thurman
Jerome Herff
Russell Halstead
Patrick 0ODonnell
Good Purposes
Messrs.
Gordon Gruber
Patrick Harrity
Thomas Trapp
Lawrence Green
Paul Engelman
Michael O'Grady
James Lalley
David May
William Bogel
William Kilbourne
Paul Sauerbier
Stephen Courtois
James Behm-
James Mulhearn
New Orleans
Perryville
St. Charles, Mo.
New Orleans
Bloomington, Ill.
Chicago
Chicago
St. Louis
Chicago
St. Mary's, Mo.
Arlington Heights, Ill
Williamsport, Pao
Chicago
Dallas
Chicago
Glendale, Calif.
St. Louis
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
St. Louis
New Orleans
Naperville, Ill.
Portsmouth, Va.
Dexter, Mo.
St. Louis
Independence, Mo.
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Vocational Director? Who wouldn't
want to be one of those. The mere
thought of his easy life, his interesting
life, stirs up the imagination of any
young, red-blooded American lad. In
fact we were so interested that we
wrote to one of our Vincentian Voca-
tional Directors and asked him about
his ordinary day's activities. In re-
sponse he wrote us the following ac-
count which in fact could have been
written by any one of our Directors.
Things look pretty blue this morn-
ing. I'm in the car and have just about
five minutes to make it to that school
for that vacation talk. I always am a
slow starter in the morning, but . . .
this A. M. I can hardly keep my eyes
open.
I drop by the rectory to meet the
pastor. He sizes me up. I figure that
he figures that I'm not going to get any
of his boys interested in the Vincen-
tians . . . and this morning I think
he's right.
Ah, there's the school. I make a su-
preme act of the will, gather my cour-
age and wits about me, knock on the
8th grade classroom door and walk in.
Everybody jumps to his feet: "Good
mooorning Father." There's the Sister
right in the middle of a lesson. I won-
der what she thinks about this inter-
ruption. There's a little fellow at the
blackboard being grilled for his
arithmetic . . . I know for sure he's
glad to see me. He gives me the grate-
ful look of one who has just been
rescued from the gallows and creeps
off to his seat.
I surprise myself by pulling a great
big smile from somewhere. "How's
everybody this morning?"
"Fine, Father."
"Good. Sit down now. I'm going to
talk to you for a while." Although I
really don't feel like saying something
funny, I do my best and actually say
something funny. Naturally they
laugh. After all it's better than doing
,arithmetic.
Of course nobody has ever heard of
the Vincentian Fathers and one volun-
teer says that C.M. means "can't
marry." However there is a consolation:
a girl get up and says that her great-
igrandmother was born in Perryville.
Well, at least somebody has heard of
Perryville.
I swing into the talk. There's a little
freckle-faced rascal in the first seat ...
right in front of Sister's desk. I can
tell she put him there so she can
watch him. I like him right away be-
cause that's where I sat when I was
in grammar school.
As I talk I look around the class.
I think of some of our priests who are
struggling under heavy teaching loads,
our parishes which are short-handed,
our foreign missionaries who are beg-
ging for more priests. Please God, let
some of these lads in here be inter-
ested in the Vincentians.
I pass out cards for them to fill out;
give them my blessing; make my de-
parture accompanied by the cheers of
the multitude. Outside the door I
check through the cards with th,e Sis-
ter. We find there are four boys who
want to be priests.
Sister immediately throws out three
of them. "You don't want them
Father. They don't even know their
way home from school." However, the
fourth is an excellent boy, a good pros-
pect. Thank you Lord.
I give about four or five more talks
to the 7th and 6th grades. I'm whipped
and heading for home. But I've made
my mark. I imagine it will take the
Sisters two or three days to get those
kids calmed down and back to school
work again. Yes sir, they won't forget
me for a while. That cigar tastes
mighty good as I drive along.
Now comes the less glamorous part of
this job-answering the mail and send-
ing out literature to all the boys I
spoke to this morning. I turn all this
work over to my ,secretary, and since
I am my own secretary, I grit my teeth,
pull up to my desk and dig in.
One little scamp writes, "I don't want
-to be no Priest, but after I get married
I will send my kids to the Vincen-
tians." I thank him for his considera-
tion and tell him that I'll be out to
his home in 25 years to sign up his
first boy for the Seminary. There's a
nice letter from an 8th grader but he
forgets to sign his name and address.
Here's one from a little lad who tells
me that he shot a rabbit with a bow
and arrow, and that he thinks he has a
priestly vocation. God bless him. I pray
that someday he'll be shooting rabbits
in thpe woods at Perryville.
I'm interrupted by a telephone call
from an angry mother. It seems that
her son is too young to be receiving
literature on the priesthood. I Let her
have her say simply because I can't get
a word in edgewise. ("Hell hath no
fury, etc.") Dear Lord, when will they
realize that vocations must be encour-
aged and nurtured in our young boys
and girls.
And so it goes into the late after-
noon when once again I saddle my
horse and ride off into the dusk looking
for strays. I visit about four or five
families. Some of the good mothers
insist that I have some cake and cof-
fee (no wonder I'm getting so fat).
Others merely tolerate me, and they
seem very relieved when I grab my hat
and make my move for the door. The
kids seem to like nme and the little
ones proceed to crawl all over me. One
little guy puts his foot in my stomach
and spills a glass of milk all over my
good pants. I don't bawl him out-
after all he may be my superior some
day.
About eleven o'clock I make my way
home. The house is quiet. All the con-
freres have retired for the night. "Not
a creature is stirring. . . not even a
mouse." I finish my Office and head
for the sack. Just before I drift off to
sleep I think of something my pros-
pects often tell me: "Gee, Father, when
I get to be a priest I'd like to have a
job like yours." Oh well, go to sleep.
MOO
This is the way it read in the local
papers just a few weeks ago: "Not
Really News: St. Mary's Seminary
Herd Again Tops DHIA." The DHIA
testing services measure the average
pounds of milk and butterfat produced
by dairy herds in Perry and surround-
ing counties each month. However, a
few days after this bit of news, the
Seminary herd was sold and the Dairy
closed.
Our Dairy opened in 1915 to provide
more and better dairy products for the
Community. It has been closed as the
simplest means of providing better
dairy products for the Community in
1960. Due to the deterioration of the
equipment in the milking parlor and
the great improvements in modern
techniques of milking, our milk has
been by comparison rated as Grade C.
Two years of study and two surveys
by the Doane Agricultural Agency
were devoted to trying to find means
of providing facilities for a Grade A
Dairy on an economical basis. At the
present time it does not seem possible
to achieve this goal with a small dairy.
Most of the other Dairies operated by
religious communities in this area have
been closed in recent years.
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SETON
(Continued from page four)
the United States in 1804 she abjured
her protestantism despite the fierce op-
position of her family and friends.
Having suffered financial reverses,
due in large part to abandonment by
her friends and relations, Elizabeth
sought to earn a livelihood for herself
iand her children by teaching. Because
of her Catholic Faith she found it dif-
ficult to obtain a position in a pre-
dominantly Portestant city. This was
remedied, however, in 1807 when
through her friend Bishop Carroll she
became acquainted with Father Du-
Bourg, a French Sulpician then serv-
ing as president of St. Mary's College
in Baltimore. As this acquaintance grew
into a deep friendship, Fr. DuBourg
recognized in this woman great forti-
tude and a deep spirituality capable
of doing great things for God and His
Church. He began to associate Eliza-
beth Seton with a project very dpear to
him. There was in Baltimore at that
time a great need for a Catholic
school for girls. Since there was no
community of women in the city de-
voted to the work of teaching, Father
DuBourg wished to found such a com-
munity following the Rule of the
Daughters of Charity of St. Vincent
de Paul. Thus the work begun by the
Sulpicians with the boys of Maryland
could be made complete.
•After some hestitation, Elizabeth
consented to Fr. DuBourg's suggestion
that she direct the institution of the
new community and school. Under his
direction and that of the Sulpicians
she founded the Congregation of the
Sisters of Saint Joseph in 1809 and
established it at Emmitsburg, fifty
miles west of Baltimore. The new
community adopted the Rule of St.
Vincent and Elizabeth became its first
Superior. After years filled with joys,
sorrows, toils and pain in carrying out
God's work, Mother Seton passed away
on January 4, 1821.
Twenty-eight years after the death
of Mother Seton a group of her re-
ligious were united with the Daugh-
ters of Charity in Paris. It was this
group of women that formed the foun-
dation of the works of the Daughters
of Charity in the United States so
flourishing today.
FATHERS AND MOTHERS
(Continued from page one)
It is upon sacrifices lik~e these that
parents look back as they watch their
son at the altar. This is the culmination
of all their work, their anxieties and
frustrations, their vigils with the sick
child. That man had much insight
who said that Ordination Sunday is as
much the parents' day as it is the
newly ordained's. In his simple peasant
way, St. Pius X's mother saw the same
truth. She is said to have told him,
after he had achieved his greatness,
"Remember, you wouldn't be what you
are today if it weren't for me."
The Pulse of the Community Quickened
During the summer of 1935 a group
of newly-ordained Vincentian priests
of the Western Province set out on
their first assignments. Am e rica wasjust beginning to pull itself out of the
great depression. Franklin Roosevelt
had inauguarated his alphabetical ad-
ministration and the economic pulse
of the country was beginning to beat
again. The song, "Happy Days Are
Here Again," signified the renewed
hopes which were being awakened
throughout the land. The Community
has also felt the hardships of the de-
pression and it saw in this group of
newly ordained priests the vanguard
of the large pre-war classes which
were to form the backbone of the pro-
vince in the years ahead.
A quarter of a century later as we
look back at this class we find its
members laboring in the various works
of the Western Province.
Several members of the class plan
to observe their silver anniversary of
ordination to the priesthood with a
Solemn Mass. Fr. Whooley will cele-
brate his Mass in his parish church of
Kranzburg, South Dakota on June 16.
St. Vincent de Paul church in Chicago
will be the scene of Fr. Lynn's Mass
on June 19. Fr. Roche will celebrate
his Mass in the chapel of St. John's
Seminary, Camarillo on June 1. At
St. Joseph's in New Orleans Fr. Miget
plans to celebrate a Mass on May 29
and again in Perryville on July 3 for
his family and friends.
As these jubilarians pause in their
work to give thanks to God for this
quarter century of service in his priest-
hood all of us join in asking that fu-
ture years will also be fruitful ones.
They began their ministry when the
spiritual and material needs of our
people were great. Today most of the
material needs have been cared for but
there is still a long way to go before
the spiritual needs of men will be ful-
filled. This will be their task in the
next quarter century.
IN MANUS TUAS
"Men will remember the just man
forever; no fear shall he have of evil
tidings." This phrase from the liturgy
of the Requiem Mass is especially ap-
propriate for our confrere, Fr. George
O'Malley, who passed away on April
25 in New Orleans. Sincpe 1947 Fr.
O'Malley had served as pastor of St.
Thomas Parish in Long Beach, Mis-
sissippi.
A native of Chicago, Fr. O'Malley
was born on November 16, 1899. He at-
tended St. Vincent's School, DePaul
Academy and St. Vincnt's College. He
entered the Novitiate in May of 1913
and was ordained priest by the late
Cardinal Glennon in St. Louis.
Following ordination he served as
prefect of stucents and professor of
Latin and English at the Cape. Un-
der his direction many of the priests
of -the Province received their minor
seminary training. The lasting im-
pression he made on these men is man-
fested whenever the confreres talk of
their old seminary days at the Cape.
In 1932 Father was appointed superior
of the College and Pastor of St. Vin-
cent's Parish in Cape Girardeau. Af-
ter fulfilling this post he was named
pastor of St. Vincent's Parish in St.
Louis and later Pastor of St. Joseph's,
New Orleans. Leaving New Orleans he
took up the position of Pastor of St.
Thomas Parish where he served until
his death.
The funeral Mass was offered at St.
Jaoeph's in New Orleans. Fr. Comer-
ford O'Malley was celebrant, Fr. Paul
O'Malley was deacon and Fr. John
Shaughnessy was sub-deacon. After
thirty-four years of service to Christ
and His Church Fr. O'Malley has pas-
sed to his reward. "Men will remember
the just man forever; no fear shall he
have of evil tidings."
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